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Abstract

Neurons in the cortex and in multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs) represent inputs as pat-
terns of activity. In both systems, the nature of a neural representation carries im-
portant consequences and, accordingly, the mechanisms guiding representation learn-
ing are of great relevance. In MLPs, the most widespread learning method is the
error-backpropagation algorithm. Although functionally effective, this method bears
its limitations and is also unlikely to be implemented in the cortex. On the other
hand, the mechanisms orchestrating plasticity in cortical representations remain un-
clear; neuromodulators appear to contribute to this process but their exact roles are
largely unknown.

This thesis examines the plastic effects of two neuromodulators, acetylcholine (ACh)
and dopamine (DA), with the following aims: first, to gain a functional understanding
of ACh and DA transmission in shaping biological representations and, second, to
explore neuromodulator-inspired learning rules for MLPs. I address these questions in
a Hebbian-learning neural network model. I extend the model to simulate the plastic
effects and physiological release properties of ACh and DA. I then study the impact
of neuromodulatory transmission on the network’s representation and its performance
on a classification task.

In the model, ACh activation approximates the concept of attentional effort. I
demonstrate that this signal redistributes neural preferences such that more neurons
encode challenging or relevant stimulus classes, thereby boosting performance on these
classes. DA activation in the model accompanies reward prediction errors. I show
that this signal adjusts neural weights to the reward contingencies of a task, in turn
enhancing class selectivity in neurons and yielding large gains in classification accu-
racy. These results suggest functional roles for ACh and DA in guiding biological
representation learning. Additionally, in comparison with MLPs of the same architec-
ture, neuromodulator-inspired learning produces lower error rates than those originally
reported on the MNIST dataset and measures up with modern state-of-the-art optimi-
sation methods. A single modulatory signal also proves to successfully guide learning in
multiple layers concurrently in a deep convolutional network. Neuromodulator learning
requires weak supervision signals and interacts with synaptically-local weight updates,
thus offering potential applications in learning with weakly labelled data or in neuro-
morphic processors.
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Zusammenfassung

Neuronen im Kortex und in künstlichen neuronalen Netzwerken (z.B. “Multi-layer
perceptrons”, MPLs) repräsentieren Inputs als Aktivitätsmuster. In beiden Systemen
ist die Natur des neuronalen Codes entscheidend und folglich sind die Mechanismen, die
das Lernen von Repräsentationen beeinflussen, von großer Bedeutung. In künstlichen
Netzwerken ist der ‘error-backpropagation’ Algorithmus die am weitesten verbreitete
Lernmethode. Es ist unwahrscheinlich, dass diese Methode im Kortex implementiert
ist, jedoch ist derzeit nicht bekannt, wie das Gehirn Repräsentationen lernt.

Die beiden Neuromodulatoren, Acetylcholin (ACh) und Dopamin (DA), lösen plas-
tische Veränderungen in kortikalen Repräsentationen aus. In dieser Arbeit unter-
suche ich die funktionalen Rollen, die diese beiden Modulatoren, in Bezug auf die
Verbesserung sensorischer Repräsentationen, haben. Dabei stehen zwei Ziele im Vorder-
grund: Zum einen, soll ein funktionales Verständnis der von ACh und DA ausgelösten
Plastizität in der Biologie geschaffen werden. Zum anderen, sollen Lernregeln für MPLs
erforscht werden, welche von Neuromodulatoren inspiriert sind. Ich behandle diese
Fragen mithilfe eines neuronalen Netzwerkmodells, welches auf Hebb’schen Lernregeln
basiert. Dazu simuliere ich ACh und DA als Modulatoren der Lernrate des Netzwerkes
und bestätige dadurch, dass dieses Modell bekannte Plastizitätseffekte aus der Biologie
reproduziert. Danach simuliere ich die physiologischen Eigenschaften der Ausschüttung
von ACh und DA und quantifiziere deren Auswirkung mithilfe einer Klassifikationsauf-
gabe.

Im Modell folgt die Auschüttung von ACh den Anforderungen der Aufgabe und der
Motivation, als Näherung des Konzepts des Aufmerksamkeitsaufwandes (‘attentional
effort’). Ich zeige, dass dieses Signal neuronale Präferenz derart umverteilt, dass mehr
Neuronen herausfordernde oder relevante Stimulusklassen kodieren, was die Klassifika-
tion dieser Klassen deutlich verbessert. Ich gehe daher davon aus, dass ACh diese Rolle
in der Biologie ausfüllt. DA Auschüttung wird im Modell von Belohnungsvorhersage-
fehlern (‘reward prediction errors’) hervorgerufen. Dieses Signal verbessert neuronale
Selektivität, was wiederum zu einer Steigerung der Klassifikationsgenauigkeit führt. Ich
vermute daher, dass die DA-induzierte Plastizität in senorischen Kortexarialen diese
Funktion übernimmt. Angewandt auf den MNIST Datensatz zeigt DA-basiertes Ler-
nen eine sehr gute Leistung, die vergleichbar mit modernen Optimisierungsmethoden in
MLPs ist. Diese aussichtsreichen Ergebnisse motivieren weitere Forschungen auf dem
Gebiet des neuromodulatorisch-inspirierten Lernens als Modell in der Biologie sowie
für praktische Anwendungen.
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δη, conv
+/0 DA activation for (r+, p0), explorative net, convolutional layer 0.0

δη, conv
0/+ DA activation for (r0, p+), explorative net, convolutional layer 0.0

δη, conv
0/0 DA activation for (r0, p0), explorative net, convolutional layer -0.5

δη, feed
+/+ DA activation for (r+, p+), explorative net, feedforward layer 0.01

δη, feed
+/0 DA activation for (r+, p0), explorative net, feedforward layer -1.00

δη, feed
0/+ DA activation for (r0, p+), explorative net, feedforward layer 6.00

δη, feed
0/0 DA activation for (r0, p0), explorative net, feedforward layer -1.00
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The Brain’s Shadow Theatre

A time-honoured form of storytelling, shadow theatre narrates stories of war, heroes
and love. Puppets passing in front of a light cast shadows onto a canvas, provoking
fear or laughter in the audience. The characters’ shadows can be ambiguous, changing
shape depending on their orientation (Fig. 1.1); a particular silhouette may be unclear
and difficult to identify. Alternately, two puppets projecting similar or overlapping
shadows are challenging to distinguish.

Alike puppets in shadow theatre, sensory events cast projections in our brains.
Receptors sensing a stimulus in the periphery of our nervous system send swift signals
to the brain where they elicit patterns of activity in neurons, the stimulus’ neural
shadow. The transformation of physical stimuli into neural codes form the brain’s
representation of its sensory environment. The particular form a representation takes
matters: the silhouette a stimulus projects in the brain may be clearly recognisable–or
not.

As an example, consider a student learning Mandarin Chinese. As a tonal language,
Mandarin assigns meaning to the pitch of vowels: the syllables mā, má, mǎ, and mà
each bear different interpretations ascribed by the tone on the vowel ‘a’ (mother, hemp,
horse, and scold, respectively). In a neural representation poorly suited to Mandarin,
these syllables elicit similar activity patterns. The novice student then finds it difficult
to tell the words apart.

Fortunately, evolution provided the mammalian brain with mechanisms to adapt
sensory representations and facilitate perception. As the student practices at discerning
the Mandarin tones, the representations of these tones adjust in his brain. From ini-
tially evoking identical responses, each vowel eventually gains a distinct representation:
the learner can distinguish the tones at once.

This thesis is concerned with the mechanisms by which the brain refines its sen-
sory representations, or its shadow theatre. In this chapter, I introduce the two main
research objectives of this work. The first objective is to study the functions of two
neuromodulators, acetylcholine and dopamine, in guiding plastic modifications in sen-
sory representations. The second objective relates to artificial neural networks. Much
like their biological counterpart, these networks transform data into neural represen-
tations. These algorithms learn representations through calculus-based optimisation
methods which, although successful in practice, are unlike biological learning and bear
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Figure 1.1: Shadow play. In shadow theatre, the same puppet may cast different
silhouettes, here the characters Snoopy, Mickey Mouse, and Popeye (reproduced
from [MP09] with permission). Alternately, two objects may project overlapping or
similar shadows, making it difficult to tell them apart. Alike the puppets’ silhouette,
sensory events evoke patterns of neural activity in the brain. The specific neural
representation of a stimulus makes it more or less evident to identify it.

their own limitations. Accordingly, the second aim of this work is to explore learning
rules for artificial neural networks inspired from neuromodulation in the mammalian
brain.

1.2 Biological Neural Representations

The turn of the 20th century saw the emergence of quantitative methods to study
cognitive processes. The behaviourist movement then in place introduced stringent
procedures to quantify the relationship between stimulus and behaviour. This line
of research brought important contributions, notably the characterisation of classical
and operant conditioning. Behaviourism, however, adopted an excessively reduction-
ist view: it treated animal behaviour largely as a collection of reflexes and ignored
transformations taking place within the brain.

In the 1960s, a new perspective emerged which regarded perception as a constructive
process deriving not only from the stimulus but also from the mental structure of
the perceiver. The discipline of cognitive psychology arose, investigating information
processing within the brain. This new paradigm inherently assumed that percepts have
internal representations in the brain.

Around those years, Evarts and Mountcastle developed novel tools to measure the
responses of individual neurons in behaving animals. Such neural recordings allowed
to relate the responses of nerve cells to specific sensory events. Soon after, Hubel and
Wiesel famously discovered neurons in the primary visual cortex responding prefer-
entially to edges of a particular orientation. These findings inspired a multitude of
fruitful investigations into the neural representations of sensory events.

Researchers since observed neural correlates of all senses, from neurons responsive
to specific odourants in the olfactory bulb to frequency-tuned cells in the auditory cor-
tex. Cortical representations were also found for concepts disconnected from particular
senses, like abstract rules or quantities and numbers. These neural representations of-
ten bear a topographic organisation such that nearby cells encode related information.
Primary sensory areas additionally maintain ordered projections of sensory surfaces,
for instance the roughly human-shaped tactile map of the body in the somatosensory
cortex, or again the layout of the primary visual cortex following that of the retina in
most mammals.

Sensory pathways are organised such that signals progress from one neural repre-
sentation to another. This organisation is referred to as hierarchical due to the specific
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ordering of processing stages along a sensory pathway. Each processing area extracts
specific features from sensory signals; early stages typically encode simple attributes
of limited spatial and temporal extend like edges in the visual system or pitch in the
auditory system. Neurons in downstream stages respond to more intricate percepts
such as the face or the name of an individual person. The transformation of sensory
signals as they progress from one representation to another is thought to form the basis
of perception in mammals.

Although at the time of their discoveries cortical representations were believed to
be hard-wired and invariable throughout life, it is now clear that this is not the case.
In particular, in the early 1990s, several experiments demonstrated that sensory rep-
resentations adapt following extensive behavioural training. For instance, as monkeys
repeatedly perform a fine tactile task with their finger tips, the area of their cortex
devoted to these finger tips expands and neural responses sharpen. Improvements
on such tasks were further shown to correlate with the extent of the cortical reor-
ganisation, suggesting that perceptual sensitisation derives from refinements in neural
representations.

It remains unclear how such refinements take place. Stimulation of the senses as well
as active attentional involvement appear important ingredients. In addition, numerous
experiments reveal an influential contribution of neuromodulators, organic molecules
which modulate rather than cause neural responses. In particular, two compounds,
acetylcholine (ACh) and dopamine (DA), promote modifications in neural represen-
tations. Released coincidentally with a sensory stimulus, both ACh and DA elicit
enlargements in the cortical representation of the stimulus. Conversely, lesion of the
cholinergic or dopaminergic system hinders forms of learning that require alterations
in sensory representations. These findings implicate ACh and DA in the plasticity of
cortical representations; the specific functions they carry, however, is uncertain. In this
thesis, I examine the roles of ACh and DA transmission in a computational model of
neural representation learning.

1.3 Artificial Neural Representations

Artificial intelligence has captivated researchers for generations. The history of the
field is marked by a succession of bouts of enthusiasm and droughts of uncertainty in
the abilities of synthetic intelligence. In the recent years, machine learning emerged as
one of the most promising branch of artificial intelligence. Unlike some earlier meth-
ods which informed decisions on sets of predetermined logical rules, machine learning
algorithms characteristically learn these rules from data. This approach proved far
superior, requiring less human efforts and achieving greater performance, and it now
enjoys most of the attention and funding in the field.

The accuracy of machine learning methods critically depends on the data represen-
tation an algorithm is to learn from. A representation in which data bear no structure
makes learning altogether impossible; a representation partitioning the data well makes
learning trivial. Early machine learning methods made use of hand-crafted features to
transform data into a representation well suited for a learning task. However, such
feature engineering is time consuming and inefficient.

Research efforts over the last decades produced multiple techniques that automat-
ically extract useful features from data. Some operate exclusively on the basis of the
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statistical structure of the input, for instance learning decorrelated or linearly inde-
pendent features; others rely on supervision signals to learn which data attributes are
discriminative for a specific task.

The perceptron, a computational unit inspired from biological neurons, was prob-
ably the first machine learning method invented. As other learning algorithms, the
perceptron critically depends on the representation of its input. Incidentally, the dis-
semination of this observation by Minsky and Papert in the late 1960s prompted the
first research drought in artificial intelligence. However, in the mid-1980s, several re-
search groups independently discovered an algorithm to train perceptrons arranged in
a layered structure, or multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs). The technique, known as error-
backpropagation, allowed MLPs to find discriminative features for a task, learning their
own data representation.

This approach soon gave rise to ‘deep learning’, artificial neural networks in which
multiple layers of neurons learn hierarchical, compositional representations for data.
Deep learning developed to be hugely successful, claiming the best performance on a
wide variety of benchmarks and tackling problems as diverse as brain tumour detection,
real-time speech translation, and bankruptcy prediction.

Although very effective, the error-backpropagation method suffers from limitations.
First, in order to compute the error function, a target output must be specified for
each training example, making training data expensive to acquire. Second, weight
updates require information that is not available locally at the weights, such as gradient
information from downstream neurons. This requirement limits the implementation of
learning for deep networks in physical devices like neuromorphic chips. Additionally,
error back-propagation is susceptible to vanishing error gradients whereby neurons far
from the output layer learn prohibitively slowly. On this account, a second aim of this
work is to examine alternate learning methods for deep neural networks based on the
actions of neuromodulators in the brain.

1.4 Contributions of this Work

I address the topic of neuromodulator-inspired representation learning in a neural net-
work model. This network contains rate-based neurons arranged in three feedforward
processing layers. Learning follows Hebb’s rule supplemented by synaptic scaling, feed-
forward inhibition and lateral competition, a combination of mechanisms implementing
approximately optimal learning [KSL12]. I train the network on a classification task
of images of handwritten digits from the MNIST dataset [LCB98]. The middle layer
of the network then learns a representation of the data which I consider as a model of
sensory representations in the cortex.

I extend this model of representation learning to simulate the effects of the neuro-
modulators ACh and DA on synaptic plasticity. Here, both ACh and DA modulate the
learning rate of the neural network. This approach reproduces the observation that
stimuli paired with activation of either the cholinergic or DAergic system occupy a
greater area of the cortex. I then simulate the distinct physiological release properties
of the neuromodulators. In the case of ACh, activation approximates the cognitive
construct of attentional effort. For DA, activation follows reward prediction errors. I
examine the influence of these two signals on the network’s neural representation and
on its classification performance.
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This framework allows to formulate hypotheses regarding the functions of ACh and
DA in cortical representation learning. Additionally, the model permits the evalua-
tion of neuromodulator-like signals in artificial neural networks for practical purposes.
Accordingly, four main contributions are made within this framework:

1. I demonstrate that a permissive plasticity signal whose activation properties ap-
proximate the construct of attentional effort improves the quality of a neural
representation. The improvements result from altering the distribution of class
preferences among neurons, in particular from enhancing the representations of
challenging or relevant stimuli. I postulate that ACh serves this function in
refining representations in the cortex.

2. I show that modulating synaptic plasticity as a function of reward prediction
errors refines neural weights with respect to a classification task. Specifically,
after training, weights reflect the boundaries of the conditions for reward delivery
of the task, thereby raising classification accuracy. The results suggest that DA
carries this role in modifying sensory representations in mammals. Although
similar DA-based learning rules were already known, in the present work I derive
the update rule not for its function, as done previously, but to emulate the plastic
actions of DA on cortical representations. This work thus provides additional
biological interpretations for DA-inspired learning rules.

3. I show that noisy neural responses give rise to a softmax exploration rule which,
co-jointly with DA, benefits learning. In this context of exploratory learning, the
optimal activation profile for DA closely agrees with the one observed in primates.
These results suggest that, in mammals, variability in the responses of sensory
neurons and DA release together serve a synergetic function in improving cortical
representations.

4. In comparison with MLPs of the same architecture, the DA model yields per-
formances greater than those originally reported on the MNIST dataset and ri-
valling those of state-of-the-art optimisation methods. A unique DA signal ad-
ditionally proves to be capable of refining multiple representations concurrently
in a deep convolutional network. Learning with neuromodulators requires weak
supervision signals and synaptically-local information. Together, these character-
istics make the learning model attractive in scenarios poorly suited to the error-
backpropagation algorithm such as learning with sparse labelling or in physical
devices.

1.5 Thesis Outline

The six remaining chapters of this thesis are organised as follow:

• Chapter 2, Sensory Representations in the Cortex, reviews background
knowledge on the development and plasticity of cortical representations. In par-
ticular, this chapter covers the details of the activation properties of ACh and
DA in mammals as well as their contributions to cortical plasticity.
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• Chapter 3, Representation Learning in ANNs, describes various learning
rules in artificial neural networks, setting the context for the model used in this
work. This neural network model is then introduced along with a justification of
its mathematical formulation. The chapter also outlines the basic models of the
neuromodulators.

• Chapter 4, Model of Acetylcholine, introduces a model of the physiological
release properties of ACh and presents the results obtained with this model. This
includes various methods for approximating task demand and the assessment
of other parameters on learning, like network size, label availability and data
distribution.

• Chapter 5, Model of Dopamine, presents the results for different models
of DA activation, examining the roles of exploration and probabilistic reward
predictions in learning. In addition, the chapter reports on a comparison of the
learning outcomes for DA and the error-backpropagation algorithms.

• Chapter 6, Deep Convolutional Model, presents an extension of the neural
network model to add a convolutional layer. This chapter studies the ability of DA
signals to orchestrate learning in multiple layers of a deep network concurrently.

• Chapter 7, Conclusion.
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Chapter 2

Sensory Representations in the
Cortex

2.1 Overview

An animal’s body contains a myriad of sensory receptors. From cells detecting pho-
tons of specific frequencies in the retina to spindles responding to stretches in muscles
and hair cells sensing acceleration in the inner ear, sensory neurons pick up on a host
of physical stimuli and transduce them in electrical activity. These electrical signals
travel down nerves and reach the cortex where they elicit patterns of neural activity.
Those cortical activity patterns form the brain’s representation of its sensory environ-
ment. The particular form a sensory representation takes is critical to many aspects of
cognition, most importantly perception. For instance, refinements in representations
explain our ability to learn to distinguish similar stimuli, such as when an enologist
tells apart wines from their flavours. On the other hand, disruptions of representations
underlie various perceptual disorders, for example not recognising a part of one’s body
as its own.

In this chapter, I present an overview of the current state of knowledge on cortical
sensory representations. I first briefly describe the perinatal development of repre-
sentations with regard to the complementary roles of genes and sensory experience in
determining the tuning properties of neurons. I then cover modifications of represen-
tations taking place in adult animals as a result of behavioural training, alterations
of sensory input, and pharmacological manipulations. Finally, I address the specific
changes elicited by the neuromodulators acetylcholine and dopamine.

2.2 Development of Representations

Two opposing hypotheses were initially put forward to explain the development of
cortical sensory representations. The protomap hypothesis [Rak88] held that a pre-
determined genetic program specifies the response tunings of neurons. The protocortex
hypothesis [O’L89], on the other hand, stated that sensory experience shapes an ini-
tially clean slate, or tabula rasa. These two views, however, intrinsically entangle:
no genes act independently of the environment and sensory experience needs a struc-
ture to act on. The modern view holds that, rather than following one or the other,
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the response properties of neurons emerge through a close interaction between genetic
material and sensory experience [SL01; SR05].

2.2.1 Genetic Program

The graded expression of transcription factors in the neural plate determines the re-
gional patterning of the developing cortex [SR05]. These gradients control the prolifer-
ation, neurogenesis, migration, and connectivity of neurons. Alterations in the expres-
sion of molecular gradients can modify the size [Ham+04] or even duplicate [FSG01]
cortical areas and shift the topography of thalamocortical projections [Gar+02]. Genes
are also instrumental in guiding projections from the thalamus to their cortical target.
In animals lacking the Ebf1 gene, for instance, the somatosensory thalamus projects to
the immature visual cortex [GR04]. These findings underline the importance of genetic
factors in determining the sensory identity of the cortical mantle.

The extent by which genes determine stimulus preferences is apparent in studies
performed in young animals before experience impinges on representations. In the pri-
mary visual cortex (V1), fibres from the visual thalamus to layer IV target eye-specific
regions before eye opening and independently of spontaneous retinal activity [CK00].
Similarly, orientation selectivity is present at birth in primates [WH74] and to a certain
extent in rodents and cats [IB75; CS93]. In line with these findings, the early emer-
gence of orientation selectivity as well as ocular dominance and orientation maps occur
even during binocular suture [CGS98; FI84; SS82]. In the auditory system, tonotopic
gradients [Har+97] and binaural selectivity [Til+06] are present in adult congenitally
deaf cats. These results indicate that sensory experience is not required for the ini-
tial development of neural representations and, accordingly, that a genetic program is
sufficient to explain basic properties of stimulus preferences.

2.2.2 Experience-dependent Development

Although experience is not necessary for stimulus selectivity to emerge, neural activity
does play an central role in maintaining and refining neural tuning. For instance, block-
ade of spontaneous activity before birth reduces orientation tuning in single cells [CS93]
and the clustering of horizontal connection in V1 [RS96]. Additionally, disrupting the
normal waves of spontaneous activity in the retina results in imprecise retinotopic
maps in the visual cortex [Can+05]. These observations argue for a role of endogenous
activity in complementing genetic programs.

Soon after birth, sensory representations adjust to the statistical structure of an
animal’s sensory environment during a brief time window termed the critical pe-
riod [Hen04; Hen05]. In infant animals, artificial strabismus–a misalignment of the
eyes which decorrelates activity patterns in the two retinas–results in almost exclusively
monocular V1 neurons [VSL80; CVN79] and in more sharply delineated ocular domi-
nance columns [SLW+77]. Rearing cats in an environment containing a single orienta-
tion leads to a twice larger cortical area devoted to this orientation [SSB99]. Similarly,
passively exposing rats to pure tones shortly after birth leads an over-representation of
sites in the primary auditory cortex (A1) tuned to the presented tone [BPH11; VS+07]
which affects the animals’ perceptual sensitivity [Han+07]. These findings indicate that
the statistical structure of sensory signals is instructive in shaping stimulus selectivity,
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overriding the organisation initially laid out by genetic factors.
Studies in which sensory systems are surgically rewired are particularly telling on

the relative roles of nature and nurture in establishing neural representations. For
instance, in animals in which the optical nerve is rewired to project to the primary
auditory cortex, axons in A1 segregate into eye-specific subregions like in V1 [Ang+97]
and an orderly, 2-dimensional retinotopic map develops [Roe+90] with pin-wheel pat-
terns [SAS00]. Additionally, rewired A1 neurons have orientation tuning properties
that are quantitatively indistinguishable from V1 cells [Roe+92]. However, the rewired
A1 retains connectivity patterns from the normal auditory cortex and orientation maps
remain somewhat deficient compared to the normal visual cortex. Together, these re-
sults indicate that, if genes dictate the initial organisation of the cortex, patterned
sensory information is also sufficient to give rise to various aspects of adult neural
representations.

2.3 Modifications in Sensory Representations

After the end of the critical period, sensory representations lose much of their capacity
to adapt to environmental changes. This reduction in plastic potential is thought to
ensure the stability of perceptual systems and protect against detrimental changes.
Nonetheless, representations can undergo modifications in specific circumstances in
adulthood, such as following extensive behavioural training [Jen+90], as a result of
altered sensory experience [PKF04], or through electric or pharmacologic stimulation
of the cortex [Din+03; Gu02].

Neural representations are critical to perception and their modification carry both
beneficial and harmful consequences. As an example of favourable effects, in hu-
mans, activation of a finger tip paired with transcranial neural stimulation expands
the cortical representation of the finger tip and improves tactile discriminatory per-
formance [Din+03]. Similarly, stimulation of the nucleus basalis concurrently with
presentation of an auditory tone enlarges the tone’s representation, in turn resulting
in enhanced perceptual abilities [Ree+11]. Following discrimination training, improve-
ments in perceptual sensitivity correlate with the degree of reorganisation in cortical
representations [Rec+92; RSM93; PSM06; WFS04; Wei03; Din+03], suggesting that
plasticity of neural representations explains the perceptual benefits. On the other hand,
perceptual disorders like phantom limb [RSRR92; Hal+93; FNJ06], an often painful
sensation in an amputated limb, or tinnitus [ER04], a ringing in the ear, appear to
be correlates of degenerate sensory representations. These observations indicate that
alterations in cortical representations bear major influences on perception, both melio-
rative and detrimental.

Here, I review experimental observations describing scenarios in which cortical rep-
resentations undergo changes in adult animals.

2.3.1 Sensory Deprivation

After deafferation or lesion of sensory organs, initially silent cortical cells modify their
stimulus selectivity so as to recover an input. For example, inflicting a lesion on the
retina leads to an immediate loss of responsiveness in the cortical area innervated by
the lesion. However, neurons just inside this area rapidly regain responses by shifting
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their receptive fields to positions just outside the lesion [GE06]. Over the following
weeks, visual responsiveness progresses inwards towards the centre of the affected zone.
This reorganisation appears to be cortically-based: even after the denervated cortical
area regained an input, a blind region remains in the thalamus [DSG95]. Similar
adjustments take place throughout the cortex, such as in the somatosensory [CT88;
Hal+93] or auditory cortices [KE07]. Here, plastic reorganisations of sensory maps
ensure maximal usage of the cortex’s processing potential.

2.3.2 Altered Sensory Experience

If sensory deprivation triggers cortical reorganisations, more modest manipulations
of sensory experience can also do so. For instance, transferring adult rats from a
normal laboratory cage to an enriched environment leads to alterations in the ani-
mals’ somatosensory maps [PKF04]. In particular, whisker representations contract by
about one half and receptive fields of barrel cortex neurons sharpen, yielding refined
stimulus selectivity. Similarly, housing adult rats in enriched cages reactivates ocular
dominance plasticity [Bar+10]. These findings indicate that enhanced sensory experi-
ence can boost cortical plasticity and refine perceptual systems. Conversely, however,
over-stimulation of a whisker causes the representation of this whisker to shrink and
weaken [Wel+92], indicating that enhanced stimulation may also be detrimental.

2.3.3 Perceptual Learning

Animal perception sharpens through training, a process termed perceptual learn-
ing [SD07; SW05; SNW12]. Natural examples of perceptual learning include greater
tactile sensitivity in pianists [Rag+04] and improved ability to detect beer flavours
in subjects experienced in the matter [PA88]. In laboratory settings, this form of
learning is observed in all senses such as in the discrimination of auditory frequen-
cies [RSM93; PSM06], visual orientations [YM04; Sch+01], tactile pressures [HHD01],
odourants [FW02; WFS04], or flavours [OM79].

Except for some particular cases [WNS01; SW03; CSW09; TSW08; BS12], percep-
tual improvements are normally limited to attended, task-related stimulus features as
well as their specific spatial location [AH93; AH93; PSM06; Sch+01]. For instance,
practice at discriminating the orientation of gratings leaves sensitivity unchanged for
orientations or retinal locations other than the trained one [YM04] and, likewise, im-
provements in tactile perception for a trained finger only partly transfer to other fin-
gers [HHD01]. Such location and stimulus specificity suggests that perceptual learn-
ing takes place in sensory areas where distinct representations of trained stimuli are
present [Wat+02].

Perceptual learning almost invariably alters cortical representations. For example,
neurons in the primary auditory cortex of rats trained to discriminate the temporal
repetition rate of auditory stimuli respond more strongly to task-relevant stimuli than
neurons in control animals [Bao+04]. Practice on an orientation discrimination task
results in neurons with narrower tuning bandwidth and greater amplitude [YM04]. In
humans, learning Mandarin tones leads to an expansion of the cortical area activated
by these tones [Wan+03]. Likewise, stimulation of the fingertips used for of Braille
reading in blind patients evokes potentials over a greater area of the somatosensory
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cortex then for the fingertips not used for reading [PLT93]. Importantly, improvements
in perceptual sensitivity correlate with the degree of cortical reorganisation [Rec+92;
RSM93; PSM06; WFS04; Wei03; Din+03]. In combination, these results convey that
modifications in neural representations improve the processing of sensory information
following extensive perceptual training.

2.3.4 Classical Conditioning

In classical conditioning, an animal learns to respond to a neutral or conditioned stimu-
lus (e.g., a bell ring) that repeatedly accompanies a biologically potent or unconditioned
stimulus (e.g., food). Such training alters the cortical representation of the conditioned
stimulus. For instance, pairing an auditory tone with electric foot stimulation leads to
rapid increases in the responses of neuron to the paired tone [Fri+03] and to shifts in
the best frequency of neurons towards this tone [MS05]. The enhanced representation
of a conditioned stimulus is thought to form a physiological memory trace that raises
the likelihood of perceiving the learned stimulus.

2.3.5 Cortical Stimulation

In humans, repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation over the cortical area receiving
afferents from the index finger enlarges this area and lowers the tactile discrimination
threshold for this index [Teg+05; Din+03]. In a similar fashion, direct electric stimu-
lation of the bat’s auditory cortex triggers a reorganisation of the animal’s frequency
map. In this case, cells spatially close to the stimulated neuron shift their best fre-
quencies towards that of the target neuron while the opposite takes place in the farther
surrounding [MS04]. In the cat visual cortex, intracortical micro-stimulation shifts
receptive fields towards the preferred orientation of the stimulated cell, resulting in a
magnification of the representation of the orientation [God+02]. Although artificial,
these manipulations demonstrate that neural activity in the adult cortex may suffice
to reshape how the brain represents sensory information.

2.3.6 Neuromodulation

Neuromodulators, like neurotransmitters, are organic molecules that trigger electro-
chemical responses in neurons. In contrast with neurotransmitters, however, modula-
tors may be let out in large volumes of the brain at once, known as volume transmission,
and remain in the cerebrospinal fluid after their release. Neuromodulators are thus typ-
ically effective on a broader temporal and spatial scale. Furthermore, while transmit-
ters bind directly to ion channels and trigger rapid intracellular ion influx, modulators
usually contact metabotropic receptors which conduct their actions through second
messengers. This process is then slower and longer-lasting, “modulating” neuronal
spiking rather than causing it.

Several neuromodulators influence cortical plasticity and, as a consequence, alter
sensory representations. Here, I briefly review findings relative to two modulatory
agents, noradrenaline (NE) and serotonin (5-HT). In the following section, I cover in
more details two other neuromodulators, acetylcholine and dopamine, central to this
thesis. This list is not exhaustive and other agents, for example histamine [Bek93] and
norepinephrine [He+15], may also take part in shaping sensory representations.
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Noradrenaline

NE exerts both excitatory and inhibitory effects on cortical neurons. Through this
dual influence, NE reduces spontaneous activity more than evoked activity and is thus
portrayed as amplifying the brain’s signal-to-noise ratio [WW80; KR89].

In addition to sensory signal processing, NE bears a potent action on cortical plas-
ticity. For example, NE depletion prevents plasticity in the kitten visual cortex [KP76]
and adult somatosensory cortex [LCH88] following sensory deprivation. Conversely, NE
infusion enhances ocular dominance plasticity [KK84] even in the adult cortex [HIK87]
and promotes experience-dependent modification of receptive fields in V1 [GLS88].
These observations are evidence for a role of NE in permitting cortical reorganisations
in both young and adult animals.

Serotonin

The serotonergic system is best known for contributing to feelings of well-being and,
through its disorders, for its involvement in clinical depression. 5-HT additionally
modulates synaptic plasticity and affects cortical representations. In young animals,
5-HT depletion diminishes the size of whisker-related patches in the somatosensory cor-
tex [BC+94] while 5-HT excess results in a lack of patterned barrels in the somatosen-
sory cortex [Cas+96]. Additionally, 5-HT receptor blockade in visual areas prevents
ocular dominance plasticity following monocular deprivation [GS95; WGC97]. In adult
animals, 5-HT promotes excitatory responses [RBC88; NEF87] as well as synaptic mod-
ifications [He+15] in neocortical cells. Together, these results suggest that 5-HT acts
as a permissive plasticity agents which, at least in young animals, elicits alterations in
cortical maps.

2.4 Acetylcholine

ACh is an organic molecule acting as a neurotransmitter at synaptic contacts through-
out the mammalian nervous system. In the central nervous system, ACh also escapes
synaptic contacts and stimulates extra-synaptic receptors [Fux+05]. ACh then car-
ries its action through both synaptic and volume transmission [SPH09]. In line with
this dual transmission mode, ACh operates on multiple timescales, triggering both
second-scale and longer-lasting transients [Par+07].

In mammals, a few groups of neurons in the basal forebrain secrete ACh and
send projections to the amygdala, the thalamus, the hippocampus, and the neocor-
tex [Kit+94]. One of these nuclei, the nucleus basalis of Meynert (NB), provides the
single major source of ACh in the cortex [Mes+83; Sem00], with its projections inner-
vating all cortical areas [Mes+92; Kit+94; Záb92]. It remains debated whether these
projections are diffuse or contact specific cortical targets [SPH09] but, in any case,
ACh release takes place in a modality- and region-specific manner [FSR04].

Although we lack a definite theory describing ACh transmission in the cortex, at-
tentional processes appear to be important contributors. In particular, the attentional
demand of a stimulus or of a task exerts clear influences on the levels of ACh in the
cortex.
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2.4.1 ACh and Attentional Demand

A series of experiments demonstrate the influence of attentional processes on cortical
ACh efflux. In these experiments, animals have to press either of two levers to signal
the presence or absence of a short-duration visual cue, a task known to generate mea-
sures of sustained attention [MS95]. As the animals initiate the task, prefrontal ACh
concentration rises to more than double its pre-task levels. The presence of ACh then
remains high throughout the experiment and undergoes a protracted decay after termi-
nation of the task [Arn+02; HSB00; KBS06]. This effect is absent in control procedures
with negligible attentional demand but otherwise similar motor requirements and rein-
forcer delivery [Arn+02]. Additionally, visual distractors [HSB00] or pharmacological
manipulations [KBS06] that impair performance and increase attentional demand lead
to further increases in ACh concentration. In the case of visual distractors, the addi-
tional rise in ACh parallels a recovery in performance. Together, these results indicate
that cortical cholinergic transmission reflects effortful attentional control required to
maintain performance under challenging conditions.

In addition to long-lasting modulations in ACh concentration, short duration ACh
spikes also occur. In rats, the detection of a sensory cue predictive of a reward elicits
a spur in prefrontal ACh. This event is accompanied by an attentional shift towards
the reward ports [Par+07]. The timing of the ACh spike coincides with the onset of
the animal’s behavioural shift while the signal’s amplitude correlates with the latency
between cue presentation and reward retrieval. Missed cues or cues at the beginning
of the training as well as reward delivery and retrieval do not elicit ACh transients.
However, catch trials in which a cue is present but no reward is delivered still evoke ACh
efflux. Together, these findings indicate that sensory events that bear a behavioural
relevance and require an animal’s attention elicit ACh efflux, with the amplitude of
the signal denoting the motivational value of the event. On the other hand, rewards
alone or reward prediction errors appear not to influence ACh release.

Activation of the cholinergic system thus appear to reflect attentional demand. This
demand can derive either from the challenges an event poses or from its behavioural
relevance. This account of ACh transmission relates to the cognitive construct of
‘attentional effort’ [SGK06]. Here, attentional effort describes a subject’s motivated
attempts to maintain performance under challenging circumstances, reflecting both
subject motivation and task difficulty. For instance, the attentional performances of
unpaid subjects drops during an hour-long experiment whereas that of paid subjects
remains constant [TT96], indicating a role of motivational factors in maintaining atten-
tion. This dual aspect of attentional effort closely corresponds to the available evidence
regarding the release properties of ACh. Attentional effort may thus be an accurate
characterisation of the circumstances leading to cholinergic transmission.

2.4.2 Plastic Effects on Sensory Representations

In the cortex, ACh modulates the responses of neurons [Zin+06], facilitates the induc-
tion of long-term potentiation [BAS92; Chu+13], and is necessary for various forms of
learning [Win+95; Eas+02]. Additionally, ACh contributes to modifications of corti-
cal representations in a broad range of circumstances, including when paired with a
sensory stimulus [KM98a; RD88; Web+91b; KM98b; GLS88; FMS07], during condi-
tioning [FMS07; JGS01], following sensory deprivation [Sac+98; BSH97; BS86; ZW98;
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JME91; Web+91a; Lea+13], and during task learning [Con+03; CKT10].

Pairing Experiments

Experiments in which a stimulus repeatedly coincides with cortical ACh release are
perhaps the most telling in terms of the effects of ACh on representations. As an
example, episodic pairing of an auditory tone with electrical activation of NB leads to
a nearly doubled cortical representation of the tone [KM98a] (see Fig. 2.1). Similarly,
coincident tactile and NB stimulation results in up to three times larger stimulus-evoked
potentials in the somatosensory cortex [RD88; Web+91b]. Pairing high-repetition
frequency tones with NB activation increases the ability of cortical neurons to fire in
synchrony with high frequency stimuli [KM98b]. In V1 neurons, pairing ACh and NE
with stimulation of the eye less effective in driving a neuron or with presentation of a
neuron’s suboptimal orientation results in shifts in the tuning of the neuron towards the
paired stimulus [GLS88]. In all these cases, stimulation of NB or of sensory receptors
separately or decorrelated stimulation of the two do no alter cortical representations.

These shifts in responses appear to take place through a transient disinhibition
of principal excitatory cells mediated by ACh [FMS07]. In physiological conditions,
excitation and inhibition are matched across a neuron’s receptive field. Pairing a
stimulus with NB activation results in a rapid reduction in synaptic inhibition for
the paired stimulus soon followed by a large increase in excitation for this stimulus.
Inhibition then slowly recovers to balance excitation. Jointly, these modifications yield
a receptive field with a new preferred tuning at the target stimulus.

Conditioning

During fear conditioning of an auditory stimulus, cells in the primary auditory cortex
increase their responses to the conditioned stimulus. ACh applied on the auditory
cortex during this procedure augments the shift in tuning while the ACh antagonist
atropine abolishes it [JGS01]. In mammals, fear conditioning appears to require a
disinhibition of pyramidal neurons triggered by ACh [Let+11]. These results point to
a role of the cholinergic system in permitting alterations in neural tuning following
conditioning.

Sensory Deprivation

In normal animals, sensory deprivation elicits synaptic reorganisations such that corti-
cal neurons progressively regain responses to sensory stimulation. ACh appears to be
required for this process to take place. For instance, destruction of both cholinergic
and noradrenergic nuclei [BS86] or chronic blockade of ACh receptors [GS93] prevents
plasticity of ocular dominance maps following monocular deprivation. After whisker
trimming [Sac+98; BSH97], deafferation a single whisker field [ZW98] or finger am-
putation [JME91; Web+91a], ACh depletion precludes the normal expansion of the
representations of the intact whiskers or fingers into the deprived cortex. Removal
of NB impairs functional recovery and cortical reorganisation usually resulting from
lesions of the motor cortex [CCT05]. Selective removal of cortex-projecting NB neu-
rons prevents ferrets from re-weighting auditory localisation cues after occlusion of one
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C D

A B

Figure 2.1: Pairing a tone with activation of the cholinergic system en-
larges its representation in the rat auditory cortex. (A and B) Representative
tonotopic maps in the rat primary auditory cortex (A) before and (B) after pairing a
9 kHz tone with NB stimulation. Each polygon represents an electrode penetration
with the colour indicating the best frequencies of the recordings. Hatched areas
have their best frequencies within 0.3 octave of 9 kHz. Scale bar is 200 μm. (C
and D) Distribution of tuning curves for each penetration. The plot indicates the
best frequency at the threshold (black dots) and the width of the tuning curve 10
dB above the threshold (red traces). The solid vertical line indicates the paired
frequency; the dotted lines frequencies presented as often but not paired with NB
stimulation. Reproduced with permission from [KM98a].

ear [Lea+13]. In combination, these observations indicate that cortical reorganisations
resulting from sensory deprivation require cholinergic signalling.

Motor Learning

Homologously to sensory areas, the motor cortex contains representations of an ani-
mal’s motor efferents. These representations are modified during acquisition of motor
tasks such that more cortical resources are allocated to the motor commands involved
in the task. Disrupting basal forebrain cholinergic function impairs both this reorgan-
isation and motor learning [Con+03; CKT10], suggesting a causal link between ACh
signalling, map plasticity, and learning.

Taken together, the findings presented in this section argue for a permissive role of
ACh in various learning processes involving modifications in sensory representations.

2.5 Dopamine

Dopamine is an organic compound functioning as a neuromodulator in the mammalian
brain. It is synthesised in nine cell groups which form distinct pathways [BD07] involved
in functions as diverse as locomotion, motivation, and executive control [Sch07b]. No-
tably, DA-producing neurons in the ventral tegmental area (VTA) play a major role
in reward processing and reinforcement learning [Sch07a; Sch10]. In this work, I limit
the study of DA to its involvement in the reward pathway.
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2.5.1 DA and Reward Processing

Two sets of experiments summarise our current understanding of the contribution of
DA to reward processing. A first set comes from treating animals with neurolep-
tics drugs. These drugs act as DA antagonist and are known to blunt the effects
of rewards. For instance, DA receptor blocker pimozide prevents hungry rats from
learning to press a lever for food [WS81] or to perform lever presses if the task was
already learned [WSG+78]. In this latter case, the action of DA agonists are similar to
omitting food rewards altogether. Neuroleptics similarly eliminate reward-approaching
behaviours regardless of the reward type, including hypothalamic electric stimula-
tion [Gal+82], cocaine injection [DWW77], and water [GSW81]. This collection of
results formed the first indication that DA signals rewarding events and triggers ap-
proaches towards rewards.

A second series of experiments was informed by observations and theories of rein-
forcement learning. At the time of the design of the experiments, it was known that a
stimulus consistently predictive of a reward progressively gains appetitive characteris-
tics itself, as in classical conditioning. Furthermore, such conditioning was known to
depend on an unpredicted reward as learning does not take place if a cue fully predicts
a reward. On account of these observations, it was postulated that a signal indicating
the difference between a received and anticipated reward, or reward prediction error
(RPE), could drive learning. Here, an unpredicted reinforcer would give rise to a posi-
tive RPE which, in turn, would allow learning. On the other hand, a fully anticipated
reinforcer would not prompt a RPE, thereby blocking learning.

Schultz and colleagues [SDM97] famously showed that DA neurons in the VTA en-
code such error signals. In this study, monkeys were presented a visual and auditory
cue that consistently announced a reward. Recordings in the VTA of the monkeys
showed that neurons initially respond to the reward but progressively shift their re-
sponses to the predictive cue. Once the cue fully predicts the reward, firing of DA
neurons to reward delivery ceases altogether. At this point, coupling a stimulus with
the anticipated reward does not lead to learning of the stimulus. Furthermore, learning
of a stimulus takes place primarily when DA neurons fire [WDS01], suggesting that the
DA signal is responsible for conditioning. The firing of DA neurons thus obeys basic
requirements of reinforcement learning theory.

Further results soon complemented the description of the features of rewards en-
coded by VTA neurons. For instance, in addition to RPEs, DAergic activation also
signals the expected value of the reward distribution as well as uncertainty in the re-
ward probability [FTS03; TFS05]. Conversely, aversive stimuli depress the responses
of DAergic neurons, indicating that these neurons may encode ‘negative’ reward mag-
nitudes [UMB04]. DA firing also encodes the expected timing of rewards [Nak+04].
VTA neurons additionally respond to salient or novel but not explicitly rewarding stim-
uli [Hor00]. In this case, other attention-inducing stimuli do not trigger such responses
suggesting that DA activation relates not to attention but rather to the rewarding
and approach-generating characteristics of novel and salient stimuli. Combined, these
observations provide a description of the various characteristics of rewards represented
in the firing of VTA neurons, of which RPEs appear the most prominent.
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2.5.2 Plastic Effects on Sensory Representations

The VTA sends diffuse projections throughout the cortex [GSK92; HK10] and DA re-
ceptors are expressed in all cortical areas [Lid+91]. Correspondingly, reward delivery
modulates neural responses in nearly all subdivisions of the brain [VCL11], also specif-
ically in sensory areas like the visual [Ars+13], somatosensory [Ple+09], and auditory
cortices [BSS11].

DA directly modulates synaptic plasticity in the prefrontal cortex [BCO02; MMO06;
SZW05; MMO06] and, in sensory cortices, DA participates in plastic modifications
of neural tuning [BCM01; Bao+03; FSV10; Poo+15]. The involvement of DA in
cortical plasticity is evident in its contribution to various forms of learning, for instance
rule [OJN14], sequence [Gra05], motor [Hos+11; LS09; ML+09], error-based [Kle+07],
and sensory discrimination learning [KS06; Sch+12].

Of particular relevance for this work is the profound impact DA exerts on sen-
sory representations. Similarly to the cholinergic system, repetitive activation of the
DAergic system shortly after presentation of an auditory tone expands the area of A1
responsive to the tone (see Fig. 2.2). In contrast with ACh, however, the temporal
order of sensory and DAergic activation is influential: here, reversing the presentation
sequence such that DA precedes the auditory stimulus reduces the representation of
the tone in the cortex [Bao+03].

Coupling stimuli with rewards bears a similar effect to pairing with direct VTA acti-
vation. In this case, the manipulation strengthens stimulus-evoked potentials [FSV10]
and enhances stimulus representations [Poo+15; Sch+01; YM04; Rai+06]. The ef-
fects of reinforcers on perceptual systems are also evident behaviourally. In humans,
learning on a visual discrimination task saturates in the absence of performance feed-
back. After this point, providing reinforcer following correct decisions leads to further
improvements in sensitivity [Sei+06], putatively through a fine-tuning of the relevant
sensory representations. Combined, these results describe a role of DAergic transmis-
sion in cortical plasticity and, specifically, in strengthening the representation of stimuli
with which its release co-occurs.

2.6 Summary

Through molecular gradients, genes guide the growth of cortical connections in embryo,
outlining crude sensory representations. Shortly after birth, the response properties
of neurons are particularly malleable and sensory experience then refines the synaptic
wiring established by genetic factors. After the end of this critical period, represen-
tations are less prone change. Nevertheless, several paradigms permit alterations of
tuning properties in the adult cortex, including sensory deprivation, behavioural train-
ing, and pharmacological manipulations. In particular, the neuromodulators ACh and
DA promote cortical plasticity and evoke modifications in the stimulus preferences of
neurons. Release of either neuromodulator coincident with a stimulus induces neurons
to shift their responses towards the stimulus. At a population level, this manipula-
tion results in an enlargement in the cortical area devoted to the paired stimulus. In
physiological conditions, ACh transmission appears to signal attentional effort, a con-
struct reflecting both behavioural relevance and task difficulty. DA carries information
relative to errors in reward predictions. Although their effects on cortical plasticity
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Figure 2.2: Pairing a tone with activation of the DAergic system enlarges
its representation in the rat auditory cortex. (A) Representative tonotopic
best frequency map of a naive animal. (B) Tonotopic map in an animal in which
a 9 kHz tone repeatedly coincided with electric stimulation of the VTA. Hatched
areas have their best frequencies within 0.3 octave of 9 kHz. Scale bar is 500 μm.
In the experimental animal, the representation of 9 kHz tone expands while those
of neighbouring frequencies shrink. (C) Distribution of preferred frequencies along
the caudal-rostral axis of A1. (D) Percent of the auditory cortex tunes to each
frequency. Black bar: näıve, white bat: paired. The pairing protocol significantly
increases the cortical area devoted to 9 kHz. Double asterisk: p < 0.005; triple
asterisk: p < 0.001. Reproduced with permission from [BCM01].

are relatively well defined, the functional roles these agents serve in altering neural
representations remain unclear.
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Chapter 3

Representation Learning in ANNs

3.1 Overview

In mammals, stimuli evoke responses in cells of the neocortex, forming a neural repre-
sentation of sensory signals. From its primary target site in the cortex, activity prop-
agates along a sensory pathway. At each discrete processing stage, neurons respond
to distinct attributes of sensory signals. This progressive transformation of sensory
signals into more elaborate neural representations is understood to form the basis of
mammalian perception.

Artificial neural systems make use of similar computational principles. In partic-
ular, connection weights between two layers of artificial neurons transform activity in
the input layer to a ‘better’ representation in the subsequent layer. This second rep-
resentation should be better suited to the particular task the network faces, such as a
classification or regression task. Deep learning extends this concept to a hierarchy of
layers that progressively transform data to achieve a high-level, abstract representation
in the ultimate layer.

In artificial neural networks (ANNs), the connection matrix between layers fully de-
fines the data transformation and their representation in the following layer. The rules
governing learning of the weight matrix are thus central to a network’s representations.
These rules can be thought of as the computational equivalent of experience-dependent
learning in biology. As such, representation learning in ANNs may serve as a model
for its biological counterpart. In this thesis, I make use of this correspondence to in-
vestigate the functions of ACh and DA in shaping representations. This modelling
effort serves both to better understand the roles of these modulators in representation
learning and to research into novel learning rules for ANNs.

This chapter is devoted to models of representation learning in ANNs. The text is
organised in three sections. First, I conduct a short review of existing learning rules
in ANNs. I then introduce the basic network model used in this thesis, including its
theoretical foundation. In the third section, I present an extension of the model to
simulate the influences of ACh and DA on plasticity.

3.2 Learning Rules in Neural Networks

In ANNs, at least three factors jointly shape a neural representation: the data, the
network’s architecture, and the learning rule. This section covers the learning aspect,
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reviewing the most common weight update rules in ANNs. This review is not exhaustive
but aims at describing the context surrounding the model employed in this work. For
brevity, I limit the review to two families of learning rules, Hebbian learning and
error-correcting rules, the latter of which includes reward-based learning. These rules
each belong to a distinct class of learning methods, namely unsupervised, supervised,
and reinforcement learning, respectively. Notable biology-related topics omitted from
this review include time-dependent learning rules and aspects of sparse coding. I am
indebted to the following resources for writing this section: [DA01; Sch15; GK02;
Kur15; LBH15].

3.2.1 Hebbian Learning

In 1949, the psychologist Donald Hebb conceived a simple rule describing changes in
the synaptic strength between two abstract neurons. Hebb’s rule stated that if neuron
A repeatedly contributes to the activation of neuron B, the synaptic connection from
neuron A to neuron B should strengthen [Heb49]. Hebb’s rule then recounts how
patterned neural activity, and in particular causal relationships in the activation of
neurons, shapes synaptic connections. This simple formulation is one of the most
widely recognised approaches to learning in neural networks and constitutes the basis
for a family of learning rules.

Basic Hebb’s rule and Correlation-based Learning

The simplest mathematical formulation of Hebb’s rule, for a single post-synaptic neu-
ron, is given as:

∆Wd = ε(syd) , (3.1)

where yd is the activation of pre-synaptic neuron d, s is the activation of the post-
synaptic neuron, Wd is an element of the weight vector ~W connecting the pre- and
post-synaptic neurons, and ε is the learning rate, a constant. The most straightforward
approach to compute the post-synaptic activation s is to take the weighted sum of the
neuron’s input:

s =
D∑
d=1

Wdyd , (3.2)

where D is the number of pre-synaptic neurons, or of input dimensions. Hebbian
learning is local in that it requires solely the activations of pre- and post-synaptic
neurons and unsupervised as it involves only data, without additional environmental
feedback.

The outcome of Hebbian learning can be understood as follows. First, consider the
results of learning averaged over a whole dataset:

∆Wd = ε〈syd〉N , (3.3)
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where 〈·〉N indicates the average over all N data points of a training set. Substituting
s by Eq. 3.2, we obtain:

∆Wd = ε
D∑
d′=1

〈ydyd′〉NWd . (3.4)

Here, 〈ydyd′〉N = Qdd′ , where Q is the input correlation matrix. Because of this corre-
lation matrix, Eq. 3.4 is called a correlation-based plasticity rule.

It can be shown that Hebbian learning results in a weight vector that is parallel to
the principal eigenvector of the input correlation matrix Q. In other words, the weight
vector ~W points in the direction of the input space in which the training data have
the greatest variance. This weight vector is optimal if the data is to be represented
by the activation of a single neuron s. From an information theoretic viewpoint, this
projection maximises the amount of information the weight carries about the data.
Hebb’s straightforward rule thus produces a theoretically-sound neural representation
from correlation patterns in data.

In the basic Hebb’s rule, the variables yd and s represent neural activations and
are therefore always non-negative. This leads to ∆Wc also being always non-negative,
producing a continuous growth of the weights. Variants of Hebbian learning make use
of synaptic normalisation to prevent such unbounded growth, for instance in Oja’s rule.

Oja’s Rule

Erkki Oja [Oja82] introduced a synaptic normalisation term to Hebb’s rule:

∆Wd = ε(syd − s2Wd) . (3.5)

This normalisation is said to be multiplicative because it is proportional to the weight
vector ~W . We can prove the stability of Oja’s rule by considering the square length of
the weight vector, given by: | ~W |2 = 2s2(1 − | ~W |2). From this equation we note that,
as training progresses, the norm of the weight vector converges to a value of 1, thus
preventing unbounded growth.

As with Hebb’s rule, the final weight vector here is parallel to the principal eigen-
vector of the input correlation matrix, only normalised to 1. Oja’s rule is also said to
be local as it solely requires information available at the synapse, namely the activation
of the pre- and post-synaptic neurons and the strength of the synapse.

Multiple Post-synaptic Neurons and Lateral Interactions

Hebbian learning can be extended to multiple post-synaptic neurons sc. However, by
itself, Hebb’s rule yields identical weight vectors in all post-synaptic neurons, each par-
allel to the principal eigenvector of Q. The information carried by the neurons is then
perfectly redundant. A common solution to this problem is to include lateral interac-
tions between neurons. For instance, unspecific inhibition (e.g., the softmax function)
or fixed or plastic recurrent inhibitory connections decorrelate neural activations and
ensure distinct weight vectors are learned.

In the case of Oja’s rule, it can be shown that anti-Hebbian synaptic plasticity
in lateral connections results in post-synaptic weight vectors that are the different
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eigenvectors of the input correlation matrix Q. Here, Hebbian learning can thus be
interpreted as performing principal component analysis (PCA) of the input data.

Self-organising maps are a further extension of Hebbian learning to multiple post-
synaptic neurons where lateral interactions include both cooperation and competition.
These interactions are instantiated by short-range excitatory and long-range inhibitory
connections, respectively. The connections result in close-by neurons having similar
stimulus preferences, with preferences varying smoothly across the map, much like
topographic representations in the cortex. In particular, when such networks receive
features of visual receptive fields as input, they develop several key characteristics
of the maps found in the primate visual cortex, including singularities (‘pinwheels’)
located in monocular regions and iso-orientation contours running perpendicular to
ocular dominance bands [OBS92; OSB92].

Although theoretically-sound and in line with several biological observations, Hebb’s
rule bears a weakness in that it does not learn from errors in its output. Indeed, learn-
ing is solely guided by correlations in neural activity. Error signals carry valuable
information that, in animals, is beneficial for learning [Sei+06]. In the following sec-
tion, I describe learning rules that are capable of making use of such signals through
error correction.

3.2.2 Error-correcting Rules

Error-correcting rules aim at minimising an error function, often defined as the differ-
ence between a target output and the actual output. The perceptron, introduced by
Frank Rosenblatt in 1957 [Ros57; Ros58], was the first artificial neuron to make use of
such errors.

The Perceptron

As a psychologist, Rosenblatt initially conceived the perceptron as a mathematical
model of biological neurons. Like Hebb’s neurons, the perceptron computes its activa-
tion through a weighted sum of its input. This sum then feeds through a step activation
function:

s = g(
D∑
d=1

Wdyd) , (3.6)

where g(x) =

{
1 if x > 0

0 otherwise .

Unlike Hebb’s rule, however, the perceptron learns not from correlations in neural
activity but from errors in its output. Specifically, the update rule is given by:

∆Wd = ε(t− s)yd . (3.7)

where t is the network’s target output.
The step activation function models the binary spikes of nerve cells and allows the

perceptron to perform binary classification. For instance, built as specialised hardware,
the perceptron could classify small images of simple shapes, which was probably the
first form of machine learning. Notably, the perceptron could also carry out logical
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operations like OR/AND/NOT. At the time, this generated significant enthusiasm as
it was then believed that the ability to perform logical operations would essentially
solve artificial intelligence. The perceptron was envisioned to soon be able to “walk,
talk, see, write, reproduce itself and be conscious of its existence” [Nyt; Ola96].

This initial enthusiasm proved unjustified as several limitations plagued the percep-
tron, famously its inability to solve non-linearly separable problems like the exclusive
OR (XOR). Another shortcoming of the perceptron is its non-differentiable activation
function. A simple modification to make the activation function differentiable allows
to minimise the error function using calculus, through error gradient descent, as was
first done in the Adaptive Linear Neuron (ADALINE).

ADALINE and the Rescorla-Wagner Rule

Soon after the development of the perceptron, Widrow and Hoff [WH+60] realised
that making the neuron’s activation function linear, i.e., g(x) = x, permits finding the
optimal weights through calculus. Here, the gradient of the error function with respect
to the weights is used to adjust the weights so as to minimise the error:

∆Wd = −ε ∂E
∂Wd

, (3.8)

where E = (t− s). In this simple form, the ADALINE is hindered by similar flaws as
is the perceptron. This rule, however, has a few other interesting extensions.

First, Rescorla and Wagner [RW+72] showed that the ADALINE rule could be
interpreted as a model of reinforcement learning. Here, the Rescorla-Wagner (RW)
rule takes the same form as the ADALINE but with different meanings attached of
the variables. In this case, t represents the magnitude of a delivered reward and s the
network’s prediction of the reward. This rule learns an association between a stimulus
and the reward it predicts, emulating classical conditioning.

This simple formulation explained several characteristics of conditioning, for
instance blocking and over-shadowing [MBG95], and predicted others like over-
expectation [KM96]. Additionally, the RW rule highlighted the role of reward predic-
tion errors (the difference t−s) in learning, an error signal later shown to be expressed
by DAergic neurons of the VTA.

A further important extension of the ADALINE is its generalisation to other dif-
ferentiable activation functions, a learning approach then known as the delta rule.

The Delta Rule and Error-backpropagation

The delta rule generalises ADALINE to compute the derivative of the error for any
differentiable activation function g(·). The update rule is then given by:

∆Wd = ε(t− s)g′(
D∑
d=1

Wdyd)yd . (3.9)

The activation function can be chosen to saturate to binary values (e.g., the logistic
function) to perform classification or as the identity function to carry out regression.
In addition, non-linear activation functions are required if multiple layers of neurons
are to be stacked in a network–without a non-linear activation function, a multi-layer
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network always equally reformulates to a single-layered linear network. As hinted
above, networks with a single layer cannot solve non-linearly separable problems like
the exclusive OR. These problems require at least two layers to first transform the
input in a linearly-separable representation before performing classification.

If the delta rule allows the use of non-linear activation functions required in multi-
layer networks, it does not in itself specify learning for the intermediate layers. The
back-propagation algorithm, probably first suggested by Werbos in 1974 [Wer74; Sch15],
uses the derivative chain rule to iteratively compute (i.e., ‘back-propagate’) the error
gradient of the delta rule from the output layer to intermediate layers. The back-
propagation algorithm thus allows to compute the partial derivatives of the error
function ∂E

∂Wij
for any weight Wij in the network, a significant breakthrough in neu-

ral network research. Seminal work by Rumelhart, Hinton, and Williams [RHW85;
RHW86] later contributed to the popularisation of the back-propagation algorithm.
‘Deep learning’, the use of neural networks with multiple intermediate layers, grew
from these ideas. More recently, the discovery that GPUs dramatically speed up the
optimisation of the weights [RMN09] allowed to train much bigger networks on a lot
more data, significantly contributing in making deep learning one of the most successful
machine learning techniques to date.

The hierarchical data representations learned through error back-propagation yield
the best classification performances on several benchmarks, like image classifica-
tion [KSH12] and speech recognition [Hin+12], and find a wide variety of applica-
tions, from predicting the activity of pharmaceutical agents [Ma+15] to identifying
sub-atomic particles [Cio+12] or segmenting neurons in volumetric brain data [Hel+13].
Neural networks may also learn representations for sequential data. In particular, re-
current neural networks have shown promising results in natural language process-
ing [BDV01]. For instance, learning to predict adjacent words in texts produces
a representation that captures both semantic and syntactic regularities of a lan-
guage [Mik+13b]. A striking illustration of the relevance of such representations is
the ability to perform meaningful vectorial operations on words in a representation
space: in such a case, the word vector ‘queen’ is for example shown be the closest to
the vector (‘king’ - ‘man’ + ‘woman’) [MYZ13; Mik+13a].

Deep neural networks also bear some similarities to the mammalian brain. In the
context of reinforcement learning, training a network to predict the value of state-action
pairs produces a representation that is discriminative of the reward contingencies of
the task [Mni+13; Mni+15], reminiscent of the results of reward-based learning in
monkeys [SL02]. A modified architecture of deep networks, the convolutional neural
network (ConvNet) [FM82; LeC+98], efficiently learns from data organised in multiple
arrays, like images. The organisation of representations in a ConvNet resembles that
of the ventral visual pathway in mammals and, when the same images are shown to a
ConvNet and a monkey, activations of high-level units in the ConvNet predict those of
cells in the monkey’s inferotemporal cortex [Cad+14]. These findings suggest that the
cost function minimised by the back-propagation algorithm may be analogous to the
learning objectives of the cortex.

Despite some likeness of deep networks to the cortex and their otherwise outstanding
practical successes, deep learning is difficult to motivate from a biological standpoint.
In particular, the back-propagation algorithm requires information that is not available
locally at the weights, such as gradient information from downstream neurons. Among
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others, this requirement limits the implementation of back-propagation-based learning
in physical artificial networks such as neuromorphic circuits. One of the aims of this
thesis is to explore alternate learning rules for deep networks inspired by biological
systems. In particular, I investigate the use of signals modelled on the neuromodulators
ACh and DA to augment Hebbian representation learning. In the following section, I
describe the basic neural network model used in this investigation.

3.3 Neural Network Model

This work aims at delineating the functions of ACh and DA in shaping cortical repre-
sentations. To address this question, I take advantage of the correspondence between
Hebbian and biological learning and use the former to model the development of rep-
resentations in the cortex.

In this section, I describe in more details the Hebbian learning network employed
in the present work. I first give an account of the learning mechanisms. Next, I present
the relationship between learning in the model and in maximum likelihood estimation,
justifying the network’s particular formulation. Based on this relationship, I introduce
a hierarchical version of the model to be used on a classification task. The material
in this section was originally presented by Keck and colleagues [KSL12]; the reader
should refer to this publication for more detailed derivations and proofs.

3.3.1 Learning Mechanisms

I introduce the learning mechanisms first in a network consisting of two layers, an input
and a representation layer. These layers are made of D neurons yd and C neurons sc,
respectively. Weights Wcd connect the two layers (Fig. 3.1). Input vectors activate the
input layer where they are normalised as a model of feedforward inhibition.

Feedforward Inhibition

In animals, the responses of cortical neurons are largely invariant to contrast in sensory
stimuli [SML90; Man+05; SJL03; Ass+07; OW08], in part due to rapid feedforward
inhibition [Swa03; PS01; MKH05; WZ05; Pou+09; IS11]. To emulate this process, the
activation of input neurons is normalised:

yd = (A−D)
ỹd∑
d′ ỹd′

+ 1 , (3.10)

where A is a normalisation constant and ỹd is the activation of input neurons before the
normalisation. The activation of input neurons then satisfies the constraint

∑D
d=1 yd =

A, with A > 0, making the responses of representation neurons invariant to the total
incoming drive, or contrast-invariant. Feedforward inhibition also ensures that activity
in the input layer is never inferior to 1, yd ≥ 1. This particular implementation of
feedforward inhibition is discussed in Sec. 3.3.2.
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C

Figure 3.1: Network model of representation learning. (A) Example input
vectors ~y(n), illustrated as 2-D images. These input data depict images of hand-
written digits from the MNIST dataset [LCB98]. (B) Illustration of the network
with the input neurons yd, weights Wcd and representation neurons sc. Dashed
arrows in the representation layer indicate lateral inhibition between neurons. (C)
Example weights ~Wc, also illustrated as 2-D images.

Input Integration

Representation neurons integrate incoming activation vectors ~y(n) from the input layer
through a weighted sum:

s̃c =
D∑
d=1

S(Wcd)yd , (3.11)

where S(·) is a linearised logarithmic function given by:

S(Wcd) =

{
Wcd if Wcd < 1

log(Wcd) + 1 if Wcd ≥ 1 .
(3.12)

Taking the logarithm of Wcd guarantees approximate optimal learning of the weights
(see Sec. 3.3.2), with the linearisation ensuring that the weights are never negative.

Lateral Inhibition

As mentioned in the previous section, Hebb’s rule with multiple post-synaptic neurons
requires a mechanism to decorrelate neural responses and ensure that neurons learn
distinct weights. For this model, a softmax function is chosen as a model of global,
unspecific lateral inhibition:

sc =
exp(s̃c)∑C
c′=1 exp(s̃c′)

. (3.13)

The softmax function gives rise to a soft winner-take-all where most neurons are silent
and one or just a few neurons have non-zero activation (Fig. 3.2). The softmax also
normalises the activation of neurons such that

∑C
c=1 sc = 1.
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Figure 3.2: Effect of the temperature parameter of the softmax function
on the sparseness of the neural code. Values on the x-axis are the indices
of representations neurons, sorted from most to least active. The 5 most active
neurons out of a network with 49 units are shown. Greater τ parameter values lead
to a more distributed code; with τ →∞ the activations of neurons tend to a uniform
distribution. In this thesis, I use τ = 1 (bold trace). Data are the mean responses
for 50 randomly chosen stimuli.

The softmax function can be supplemented by a temperature parameter controlling
the strength of the competition:

sc =
exp(s̃c/τ)∑C
c′=1 exp(s̃c′/τ)

, (3.14)

where τ is the temperature parameter. With τ → 0, the competition is a hard winner-
take-all where a single neuron is active and all others are silent; with τ → ∞, the
activations of neurons become uniform (Fig. 3.2). Except if stated otherwise, in this
thesis I use τ = 1, equivalent to Eq. 3.13. I examine the effects of code sparseness on
learning in Ch. 5 (Sec. 5.5).

Hebbian Learning

Hebbian learning takes place between the input and representation neurons:

∆Wcd = ε(scyd − scWcd) , (3.15)

where ε is the learning rate. The term scyd represents the classical form of Heb-
bian learning (post-synaptic activity × pre-synaptic activity). The term −scWcd is a
multiplicative synaptic scaling term that prevents unbounded growth of the weights,
similar to the additional term in Oja’s rule (Eq. 3.5). This learning rule only requires
synaptically-local values, namely pre- and post-synaptic activities and the strength of
the weight.

Analysis of the Learning Outcome

To study the outcome of the learning mechanisms, it is informative to examine the sum
of the incoming weights of a representation neuron c, W c =

∑D
d=1 Wcd. As a result of

the constraint
∑D

d=1 yd = A imposed by feedforward inhibition, we obtain:

∆W c = εsc(A−W c) . (3.16)
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This formulation indicates that the dynamics of W c have a stationary point at W c =
A. Furthermore, because neural activity sc and the learning rate ε are positive, this
stationary point is stable: W c increases when smaller than A and decreases when
larger. Thus, the combination of feedforward inhibition (Eq. 3.10) and synaptic scaling
(Eq. 3.16) results in the sum of incoming weights W c converging to A over the course of
training. In this sense, the responses of representation neurons are invariant to contrast
in the network’s input.

The stationary point of the summed weights W c is determined exclusively by the
constant A and is therefore independent of the statistics of the input stimuli. On the
other hand, the convergence values of individual weights Wcd depend on the data. If
we abstract away the particular transfer function (Eqs. 3.11 and 3.13) and consider an
arbitrary function fc(~y

(n), W ), we can show that the learning dynamics converge to
the weights:

Wcd ≈ A

∑N
n=1 fc(~y

(n), W )y
(n)
d∑D

d′=1

∑N
n=1 fc(~y

(n), W )y
(n)
d′

. (3.17)

This approximation is very accurate for a small learning rate ε and a large number
of input data N . This result will be useful to support the approximation of opti-
mal learning in relation to maximum likelihood estimation presented in the following
section.

Training Data

In this work, I make use of the MNIST (Mixed National Institute of Standards and
Technology) dataset (available online at http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/). This
dataset contains 70 000 images of digits hand-written by employees of the American
census bureau and by American high-school students (see examples in Fig. 3.1 A). Each
image consists of 28×28 = 784 grey-scale pixels and carries a label m = {0, 1, 2, · · · , 9}
corresponding to the integer written in the image. These images provide inputs of inter-
mediate complexity and high-dimensionality akin to natural sensory stimuli, making
them a popular dataset to study neural information processing ([Nes+13; SPN14]).
The dataset is split into a train and test set of 60 000 and 10 000 images, respectively.

The pixel values of the images are fed through the network as the ỹ variable in
Eq. 3.10. These neural activation propagate through the network following Eqs. 3.10-
3.16. The network then learns synaptic weights based on correlations in the activation
of input neurons, with weights that resemble the different digit classes (see Fig. 3.1 C).

I also experimented with input images consisting of grey-scale sinusoidal gratings.
These stimuli are interesting as they produce orientation-tuned neurons with properties
reminiscent of that of simple cells in the primary visual cortex [HW62]. This correspon-
dence allows a direct comparison of the changes in the weights of the neurons in the
network to the modifications in receptive fields observed in animals (e.g., [Sch+01]).
However, for this thesis, I concentrate on the MNIST data and only present a short
overview of the results with sinusoidal gratings in Appendix A.
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3.3.2 Interpretation as Maximum Likelihood Estimation

The neural network presented above can be understood as an approximation to a
generative model performing maximum likelihood learning estimation. In particular,
the weights of the neurons represent the parameters of centroids in a mixture model.
The learning procedure approximates the expectation maximisation (EM) algorithm
computing the maximum a posteriori (MAP) parameters. This section presents the
relationship between the neural and mixture models, providing a justification for the
network’s mathematical formulation and giving a proof of the optimality of the learning
dynamics.

Mixture of Poisson Distributions

A mixture model assumes that each data point ~y belongs to one of C classes, where
each class c is a probability distribution described by the parameters ~Wc. The mixture
distribution Pr(~y|c,W) defines the variation within a class c, where W is the matrix
of all parameters. The probability Pr(c) defines how many inputs are generated by
each class. Here, the distribution Pr(c) is assumed to be uniform, Pr(c) = 1/C.
Furthermore, since the activations of input neurons are strictly positive, a Poisson
distribution is well suited to describe the variation within a class:

Pr(~y|c,W) =
D∏
d=1

Poisson(yd;Wcd) , (3.18)

where D is the number of input dimensions of the data and the parameter Wcd rep-
resents the mean and variance of a Poisson distribution. To remain in line with the
effects of feedforward inhibition presented in the previous section, the parameters W
are assumed to satisfy the constraint

∑D
d=1Wcd = A, where A > 0.

With this statistical model, we can now derive an optimal solution for learning. In
particular, the EM algorithm [DLR77] enables us to learn the MAP solutions for the
parameters W .

Expectation Maximisation

The EM algorithm consists of two alternating steps, an expectation (E-step) and max-
imisation (M-step) step. During the E-step, the posterior probabilities for the data are
computed for each classes, thereby estimating the data likelihood under the current
model parameters. In the following M-step, the posterior probabilities are used to
compute the parameters of the statistical model that maximise the data likelihood.

For the Poisson mixture model, the computation of the posterior probabilities in
the E-step is given by:

Pr(c|~y(n),W) =
exp(s̃c)∑C
c′=1 exp(s̃c′)

, (3.19a)

where s̃c =
D∑
d=1

log(Wcd)y
(n)
d . (3.19b)
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The update of the parameters in the M-step is computed as:

Wnew
cd = A

∑N
n=1 Pr(c|~y(n),W)y

(n)
d∑D

d′=1

∑N
n=1 Pr(c|~y(n),W)y

(n)
d′

. (3.20)

The alternate application of these rules guarantees that the data likelihood under
the model parameters never decreases. In practice, the data likelihood always increases
until it reaches a (possibly local) optimum. If the update rule attains a global maxi-
mum, the parameters W represent the best possible learning result for the data.

Relation to Hebbian Learning

As described above, learning in the neural network leads to weights Wcd converging to
Eq. 3.17. The parameters Wcd of the mixture model converge to Eq. 3.20. We note
the very similar structure of these two equations:

Wcd ≈ A

∑N
n=1 fc(~y

(n), W )y
(n)
d∑D

d′=1

∑N
n=1 fc(~y

(n), W )y
(n)
d′

, Wcd = A

∑N
n=1 Pr(c|~y(n),W)y

(n)
d∑D

d′=1

∑N
n=1 Pr(c|~y(n),W)y

(n)
d′

.

In particular, if we choose the transfer function fc(~y
(n), W ) to be the same as the

posterior Pr(c|~y(n),W), the weights of the neural network are equal to the parameters
of the mixture model. This result justifies the use of Eqs. 3.19b and 3.19a for the
input integration (Eq. 3.11) and the lateral inhibition (Eq. 3.13) in the neural network,
respectively.

The close correspondence between the neural model and the EM algorithm guar-
antees that learning in the network is approximately optimal in terms of maximum
likelihood estimation. In this case, the data likelihood under the network’s parameters
monotonously increases to a maximum, albeit possibly local (see Fig. 3.4 A).

Taking the logarithm of the weights and parameters in Eqs. 3.19b and 3.11 is more
difficult to justify in biological terms as it might result in the weights changing sign
during learning. The specific form of feedforward inhibition chosen for the model
(Eq. 3.10) offers a solution to this concern. Indeed, this formulation ensures that all
weights converge to a value superior or equal to 1. With this in mind, we can use a
slightly modified version of the logarithmic function, the function S(·) (Eq. 3.12). This
linearised logarithmic function, in combination with feedforward inhibition, prevents
the weights from becoming negative while preserving the close correspondence between
the network’s fixed point and the maximum likelihood solution.

The interpretation of the neural network as a probabilistic model also allows to
regard neural activations sc as posterior probabilities for the classes c. We can then
extend the model into a hierarchical probabilistic model in order to decode activity in
the representation layer and perform classification.

3.3.3 Hierarchical Model for Classification

From the perspective of hierarchical generative models, we can assume that data is
generated in the following way: first, a pattern type k is chosen (e.g., a digit class,
with k = {0, · · · , 9}), second, given k a pattern class c is chosen (e.g., a writing style),
and, third, given c the actual pattern ~y is generated (see Fig. 3.3, left panel).
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Figure 3.3: Hierarchical model. Left: illustration of the generative hierarchical
model. Right: illustration of the corresponding neural network. The network con-
sists of three layers: an input, a representation, and a classification layer. The input
layer contains D = 28 × 28 = 784 neurons, one for each pixel of the input images.
The number of representation neurons is variable; for most results in this thesis I
use C = 7×7 = 49 neurons. For the MNIST dataset, there are K = 10 classification
neurons, one for each of the integer class.

For classification, given an input pattern ~y and the model parameters Θ, we want
to infer the class k of the input pattern. In other words, we want to compute the
posterior probability Pr(k | ~y,Θ) for all classes k. Here, I assume a uniform prior over
the K pattern types, Pr(k) = 1/K, and approximate the posterior using the labels of
the input patterns. I first compute a value Bkc:

Bkc :=
1

Nm

Nm∑
n=1

Pr(c|~y(n),W ) =
1

Nm

Nm∑
n=1

s(n)
c , (3.21)

with Nm input patterns ~y(n) bearing a label m = k. Bkc can be interpreted as the
weight between the hidden neuron sc and output neuron tk. The posterior is then
approximated as:

Pr(k | ~y,Θ) ≈ tk =
C∑
c=1

Bkcsc∑K
k′=1 Bk′c

. (3.22)

As a classification result m̂, I take the unit with the largest value of approximation
to the posteriors:

m̂ =
K

argmax
k=1

(tk) . (3.23)

This hierarchical formulation allows to decode activity in the representation layer,
providing a probabilistic classification of the input images.

Classification Performance

I assess the performance of the network as its rate of correct classification, or its
accuracy, on the test set of the MNIST dataset. I use this measure as a quantification of
the quality of the neural representation learned by the network. I report the percentage
of correct classification and, at times, also the error rate (simply the complement of
correct classification). I use the error rate to compare the different models as small
differences in performances are more noticeable with this measure.
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Figure 3.4: Classification performance of the Hebbian network. (A) Pro-
gression of the log likelihood of the data under the model parameters. (B) Pro-
gression of the classification accuracy on the MNIST dataset. (C) Representation
weights learned by the network. The images represent weight vectors ~Wc; immedi-
ately to the left of each image are the weight vectors ~Bc of the classification layer,
with classes ‘0’ to ‘9’ from top to bottom. Data likelihood, and to a close approxi-
mation classification accuracy, increase monotonously during training.

3.3.4 Supplementary Methods

Code

The model was written in the Python programming language and run on a personal
computer or on a computer cluster. For parameters exploration, I use the PyPet
package developed in our group [MO16]. To benchmark the network, I compare its ac-
curacy with that of MLPs and ConvNets. These networks where run with the Python
modules Scikit-learn [Ped+11] (version 18.dev0, downloaded on 04/29/16) and Tensor-
Flow [Aba+15] (version 1.0, downloaded on 04/22/17), respectively.

Training

I pre-compute the activation of input neurons ~y(n) through Eq. 3.10 for all N training
images. Learning proceeds as full iterations over the dataset during which input neuron
activations ~y(n) are presented in a random order to the representation layer.

Weight Initialisation

Weights of representation neurons are initialised using the statistics of the input images.
Specifically, I initialise the weights with the mean activation of input neurons taken
over the whole dataset, with the addition of noise to break symmetry:

Wcd = µ(yd)− σ2(yd)ηinit , (3.24)

where µ(·) and σ2(·) are the mean and variance taken over all training images N ,
respectively, and ηinit is noise drawn from a uniform distribution in the interval [0, 2).

Mini-batch Learning

To speed up computation, I train the network using mini-batches. The weight updates
∆Wcd are then computed over batches of 50 training examples. Using mini-batches
only negligibly affects the representation learned by the network and the performance
of the algorithm.
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Update of the Classification Weights

The value Bkc is updated after presentation of every 100 input images, or roughly 600
times during one iteration over the dataset.

Cross-validation

Parameter search is performed through five-fold cross validation on the training dataset.
The network performance is reported as the mean classification accuracy over the five
validation sets. To compare the networks’ performances across models (e.g., DA versus
ACh signalling), networks with the optimal parameters are re-trained on the whole
training data (including the validation set) and their performances are reported for
a separate test set. This approach was used for all parameter searches except for
comparison between models with identical parameters spaces (Fig. 4.8 and 6.14). In
these cases, measuring accuracy on the testing set (without cross validation) yields
unbiased results.

3.4 Models of the Neuromodulators

In the previous section, I introduced a neural network that learns representations from
input data which I consider as a model of cortical learning. The representations are
obtained in a fully unsupervised manner and only reflect correlations in the data. The
work presented in this thesis is concerned with how factors additional to regularities
of unlabelled data can shape representations. In particular, I investigate the effects
of two neuromodulators, ACh and DA, in guiding representation learning. I address
this question by modelling the impact of cholinergic and DAergic transmission on
synaptic plasticity and examining the results on the network’s neural representation
and classification performance.

In this section, I present the models of ACh and DA used for the remainder of the
thesis. I derive the models based on the observation that, when pairing a stimulus
with either ACh [KM98a; RD88; Web+91b; KM98b; GLS88; FMS07] or DA [BCM01;
FSV10], the representation of this stimulus enlarges in the cortex. That is, the modula-
tors alter the tuning of cortical neurons to raise neural responses to the paired stimulus.
At the population level, this translates in an expansion of the cortical area responsive
to the stimulus. This phenomenon can be emulated in the model as follows.

3.4.1 Modifications in Representations

The neural network introduced above can be interpreted as a generative model. As
such, the network performs density estimation: the distribution of its weights is de-
termined by the density of data points in the input space. For instance, the number
of data points in a cluster (relative to the total number of data points) dictates the
relative number of weights encoding this cluster.

To illustrate this observation, let us consider the following manipulation: an input
~y(∗) is duplicated and presented N∗ times to the network. From Eq. 3.17, we note that
this manipulation brings the weight vector of neuron c, ~Wc, closer to the input vector
~y(∗) by a factor proportional to N∗

N
, where N is the total number of stimuli (see Fig. 3.5

B).
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Figure 3.5: Effects of increased stimulus frequency and learning rate on
the weights. (A) Illustration of a target stimulus ~y(∗). (B - C) Depiction of the
representation weights of a neural network. The network contains three neurons and
is trained on a dataset containing only ‘2’, ‘3’, and ‘4’. (B) The network is trained
with ~y(∗) presented with a greater frequency (N

∗

N ). (C) The target stimulus ~y(∗)

is paired with a higher learning rate ( ε
∗

ε̄ ). The two manipulations result in almost
identical alterations, namely an over-representation of the target stimulus.

Pairing a stimulus with a greater learning rate bears a similar effect as raising the
frequency of this stimulus. For instance, presenting a training image twice is similar
to presenting this image once but with a twice larger learning rate (these are almost
identical for small learning rates). In more details, coupling an input vector ~y(∗) with a

learning rate ε∗ will bring the weight vector ~Wc closer to ~y(∗) by a factor proportional to
ε∗

ε̄
, where ε̄ is the summed learning rate for all stimuli, ε̄ =

∑N
n=1 ε

(n). In practice, this
manipulation is equivalent to increasing the frequency of an input vector (see Fig. 3.5).

I make use of this characteristic of the learning dynamics to emulate the effects of
ACh and DA on cortical representations.

3.4.2 Models of ACh and DA

Based on the observations presented above, I include ACh and DA in the network as
a modulation of the learning rate:

acetylcholine ∆Wcd = ACh · ε(scyd − scWcd) , (3.26a)

dopamine ∆Wcd = DA · ε(scyd − scWcd) . (3.26b)

This model abstracts away the biological details of the neuromodulator’s impact on
synaptic plasticity. Following such an approach is nonetheless in general agreement
with biological observations in that both ACh [BAS92; Chu+13] and DA [BCO02;
MMO06; SZW05; MMO06] are reported to promote synaptic plasticity, as they do in
the present mathematical formulation.

The models of ACh and DA allow to simulate the basic results of the pairing
experiments presented in the previous chapter. For instance, if a target stimulus class
is coupled with DA = ρ, for ρ > 1, while all other classes have DA = 1, the target
class will be over-represented in the network’s weights. On the other hand, for ρ < 1,
this class will be under-represented (Fig. 3.6).

Here, the models of ACh and DA are mathematically identical and the pairing
protocol gives rise to the same changes in weights in both cases. It should be noted,
however, that in animals there are some distinctions in the effects of pairing with
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Figure 3.6: The models of ACh and DA emulate the effects of neuromod-
ulator pairing protocols in animals. (A) Stimuli of a target class (in this case
‘2’) are paired with an activation ρ of either the ACh or DA variable in Eq. 3.25.
For all other classes ACh and DA = 1. (B) Percentage of neurons responsive to
the target class, before (näıve) and after pairing with ρ = 5. Inset is an example
the network’s representation, with highlighted neurons responding preferentially to
the target class. (C) Similar pairing protocol in rats. Electrical stimulation of the
VTA triggers DA release shortly after the presentation of an auditory tone of a 9
kHz. Modified with permission from [Bao+03]. (D) Percent of neurons responding
preferentially to the target class as a function of the pairing strength, ρ. Data are
the mean of 10 runs, each with a different target class, error bars are the variance. In
rats as in the model, the pairing manipulation result in an increase in the proportion
of a representation dedicated to the target stimulus.

ACh or DA. For instance, Kilgard and colleagues [KM98a] report that coupling a tone
with ACh release increases the representation of the paired frequency as well as those
of adjacent frequencies in A1. A similar manipulation with DA decreases the repre-
sentation of adjacent frequencies [BCM01]. DA also bears a temporally asymmetric
influence such that reversing the presentation order of the stimulus and DA suppresses
the representation of the stimulus [Bao+03], an effect absent with ACh. For this work,
however, these differences are not taken into account.

For the experiments with ACh and DA signalling, I model the critical period ob-
served in animals as a pre-training of the network with pure Hebbian learning. This
training takes place until the representation stabilises, i.e., until performance saturates.
After this point, ACh and DA transmission begins. The pre-training is not required
for any of the results obtained in this work except for the optimal DA activation values
found through parameter search; without the pre-training, the optimal DA activation
profile does not match that reported in animals (see Ch. 5, Sec. 5.3).
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3.4.3 Relation to Previous Models

Previous work addressed the impacts of ACh and DA in neural circuits. I briefly
summarise some of the approaches taken below.

Acetylcholine

Weinberger and Jonathan [WB98] develop a model of ACh signalling to study its role
in classical conditioning. The authors make use of a modified version of Hebb’s rule
and simulate the action of ACh as an amplification in the post-synaptic activation
of target neurons. An in vivo micro-stimulation study validates this model. For the
Hebbian rule used in this thesis, the two models of ACh are mathematically equivalent;
this work thus offers support to the formulation described above.

Li and Cleland present a detailed biophysical model of ACh neuromodulation in the
olfactory bulb [LC13]. Their simulation reproduces the effects of ACh in transiently
sharpening receptive fields and in increasing spike synchrony but does not address its
role in synaptic plasticity.

Dopamine

Numerous work addressed the question of reward-based learning in neural networks.
Roelfsema and colleagues show that a RPE signal affecting the magnitude of Hebbian
updates allows a neural network to learn various classification tasks [RO05; ROW10;
RRB12]. Other models similarly make use of a reinforcement signal affecting the
learning rate of Hebbian plasticity to learn stimulus-response associations [LLD10;
LG09]. In these latter cases, however, the tuning properties of representation neurons
are set manually and only the weights of the read-out units are learned.

The DA learning mechanism is closely related to algorithms such as REIN-
FORCE [Wil92] in which a reinforcement signal acts on the learning rate of a neural
network’s weight update rule. Of note, despite this close correspondence, the decision
to model DA as a modulation of the network’s learning rate was made not to resemble
those rules but rather to mirror biology. Here, the model of DA (and ACh) reproduces
the results of pairing experiments (Fig. 3.6). The close similarity between this model’s
and previous’ update rules can thus be taken as further support for the biological
realism of the latter.

3.5 Summary

Various learning rules enable ANNs to extract useful features from data. These rules
include correlation-based and error-correcting methods, each pursuing different objec-
tives. Specifically, correlation-based rules aim at finding statistically sound represen-
tations, for instance linearly uncorrelated features, while error-correcting rules aim
at finding representations that minimise errors in a network’s output. The features
learned in these networks make up neural representations of data. These representa-
tions are of great practical relevance and can also serve as valuable models of sensory
representations in the cortex.

For this research, I make use of such an ANN to investigate the beneficial roles
of neuromodulators ACh and DA in shaping neural representations. In this chap-
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ter, I described a Hebbian learning mechanism originally developed by Keck and col-
leagues [KSL12] that approximates optimal learning in term maximum likelihood es-
timation. I derive a simple mathematical formulation for the effects of ACh and DA
in which both signals modulate the learning rate of the network. This approach is in
line with a few experimental observations. In particular, in animals as in the model,
stimulus-modulator coupling enlarges the representation of the paired stimulus. The
model presented here permits the study of this plasticity from a functional perspective.
In the following chapters, I present the results of this investigation.
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Chapter 4

Model of Acetylcholine

4.1 Overview

Animals can selectively attend to relevant aspects of their environment while ignoring
others. For instance, a student focused on writing his thesis in a busy café won’t
notice the conversations going on at neighbouring tables. This ability derives from
the suppression of neural responses to distracting stimuli [MCW08; MK13] and allows
animals to efficiently allocate their processing resources to relevant sensory information.

ACh release in the mammalian neocortex is tightly linked with such attentional pro-
cesses. For instance, as a rat detects a behaviourally meaningful sensory cue, a spike in
cortical ACh accompanies the reorientation of its attention towards the cue [Par+07].
Additionally, when a rat performs a task requiring sustained attention, the concentra-
tion of ACh in its prefrontal cortex more than doubles compared to control [Arn+02;
KBS06]. In the course of such tasks, distractors that further tax an animal’s attention
evoke additional ACh release [HSB00; KBS06]. These observations indicate that the
cholinergic system responds to events demanding an animal’s attention such as rele-
vant stimuli or challenging tasks. In this sense, ACh transmission reflects the cognitive
construct of attentional effort [SGK06].

ACh transmission is permissive of cortical reorganisation in various circumstances.
In particular, stimuli that repeatedly coincide with activation of the cholinergic system
excite a larger area in the cortex [RD88; Web+91b; KM98a; KM98b; SK83]. It remains
unknown why a signal associated with attentional efforts elicits such changes in cortical
representations.

In this chapter, I address this question using the model of ACh introduced above.
I extend the model to simulate the physiological release properties of ACh. Here, ACh
activation approximates attentional efforts, reflecting both the requirements of a task
and the motivation to perform on this task. The following sections are organised such
that I deal separately with these aspects of task demand and motivation to perform.
In the first section, I present a basic model for approximating task demand from the
network’s classification performance. I then look at alternate models of task demand,
such as classification confidence. Finally, I examine the motivational aspect of attention
by assigning varying levels of relevance to the different stimulus classes.
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4.2 Classification Performance as Proxy of Task De-

mand

Attentional demand is an intuitive concept experienced in everyday life. For instance,
consider driving on a winding countryside road in different conditions: on quiet day
(control), while talking on the phone (distractor), during a snowstorm (task difficulty),
after a long day of work (fatigue), or after a glass of wine (pharmacological manipu-
lation). Compared to control, the other conditions pose further attentional demands
and require additional efforts to achieve similar performance levels.

Although we routinely encounter examples of attentional demand, it is unclear how
the mammalian brain encodes it. Sarter and colleagues [SGK06] review evidence sug-
gesting that indications of performance decrease, such as rises in error rates or decays
in reward rates, trigger effortful cognitive control in animals. In particular, electro-
physiological and neuroimaging studies suggest that errors and reward losses activate
the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) [Haj+05; UVC04]. The authors suggest that the
ACC acts as a performance monitoring system that activates the cholinergic system,
in turn initiating attentional efforts to prevent further erroneous behaviour [SGK06].
Based on these observations, I simulate the ACC by measuring the network’s perfor-
mance on the classification task. This measure of performance determines the strength
of ACh activation. I present the details of this approach below.

4.2.1 Model Description

The network’s classification accuracy is a straightforward indication of task demand.
The rate of correct classification is readily computed by comparing the labels of the
training images with the network’s classification output. I compute the mean rate of
correct classification for the last training episode as:

p̄ =
1

N

N∑
n=1

p(n) , (4.1)

where p(n) =

{
1 if m̂(n) = m(n)

0 otherwise ,

where m(n) and m̂(n) are the label and the classification output during the last training
episode for image ~y(n), respectively, and N is the number of training images. I simi-
larly compute the mean rate of correct classification separately for each label class m,
denoted as p̄m. Fig. 4.1 A depicts the rates of correct classification for the individual
classes and averaged over all classes.

In the model, the variable ACh regulates the network’s learning rate (Eq. 3.26a),
emulating the effects of the cholinergic system on synaptic plasticity. For each stimulus,
the value of the ACh variable is given by the ratio of the performance averaged over the
class of the current stimulus to the performance averaged over all classes, fed through
a sigmoid function:

ACh =
β

1.0 + exp(α · (p̄m/p̄− 1.0))
, (4.2)
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Figure 4.1: ACh activation is inversely related to classification perfor-
mance. (A) Classification performance p̄m for the 10 digit classes m. A dashed
line indicates the average performance over all classes, p̄. The data are the mean
of 10 runs; error bars indicate the variance. (B) ACh activation is given by the
performance ratio p̄m/p̄ fed through a sigmoid function (Eq. 4.2; here α = 15 and
β = 20). This measure quantifies the difficulty of the current stimulus. The lower
the performance ratio (i.e., the more difficult a stimulus class), the larger the ACh
signal.

where α and β are parameters of the sigmoid function (see Fig. 4.1 B). The ratio
p̄m/p̄ provides a measure of how challenging the current stimulus is, or of the task
demand. Stimuli from classes that are easy for the network (those from classes with
correct classification higher than the average) elicit weak ACh activation. Stimuli that
are difficult for the network (those from classes with correct classification less than
average) elicit strong ACh activation. The sigmoid function ensures that ACh release
saturates for particularly easy or difficult stimuli (note that I considered other functions
including an exponential and a polynomial; the sigmoid gave the best results, probably
because of its saturating properties).

4.2.2 Results

As a model of the critical period in animals (see Ch. 3), I pre-train the network through
Hebbian learning. After performance reaches a plateau, I allow the activation of ACh.
At this point, I perform parameter search for the α and β parameters of Eq. 4.2.

Parameter Search

The α and β parameters control the height and sharpness of the ACh activation func-
tion, respectively. I determine the values of these parameters through grid search,
selecting the values that maximise classification performance. Fig. 4.2 shows the re-
sults of this parameter exploration, with α = 15 and β = 30 yielding the greatest
classification rates. I use these parameters to train the network model.

Changes in the Network

Visual inspection of the weights of the neural network (see Fig. 4.3 A) indicates that
ACh activation alters the number of neurons dedicated to the different digit classes.
For instance, there are more neurons resembling a ‘4’ and fewer neurons resembling a ‘1’
after training with ACh release. In order to quantify this redistribution, I determine the
preferred digit class of a representation neuron, mc, by taking mc = argmaxKk=1(Bkc).
Bkc can be understood as the weight from representation neuron c to output neuron
k and is computed as the mean activation of neuron c over all input images having a
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Figure 4.2: Exploration of the parameters of the ACh activation curve.
(A) 2-dimensional grid search for the α and β parameters. A star indicates the
best parameter set. (B-C) A selection of explored ACh activation functions, in
(B) with the β parameter fixed to its best value (β = 30) and in (C) with the α
parameter fixed to its best value (α = 15). The colour axis indicates the rate of
correct classification on the test dataset. Data are the mean performances over five
validation sets.
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Figure 4.3: ACh augments the neural representations of challenging
classes. (A) Example weights of representation neurons (25 out of 49). (B) Distri-
bution of the neurons preferred digit classes. Dashed line is a uniform distribution.
KLU indicates the mean KL divergence from a uniform distribution U to the ob-
served distribution. (C) Performance of the network on the different classes. Dashed
line is the average over all classes. (D) Performance on a class as a function of the
number of neurons dedicated to this class. (E) Average response of neurons to the
digit classes, ordered from most to least preferred class. Data are the mean of 20
runs, error bars indicate the variance. Grey overlaid bars in (B), (C) and (E) are
values for Hebbian learning for comparison.

label m = k (see Eq. 3.21). In this sense, argmaxKk=1(Bkc) gives the digit class to which
neuron c maximally responds, or its preferred class.

We can then look at the distribution of digit class preferences (Q) in networks
trained with Hebbian and ACh-based learning (Fig. 4.3 B). In the case of Hebbian
learning, the distribution QHebb is close to uniform. We can quantify the distance from
a uniform distribution (U) to the observed distribution using the Kullback-Leibler (KL)
divergence; here, KL(QHebb || U) = 0.01. As this measure indicates, the distribution
QHebb is not perfectly uniform and some classes are represented with more neurons
than others. There is a positive correlation between the number of neurons dedicated
to a class and the network’s performance on this class (r = 0.22, Fig. 4.3 D), indicating
that representing a class with more neurons is beneficial to performance.

Training with ACh redistributes class preferences in the network, leading to a less
uniform distribution (KL(QACh || U) = 0.06, Fig. 4.3 B). Specifically, ACh increases the
number of neurons dedicated to challenging classes while easier classes are represented
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Figure 4.4: Performance during training with ACh initially drops before
recovering. (A) Rate of correct classification on the test dataset over the train-
ing episodes. A vertical dashed line indicates the start of ACh transmission. (B)
Magnified area highlighted in (A) (episodes 300 to 320, immediately after beginning
the activation of ACh). Performance with ACh initially drops before recovering.
(C) Example weights of a representation neuron, changing from a ‘0’ to an ‘8’. The
point of lowest accuracy corresponds to an episode at which the neuron is poorly
tuned to either class.

with fewer units. Consider for example the rate of correct classification for classes ‘1’
and ‘4’, the classes on which the network performs best and worst, respectively. ACh
release leads to a respective decrease and increase in the number of neurons preferring
these classes.

Performance Measure

The redistribution of neurons elicited by ACh raises the network’s accuracy on the dif-
ficult classes (e.g., ‘4’) and lowers performance on the easy classes (e.g., ‘1’, Fig. 4.3 C).
ACh thus reverses the correlation between neuron count and performance (r = −0.84,
Fig. 4.3 D). On average over all classes, performance grows from 83.5 ± 0.7% with
Hebb’s rule alone to 85.0 ± 0.6% when supplemented with ACh, corresponding to a
relative decrease of 12% in the error rate.

At the onset of training with ACh, the rate of correct classification shortly drops
before recovering and surpassing that of Hebbian learning (Fig. 4.4). This event is due
to neurons weights being poorly representative of any digit class as they “move” from
one class (or datapoint cluster) to another.

Interpretation of the Parameter Search

In light of these results, we can interpret the roles of the parameters α and β of the
sigmoid function. β gives the scale of the ACh activation function. As the ACh variable
multiplies the learning rate of the network, β is equivalent to uniformly scaling this
learning rate. α determines the sharpness of the ACh activation function. In other
words, α sets the relative activation of ACh for an easy versus a difficult stimulus. A
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Figure 4.5: Interpretation of the results of the parameter exploration.
(A) Distribution of the neurons’ preferred digit class for different values of the α
parameter. The mean KL divergence from a uniform distribution U to the observed
distributions Q is indicated on the plots (KLU ). (B-C) This KL divergence for
networks trained with different values for (B) α and (C) β. The α parameter strongly
influences the divergence from a uniform distribution whereas β does not. The data
are the means of 3 runs; the error bars indicate the variance.

large α leads to a greater redistribution of the neurons’ preferred classes and therefore
to a less uniform distribution of class preferences. The value of α strongly predicts
the divergence from a uniform distribution to the observed distribution of neurons per
digit class (r = 0.999, Fig. 4.5).

4.3 Alternate Models of Task Demand

Classification performance is a natural measure to quantify task demand. However,
computing correct classification requires environmental feedback to determine whether
each classification decision is correct. Introspection suggests that such feedback is not
necessary to assess attentional demand. For example, imagine listening to someone
speak in your mother tongue or in a foreign language. Understanding the speech in the
foreign language experienced as more challenging and as requiring greater attention,
this even in the absence of environmental feedback. This example indicates that percep-
tion by itself can be experienced as demanding without requiring additional information
from the environment. In this section, I consider alternate methods to quantify task
demand in order to reduce the need for environmental feedback. Specifically, I examine
the use of classification confidence as a proxy of task demand. This measure is com-
puted by the network itself and does not require immediate environmental feedback
for its evaluation.

Additionally, thus far I quantified task demand as an average for the different digit
classes (i.e., p̄m). This approach requires labels (m) both to compute the average
demand of a class and to retrieve this value for the current stimulus. To remove this
requirement for labels, I examine two alternatives: first, using the stimulus classes
inferred by the classifier instead of the true labels and, second, discarding the average
over the classes altogether by computing task demand in a stimulus-wise manner.

4.3.1 Classification Confidence

In animals, decision confidence is a good indicator of task difficulty. For instance,
in rats trained on an odourant discrimination task, discrimination accuracy depends
on the distance of an odourant to the decision boundary; rats make fewer mistakes
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Figure 4.6: Illustration of two measures of classification confidence. The
plots represent the classifier’s posterior probabilities tk over the digit classes for two
stimuli. The inset plots depict classification confidence quantified through maximal
posterior and BvSB posteriors. In both cases, the network classifies the input stimuli
as a ‘4’ with a posterior probability of around 50%. The two cases differ, however,
in that the remaining probability mass is either concentrated mostly in one class
(stimulus 1) or spread among multiple classes (stimulus 2). In the first case, the
nearly equal posterior probabilities for classes ‘4’ and ‘9’ may indicate lower clas-
sification confidence. The BvSB approach captures this lower confidence while the
maximal posterior does not.

on odourants far from the decision boundary. Neurons in the orbitofrontal cortex
(OFC) appear to encode the animals’ decision confidence on this task [Kep+08]. Here,
the firing of some OFC neurons correlates with stimulus difficulty (measured as the
stimulus’ distance from the classification boundary) as well as with response accuracy.
For instance, a neuron fires more for a difficult than easy stimulus and for an incorrectly
classified than correctly classified stimulus. This neuron’s firing pattern thus reflects
the animal’s perceived response confidence. Furthermore, OFC firing predicts the
rats’ willingness to wait for a reward following a decision, indicating that this firing
represents a measure of the animals’ trust in their decisions that also guides behaviour.
This measure of confidence strongly correlates with the animals’ response accuracies.

Animal brains thus encode measures of classification confidence which relate to the
task’s difficulty. In the model, classification confidence can be quantified using the clas-
sifier’s posterior probabilities over the digit classes, with a large posterior indicating
high confidence. I consider two measures to quantify classification confidence: either
taking the maximal posterior probability over the classes or taking the difference be-
tween the maximal and second maximal posterior probabilities (known as Best versus
Second-Best, BvSB [JPP09]). The BvSB posteriors may provide a more accurate es-
timation of classification confidence as it considers the distribution of the probability
mass among competing classification options (see Fig. 4.6). Formally, the two measures
of classification confidence κ are given as:

max posterior κ =
K

max
k=1

(tk) (4.3a)

BvSB posteriors κ =
K

max
k=1

(tk)−
K

max2
k=1

(tk) (4.3b)

where the max2 operator gives the value second to the maximum.
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Figure 4.7: Classification confidence strongly predicts rates correct of
classification. I train a network through Hebbian learning, have it classify the
test images of the MNIST dataset, measure the network’s classification confidence
for each of those stimuli, and bin the classification confidence (bin size of 0.02%).
For each bin, I measure the average correct classification. This rate of correct
classification for each bin is plotted against the classification confidence for this bin.
Classification confidence is measured either as the maximal posterior probability or
as BvSB posterior probabilities. The rate of correct classification exhibits a strong
positive correlation with both measures of classification confidence.

Both the maximal posterior and the BvSB posteriors strongly correlate with correct
classification (r = 0.89 and r = 0.86, respectively, see Fig. 4.7). These strong correla-
tions indicate that classification confidence indeed expresses how difficult a stimulus is
for the network.

Here, I use the same approach as for classification performance to compute the
value of the ACh variable. I measure the classification confidence averaged over each
class separately as well as averaged over all classes. ACh activation is given by the
ratio of the classification confidence for the class of the current stimulus to the average
classification confidence for all stimuli, fed through a sigmoid function:

ACh =
β

1.0 + exp(α · (κ̄m/κ̄− 1.0))
(4.4)

where κ̄m is the network’s average classification confidence on the class m of the current
stimulus, κ̄ is the average classification confidence over all stimuli, and α and β are
parameters of the sigmoid function.

4.3.2 Inferred Stimulus Class and Stimulus-Wise Confidence

So far, tracking averages over classes required a knowledge of the label of each stimulus.
To remove this need for labels, I first consider making use of the network’s inferred
stimulus class m̂ instead of the true label m. In a second approach, I remove the
averages over the classes altogether. Specifically, instead of retrieving the average clas-
sification confidence for the class of the current stimulus, I simply take the classifier’s
output confidence for the current stimulus. In this case, ACh activation is given by
the ratio of the classification confidence for the current stimulus to the average over all
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Figure 4.8: Grid search for optimal values of the α and β parameters. (A)
Results of the grid search, with the colour axis indicating classification performance.
A star indicates the best parameter set. Performance values are averages of 3 runs.
(B) Optimal ACh activation function.

stimuli:

ACh =
β

1.0 + exp(α · (κn/κ̄− 1.0))
, (4.5)

where κn is the confidence for the current stimulus n.

4.3.3 Results

I introduced three measures of task demand (classification performance, maximal pos-
terior, and BvSB posteriors) and three ways of computing these values (average over
true classes, average over inferred classes, and computed in a stimulus-wise measure).
Each measure of task demand can be combined with each computing approach, ex-
cept for classification performance and stimulus-wise computation. This results in
3× 3− 1 = 8 different models. In the following text, I present the results of the explo-
ration for the optimal α and β parameters. I then compare the performance measures
for these models.

Parameter Exploration

Fig. 4.8 depicts the results of the exploration for the α and β parameters of the sigmoid
function for the 8 different models. The approaches using averages over classes (two
top rows) result in similar patterns of parameter performance values and optimal ACh
activation functions (and equivalently for the stimulus-wise approaches).

Performance Measures

All models of ACh activation perform statistically significantly better than Hebbian
learning alone (p < 0.0001, see Fig 4.9). The best performing approach uses the
maximum posterior to quantify task demand and computes this measure as an average
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Figure 4.9: Performance comparison for the different models. (A) Colours
and numbers indicate the average rate of correct classification on the test MNIST
dataset for a model. (B) Error rates for the models, sorted in decreasing order. A
dashed line indicates mean error rate for Hebbian learning alone. Values are the
average of 10 runs, error bars are the variance. A star indicates error rates that are
statistically significantly greater than that of the best model (p < 0.01). All models
perform statistically significantly better than Hebbian learning alone (p < 0.0001)

over the true class label. This method gives a rate of correct classification of 85.4±0.7%,
a relative decrease of 12% in error rates compared to Hebbian learning.

The two models that compute classification confidence in a stimulus-wise manner
yield a significantly poorer classification accuracy than the best model (p < 0.01). All
other models (those relying on averages over classes) are not statistically significantly
worse than the best model (p > 0.01).

Although the models using true classes perform on average better than those us-
ing inferred classes, this trend is not statistically significant; the classifier thus seems
to provide an estimate of class labels that is adequate for ACh learning. Similarly,
the accuracies of the different methods to quantify task difficulty are not significantly
different from each others; here again, the classifier’s approximation suffices. Addi-
tionally, the two estimates of classification confidence, maximal or BvSB posteriors,
appear equivalent. Therefore, of the approaches examined in this section, only that of
computing ACh as an average over classes bears a statistically meaningful advantage.

Comparison of Stimulus-wise versus Class-wise ACh Release

The models with stimulus-wise ACh activation perform significantly worse than those
with an activation averaged over the classes. To determine the cause of this effect, I
examine the statistics of the ACh signal in two networks trained with each approach.
I use the maximal posterior as a measure of task demand in both cases and the true
class label to compute the average over classes.

The mean ACh activation for corresponding classes is not statistically different
from one network to the other (Fig. 4.10 A). However, the distributions of ACh activa-
tion within classes largely differ. For example, Fig. 4.10 B depicts the release of ACh
for all stimuli labelled as ‘7’, averaged over the 50 training episodes. In the network
with class-wise ACh activation, all stimuli trigger identical ACh release; variance de-
rives from fluctuations between episodes (see Fig. 4.10 C). In contrast, in the network
with stimulus-wise ACh transmission, the distribution of ACh values within a class is
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of the distributions of ACh activation. (A) Mean
ACh activation over the classes. The mean ACh activations for corresponding classes
are not statistically different for the two networks. Average of all classes is indicated
as a dashed line, error bars show the variance. (B) ACh activation for stimuli labelled
‘7’, sorted in increasing order. Values are the average over 50 training episodes; the
shaded area is the variance. Dotted line is the mean over all stimuli. Although the
mean ACh activations are not statistically significantly different from each others,
the distributions of activations within a class largely differ. (C) Mean ACh activation
for stimuli labelled ‘7’ over the training episodes.

markedly non-uniform, in addition to varying across episodes.

Visualising the data in two dimensions reveals that the strengths of ACh activation
are clustered in regions of the input space (Fig. 4.11, dimension reduction performed
using t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbour Embedding (t-SNE) [MH08]). This clustering
of ACh activation appears to disrupt learning by pulling weights away from the centre
of mass of a datapoint cluster.

4.4 Signal of Stimulus Relevance

The cognitive construct of attentional effort is thought to comprise both the demand
of a task and an animal’s motivation to perform this task [SGK06]. In this section, I
simulate the latter aspect of motivation in the model of ACh. In particular, I assign
varying degrees of “relevance”, or weights, to the integer categories. This relative
relevance here is understood as reflecting the network’s motivation to perform on the
different classes.

I consider two perspectives on asymmetrical class relevance: either classes have a
balanced distribution in the dataset but dissimilar relevance or, alternatively, classes
have an unbalanced distribution but equal relevance. In both cases, relevance is asym-
metric relative to the data distribution.

4.4.1 Non-uniform Stimulus Relevance

In a first approach, I assign relevances rm to the various classes in decreasing arithmetic
progression such that stimuli labelled ‘0’ have a relevance value of ‘10’ while stimuli
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Figure 4.11: Spatial distribution of ACh activation. 2-dimensional rep-
resentations of all images labelled as ‘7’ (dimension reduction performed using t-
SNE [MH08]). The colour axis shows ACh activation triggered by individual stimuli
(averaged over 50 episodes). ACh activation in uniformly distributed within a class
in the case of class-wise ACh computation but not in the case of stimulus-wise
computation. The non-uniform distribution in the latter case appears to disrupt
learning, probably by pulling weights away from the centre of mass of the datapoint
cluster.

carrying a label ‘9’ have a relevance of ‘1’ (see Fig. 4.12 A). Formally, we can write:

rm = M −m, (4.6)

where M is the number of class labels (10 in this case).
I model ACh activation simply by setting the value of the ACh variable in Eq. 3.26a

to the relevance of the class of the current stimulus (the class is determined by the true
label of the stimulus):

ACh = rm . (4.7)

Results

The release of ACh reorganises weights such that more neurons represent digits with
greater relevance (Fig. 4.12 B). This effect translates to a drop in the error rates
for more relevant classes, and vice-versa (Fig. 4.12 C), resulting in a strong negative
correlation between performance and relevance (r = −0.87).

In a similar manipulation, I pair a single stimulus class with varying levels of rele-
vance (other classes have ACh = 1). This protocol augments the representation of the
paired stimulus and improves accuracy for this class, in line with biological observa-
tion [Ree+11; Wei03; PSM06] (Fig. 4.13). ACh thus boosts classification accuracy for
relevant classes.

4.4.2 Non-uniform Stimulus Distribution

As an alternative take on stimulus relevance, I investigate the impact of ACh on a
dataset with uniform class relevance but unequal data distribution. In more details, I
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Figure 4.12: ACh enhances classification accuracy for relevant stimulus
classes. (A) I assign different ‘relevance’ or ‘motivational’ weights to the digits.
ACh activation is set to these values at stimulus presentation. (B) Distribution of
stimulus preferences after training with ACh. More units prefer the more relevant
digits. (C) Changes in error rates on the different classes. (D) Changes in error rates
as a function of changes in neuron count. The redistribution of class preferences
orchestrated by ACh yields gains in performance on the more relevant classes and
decay on the less relevant classes. Data are the average of 10 runs, error bars indicate
variance.
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CF values within the trained frequency range was 2.5 times
greater in rats trained in the FR task than in control rats (20.2 vs
8.3%; !2 ! 18.2; p " 5 # 10$5) (Fig. 3D) but was not signifi-
cantly changed in LR rats compared with controls (5.5%; !2 !
1.8; p ! 0.18). Plotting the same data as difference functions
demonstrates that FR training induced a specific increase in CF
values at the trained frequency range in both AI and SRAF,
whereas LR training did not change the CF distribution in any
consistent manner compared with controls (Fig. 3E). Alterna-
tively, one can measure tonotopic map plasticity by calculating
themap area tuned to the trained frequency range and expressing
that value as a percentage of the total map area. The relative area

of the map tuned to the trained frequency
range in AI was significantly increased af-
ter FR, but not LR, training compared
with control (15.1 % 1.4% vs 7.1 % 1.7%;
t ! 3.58; p " 0.01) (Fig. 3F). We also ob-
served an expansion of the relative area of
SRAF tuned to the trained frequency in FR
rats compared with control (16.2 % 2.8%
vs 7.8 % 2.6%), but this trend did not
reach statistical significance (Mann–
Whitney U test; p ! 0.05) (Fig. 3F).

Cortical map plasticity in the
intensity domain
Although the spatial distribution of best
level, the sound level that evoked the high-
est firing rate, was not arranged into a to-
pographically organized gradient, record-
ing sites with similar best-level values
tended to cluster in contiguous areas of
the map (Fig. 4A,B). A qualitative com-
parison of the same representative maps
shown in Figure 3, A and B, demonstrates
a strikingly different trend when exam-
ined for the best level rather than CF. Rats
trained in the LR task exhibited a pro-
nounced increase in cortical sites with
best-level values in the trained intensity
range (35 % 5 dB SPL, blue sites), whereas
AI maps for sound intensity in FR and
control rats are dominated by sites that
preferred sound intensities close to 80 dB
SPL (Fig. 4A).We also observed a prepon-
derance of sites in SRAF of LR rats tuned
to the trained intensity range, although
the difference was not as striking as AI be-
cause there was an overall increase in the
number of cortical sites that preferred low
to intermediate sound levels in both FR
and control rats in this field (Fig. 4B).

The distributions of best-level values in
AI are strongly skewed toward high sound
intensities in control and FR-trained rats
and are not different from one another
[Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test; p !
0.59], whereas the best-level distribution
in LR-trained rats was clearly bimodal
with a second peak centered within the
trained intensity range (KS test; LR vs con-
trol, p " 1 # 10$6) (Fig. 4C). Similarly,
best-level distributions in SRAF were sim-

ilar between control and FR-trained rats (KS test; p ! 0.26) but
were significantly shifted toward lower sound intensities in LR-
trained rats (KS test; LR vs control, p " 1 # 10$6) (Fig. 4D).
Difference functions were calculated for LR and FR-trained rats
relative to controls. The slopes of the linear regression lines ap-
plied to the LR–control function (AI, $1.5; SRAF, $1.07) were
substantially more negative than the regression line slopes in the
FR–control function (AI, $0.2; SRAF, $0.16), indicating that
LR, but not FR, training decreased the percentage of sites tuned to
60–80 dB SPL and increased the percentage of sites tuned to
20–40 dB SPL (Fig. 4E). Accordingly, the relative area of the AI
map tuned to the trained intensity range nearly tripled in LR-

Figure 3. Task-specific reorganization of cortical maps in the frequency domain. A, B, Representative tonotopic maps from AI
(A) and SRAF (B) were delineated with fine-grain microelectrode mapping. The color of each polygon in the tessellated map
represents the CF associated with neurons located in the middle cortical layers at that position in the map. Gray shaded polygons
indicate recording sites with CF values within the trained frequency range (5 kHz% 0.375 octaves). Filled circles indicate unre-
sponsive sites. Open circles represent sites with sound-driven responses that did not meet the criteria for inclusion in AI or SRAF.
Scale bar, 1 mm. The arrows indicate dorsal (D) and anterior (A) orientations. C, D, Distribution of CF values in AI (C) and SRAF (D)
for all recordings obtained in control (green), FR-trained (red), and LR-trained (black) rats. Dashed lines indicate the trained
frequency range. E, Difference functions were calculated by subtracting the CF distribution in control rats from FR-trained (solid
red) and LR-trained (dashed black) CF distributions. Zero values (solid black line) indicate no difference relative to controls. Tone
frequency categories (C–E) are 3⁄4-octave-wide bins centered on the frequency value shown. F, Mean% SE percentage of map
area with CF values in the trained frequency range (TFR). The asterisk indicates a statistically significant difference obtained with
an unpaired t test ( p" 0.05).
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B

Figure 4.13: Accuracy correlates with the extent of a stimulus representa-
tion in the model and in biology. (A) Pairing a stimulus class with greater class
relevance (i.e., ACh value) expands its representation in the model, in turn yielding
enhanced performance on this class. (B) In rats, extensive frequency discrimination
training improves behavioural performance and augments the representation of the
target frequency in the cortex (from [Wei03]). Inset: A1 tonotopic maps of control
and trained rats. The colour of each polygon depicts the best frequency associated
with neurons at that position in the map. Gray polygons indicate recording sites
with best frequencies within 0.375 octaves of the trained frequency (from [PSM06]).
The cortical expansion of the target stimuli may derive from a greater behavioural
relevance of those stimuli learned during training and signalled by ACh. In both
model and biology, performance correlates with the extent of the representation
occupied by relevant stimuli.

make use of a modified version of the MNIST dataset in which some of the classes are
over-represented: the training data contain classes ‘0’, ‘2’, ‘3’, ‘5’, and ‘8’, and there
are 60 times more ‘0’s and ‘2’s than examples of the other classes. To model equal
class relevance, I take the test dataset to be uniformly distributed over the classes.
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Figure 4.14: ACh activation greatly boosts performance on the non-
uniform MNIST dataset. (A) Weights of the networks. The colour bar indicates
weight strength. (B) Distribution of the neurons’ preferred digit classes. Dashed
line is a uniform distribution. (C) Correct classification on the test dataset. Dashed
line is the mean over the classes. (D) Progression of performance on the test dataset.
Light traces are individual runs, dark traces are averages over 10 runs. (E) Final test
error rate. For all bar plots, the data are the mean of 10 runs, error bars indicate
the variance, and grey traces are data for the Hebbian network for comparison.

Results

Without neuromodulation, the network performs poorly on the under-represented inte-
ger classes as it dedicates only few or no neurons to those digits (Fig. 4.14). Including
ACh neuromodulation yields large gains in performance. As with the standard MNIST
dataset, ACh carries its effect by attributing more neurons to classes on which perfor-
mance is low (here, those that are under-represented). In this case, however, because of
the markedly non-uniform data distribution, the impact of ACh is highly consequential.

4.5 Additional Effects on Learning

In the previous sections, I showed that a model of ACh signalling significantly improves
the quality of a neural representation in two conditions, either when task difficulty
is uneven among classes or again if stimuli bear unequal relevance. In this section,
I examine how other variables may influence this learning mechanism, namely the
number of neurons in the network and the availability of labels.

4.5.1 Network Size

ACh carries its beneficial effects by modifying the number of units encoding each
stimulus class. The total number of units of a network may thus alter the influence of
ACh. For large network sizes, we may expect ACh to bear minimal benefits as plenty
of units represent each class. To examine this hypothesis, I train networks containing
a different quantity of representation neurons with ACh-based learning. I perform this
experiment for both the full MNIST dataset and its non-uniform version.

Results

Fig. 4.15 illustrates the influence of network size on performance. Larger networks
fare better, both for Hebbian and ACh learning. However, as anticipated, ACh carries
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Figure 4.15: The benefits of ACh decrease with network size. Network
performance as a function of the number of neurons in the representation layer.
Data are the average of 5 runs, error bars indicate the variance. Asterisks indicate
statistically significantly greater accuracy for ACh than for Hebbian learning (p <
0.01).

a weaker effect on accuracy in large networks. For the original dataset, the mean
performances for ACh and Hebbian learning are not statistically significantly different
for network sizes other than the smallest (p > 0.01). For the non-uniform dataset,
the gains in accuracy deriving from ACh drop by half as network size increases from
50 to 200 units. These results highlight the role of ACh in reassigning the limited
computational resources of a network. If a network holds a plenty of representation
units, the worth of ACh diminishes. Note, however, that whether of network is adequate
in size is relative to the number of target classes as well as to the variability of stimuli
within these classes. As a result, the benefits of ACh should be restored in a large
network facing substantial stimulus variability.

4.5.2 Label Availability

In section 4.2, I tested two methods to reduce dependancy on external labels, namely
using inferred instead of true stimulus classes and classification confidence instead of
performance. Even in these cases, however, the methods requires labels to train the
classifier in order to infer classes and measure confidence. Here, I examine the impact
of label availability on learning by training networks with a varying fraction of the total
labels, from 100% down to 0.1% of labels.

Results

The accuracy of the network decreases with label scarcity, both when trained with
Hebb’s rule and ACh (Fig. 4.16). For the Hebbian network, labels only ever affect the
classification layer; the decay in performance therefore derives exclusively from lower
classifier accuracy. Although rendition also decreases with ACh, the signal yields im-
provements that are of similar magnitude for all label fractions. The constant improve-
ments over declining label availability suggest that although the classifier’s precision
degrades with rare labelling this lower precision does not impact ACh learning. There-
fore, in effect, ACh learning only minimally relies on labels. Together, these results
indicate that ACh signalling is beneficial even for scarcely labelled data.
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Figure 4.16: ACh benefits performance even with very few available la-
bels. Network performance as a function of the percentage of training labels used.
ACh activation relies on inferred stimulus class and classification confidence. Data
are the average of 3 runs, error bars indicate the variance.

4.6 Discussion

As an animal detects a decline in its performance, it initiates effortful attentional pro-
cesses to prevent further deteriorations [SGK06]. This surge in attentional effort is par-
alleled by heightened activation of cholinergic neurons in the basal forebrain [Arn+02;
HSB00; Dal+01; Pas+00; McG+02; KBS06] which send a modulatory signal to the
cortical mantle [HS11]. For instance, engaging in a demanding motor [CKT10] or
tactile task [BTD97] enhance ACh release in the motor and somatosensory cortices,
respectively.

There is broad evidence that ACh acts as a permissive plasticity agent at its projec-
tion sites [Buc+10; GS10]. In sensory cortices, for instance, ACh transmission promotes
alterations of neural representations [BAS92; GLS88; Chu+13; JGS01; MS05; Sug12;
KM98a; KM98b]. The scientific literature contains several hypotheses regarding the
functional role of the modifications elicited by ACh. Froemke and colleagues [FMS07]
suggest that shifts in neural tunings toward a stimulus paired with ACh activation
serves as a long-term enhancement of attention to this stimulus. Others propose that
this modification stores the behavioural relevance of the stimulus [KM98a; Wei03] or
generally improves signal processing [Fro+13; Gu03]. In this chapter, I show that a
signal modulating synaptic plasticity as a function of task difficulty or stimulus rele-
vance improves the quality of a neural representation with respect to a classification
task. The gains in performance result from assigning more neurons to challenging or
relevant stimulus classes. The results presented above suggests that ACh serves this
role in mammalian cortices.

Experimental evidence offer support to this hypothesis. For instance, motor skill
acquisition and the accompanying enlargement of relevant representations in the mo-
tor cortex require ACh transmission [Con+03; CKT10]. Conversely, discrimination
abilities improve for a tone whose representation is expanded as a result of repeated
pairing with ACh activation [Ree+11]. More generally, ACh antagonists or lesion of
the cholinergic system impairs perceptual [WFS04; FW02; BH95; Lea+13] and motor
skill learning [Con+03]. These results indicate that the cholinergic system is crucial
for forms of learning involving modifications in sensory maps, especially those affecting
the relative extent of cortical representations.

In the model, the gains in performance brought fourth by ACh are relatively modest
on the full MNIST dataset, amounting to a relative decrease of 12% in the error rate.
However, these improvements take place even for negligible data labelling, indicating
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that ACh signalling is helpful even with limited environmental feedback. For the non-
uniform MNIST data, ACh brings substantial benefits, cutting down the error rate by
two-thirds. This result in turn argues for a particularly valuable role of ACh when
data follow an largely uneven distribution.

The worth of ACh diminishes with the size of a neural representation, underlining
its role in redistributing a limited computational allowance. The brain relies on a
large but finite neural population to represent sensory signals. Those signals contain
considerable variance and potentially fall in infinitely many perceptual classes. In such
a case where stimulus variability exceeds representational capacity, ACh is expected to
bear significant benefits.

Functionally, the ACh learning mechanism is reminiscent of some boosting methods
in machine learning, for instance AdaBoost [FS95]. Here, the learning algorithm at-
tributes greater weights to misclassified training examples such that the learner is forced
to focus on difficult examples. In contrast, however, other machine learning algorithms
proceed in the opposite manner, for instance by identifying noisy and detrimental data
and under-sampling them [SM14]. These two objectives appear contradictory–difficult
data are either made more relevant or ignored–but both raise accuracy. This conflict
may explain the poorer performance of the ACh model with stimulus-wise activation.
In this case, ACh may attribute a too great importance to difficult but detrimental
data points that should rather be under-sampled, thereby corrupting learning.

In this chapter, I examined two approximations of task difficulty, maximal poste-
rior and best versus second-best posteriors (see Fig. 4.6). These two estimates provide
classification accuracies that are not statistically significantly different from each other.
Further examination of the data indicates that most training examples elicit a large
maximal posterior, a case where the maximal and BvSB posteriors are similar, explain-
ing their comparable renditions.

4.7 Summary

The mammalian brain discharges cholinergic signals that reflect attentional efforts;
these discharges elicit alterations in sensory representations. In this chapter, I pre-
sented a model for ACh to examine its functional role in representation learning. I
showed that a signal related to the difficulty or relevance of stimulus classes benefits
representations by raising the computational resources dedicated to those classes. More
units better represents variations in classes resulting in greater classification accuracy.
This mechanism proved particularly helpful when data are largely non-uniformly dis-
tributed and performs well even when data labelling is scarce. Future work should
address the poorer performances resulting from stimulus-wise ACh activation and ex-
amine the possibility that some difficult stimuli should rather be under-sampled.
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Chapter 5

Model of Dopamine

5.1 Overview

In their “struggle for life”, organisms universally seek nutrients and reproduction. As
humans, for instance, we experience a desire for food and water as well as for sexual
contact and parental investment. These stimuli are intrinsically pleasurable and form
so-called primary rewards. The value of other rewards, like money, is learned. The
subjective value an individual attaches to these percepts is a crucial factor in guiding
decisions and behaviour. It determines, for instance, the amount of effort one is willing
to expend or the risks one is willing to take to obtain a good. Economists represent
subjective value with the mathematical construct of utility; the mammalian brain
represent it in the firing of neurons in the midbrain. In particular, DAergic transmission
originating in the VTA encodes errors in the prediction of the utility, or reward value,
of a stimulus.

Through the diffuse and widespread projections of the VTA, errors in reward pre-
dictions attain most brain regions where they modulate neural firing and orchestrate
learning processes. DAergic signalling contributes to multiple forms of error-based
learning, including reinforcement learning, rule learning, and sensory discrimination
learning. In this chapter, I investigate if such signals may also aid sensory representa-
tion learning.

As a mean to assess the potential benefits of RPE signals on representation learn-
ing, I design a model for the physiological release of DA in the neural network. In
this model, the network receives rewards for correct classification decisions and makes
reward predictions based on its exploratory behaviour. The difference between the
predicted and received rewards, the RPE, activates DAergic transmission. This signal
modulates the learning rate of the neural network.

I investigate three approaches to exploration and reward predictions. In a first
approach, the network always makes the classification decisions it regards as optimal,
known as a ‘greedy’ behaviour. Because of this greedy behaviour, the network is said
to predict a reward on every trial. In a second approach, the network takes explorative
classification decisions. In this case, the network makes binary reward predictions
based on its exploratory behaviour: it predicts the presence or the absence of a reward
on exploitative or explorative trials, respectively. Finally, I consider an approach in
which the network’s reward predictions are taken as the expected values of the rewards,
quantified using the classifier’s posterior probability.
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5.2 Greedy Model

Decision making problems require a method to select one option amongst those avail-
able. In the absence of information about the options, an agent’s only choice is to act
randomly. If, on the other hand, an agent can estimate the values of the different alter-
natives, it may use this knowledge to guide its decision. The agent could then ‘exploit’
the environment, choosing the option presumed optimal, or ‘explore’ the other alter-
natives. In general, decision methods aim at balancing exploitation and exploration to
maximise returns in unknown or changing environments.

One of the simplest approaches to decision making is that of a greedy strategy.
A greedy algorithm takes decisions that are locally optimal at each step with the
expectation that these decisions will lead to a global optima. Because of their lack of
exploratory behaviour, however, greedy algorithms usually converge to local optima.
Nonetheless, they may find a good approximation to the global optimum. An intuitive
example of a greedy algorithm is to always travel in the direction of a geographic
target although this strategy might lead to an impasse like a river. Interestingly, most
currencies have unit subdivisions (e.g., the Euro with 1, 2, 5, 10, 20 and 50 cents)
such that, when handing back change, a greedy approach is optimal. In a first model
of DA transmission, I make use of such a greedy algorithm to guide the network’s
classification decisions.

5.2.1 Model Description

Classification Decision

As in the previous chapter, the network’s classification decisions are determined using
the classifier’s posterior probabilities. On each trial, the network computes the posteri-
ors tk for each output class k (Eqs. 3.22 and 3.23). The class with the highest posterior
is the presumed best option; the network following a greedy strategy always chooses
this option as its output:

m̂ = argmaxKk=1(tk) . (5.1)

Reward Delivery

In this work, only two reward sizes are delivered, R = {r+, r0}. Positive rewards r+

are delivered deterministically on every trial on which the network makes a correct
classification. The rewards are of arbitrary but identical sizes; for simplicity, I assume
r+ = 1. Null rewards r0 = 0 are delivered when the network makes an incorrect
classification. We can write:

R =

{
r+ = 1 if m̂ = m

r0 = 0 otherwise .
(5.2)

Reward Prediction

In mammals, activation of the midbrain DAergic system signals the difference between
a predicted and a received reward. In particular, the magnitude of the predicted
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reward represents its expected value [TFS05], reflecting both the size and probability
of a reward. To remain in line with this observation, I assume for the model that
reward predictions P are given by the expected value of the reward R:

P := E[R] =
∞∑
i=1

ri · Pr(ri) , (5.3)

where ri is a realisation of the reward R. As a result of the binary reward values,
Eq. 5.3 simplifies to:

P := E[R] = r+ · Pr(r+) + r0 · Pr(r0)

= Pr(r+) . (5.4)

In the last section of this chapter, I make use of the classifier’s posteriors to ap-
proximate the probability Pr(r+). In this section and the following one, I consider a
simplification by which Pr(r+) is determined by the network’s exploratory behaviour.
Specifically, the reward probability is approximated to be one on exploitative trials and
zero on explorative trials:

Pr(r+) ≈
{

1 if m̂ = argmaxKk=1(tk)

0 otherwise .
(5.5)

This discretisation of reward probabilities results in only two possible values for reward
predictions, P = {p+ = 1, p0 = 0}. For the greedy model, because the network only
takes exploitative decisions, its reward predictions are always of one: P = p+ = 1.

Reward Prediction Error and Dopamine Activation

The difference between a predicted and delivered reward gives rise to a RPE. In the
greedy approach, there are only two discrete possible RPE scenarios: either the network
predicts a reward and is rewarded (p+, r+), or the network predicts a reward but is
not rewarded (p+, r0). RPEs affect the learning rate of the network through the DA
variable in Eq. 3.26b. In each of the two RPE cases, the value of the DA variable takes
a constant value δg./.:

DA =

{
δg+/+ if p+ and r+

δg+/0 if p+ and r0 ,
(5.6)

where the superscript g denotes parameters for the greedy model. The values of the
δg./. constants are determined through grid search to maximise the rate of correct clas-
sification.

5.2.2 Results

Parameter Search

Through 2-dimensional parameter sweep, I find that DA activation should be close
to zero when the network makes a correct reward prediction (δg+/+ = 0.1) and nega-

tive when the network expects a reward but does not get rewarded (δg+/0 = −1.0, see
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Figure 5.1: Parameter search for the DA values in the greedy model. The
optimal parameter set has δg+/+ small and positive and δg+/0 larger and negative.
Elements on the diagonal of the grid search matrix give comparable classification
performances as they have similar ratios. Data are the mean performances over five
validation sets. The colour axis indicates rates of correct classification on the test
MNIST data.
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Figure 5.2: Network changes following training with DA in the greedy
model. (A) Example weights of representation neurons (25 out of 49). (B) Number
of neurons responsive to the different classes. Dashed line is uniform distribution.
(C) Performance of the network on the different classes. Dashed line is average over
all classes. (D) Performance on the different classes as a function of the number of
neurons dedicated to this class. (E) Average response of neurons to the digit classes,
ordered by class preference. (B), (C) and (E) are the mean of 10 runs, error bars
indicate the variance. Grey overlaid bars in (B), (C) and (E) are values for Hebbian
learning for comparison.

Fig. 5.1). The parameter search indicates that constant ratios of δg+/+ to δg+/0 give

similarly good classification performances (more or less on the diagonal of the search
matrix). This is so because scaling both δg+/+ and δg+/0 by the same constant is equiva-
lent to scaling the learning rate of the network, small changes of which have little effect
on the network’s performance.

Changes in the Network

In contrast with ACh signalling, DA bears little effect on the number of neurons re-
sponsive to the different classes (Fig. 5.2 B). For both Hebbian learning and DA-
based learning, the distribution of the neurons’ preferred digit class is close to uniform
(KL(QHebb || U) = 0.01, KL(QDA || U) = 0.01). The positive correlation between neu-
ron count and classification performance also remains after training with DA (Hebbian:
r = 0.22, DA: r = 0.37).
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Figure 5.3: DA enhances class selectivity in neurons. Top rows: average
responses of example neurons to the different integer classes. Bottom rows: depiction
of the weights. The colour axis represents the values of the weights. While neurons
in the Hebbian network respond to stimuli of multiple classes, those trained with
DA respond almost exclusively to a single class.

Visual inspection of the weights suggests that DA makes neurons’ weights more
selective to specific digit classes. Consider the example weights shown in Fig. 5.3.
Weights in one column are for corresponding neurons in a Hebbian and DA network
(the networks were initialised with the same random seed). Weights in the Hebbian
model are rather poorly tuned (e.g., the neuron resembling a ‘3’, a ‘5’, and an ‘8’).
On the other hand, DA-based learning leads to well-defined digit representations. This
observation can be quantified by measuring the average responses of neurons to the
different classes (top rows in Fig. 5.3). This measure indicates that Hebbian learning
yields neurons exhibiting strong responses to multiple stimulus classes, i.e., with a
broad tuning. Training with DA yields more sharply tuned weights as units respond
almost exclusively to a single digit category.

On average over all neurons, DA generates a 12% increase in the activations of
neurons to their preferred classes, accompanied by a 58% reduction to non-preferred
classes (Fig. 5.2 E). These modifications amount to neuron weights being more selective
to specific integers, or having a sharper tuning. We can quantify such neural selectivity
as the difference between a neuron’s mean response to stimuli of its preferred class and
its mean response to stimuli of all other classes:

ζc =
s̄•c − s̄◦c
s̄•c

, (5.7)

where s̄•c and s̄◦c are the average responses of neuron c to stimuli of its preferred and
non-preferred classes, respectively. Here, ζc = [0, 1], where ζc = 0 is a neuron that
responds equally strongly to all stimuli (non selective) and ζc = 1 is a neuron that
responds exclusively to one digit category (perfect selectivity). The selectivity of in-
dividual neurons are indicated on Fig. 5.3; the selectivity averaged over all neurons,
ζ, is indicated on Fig. 5.2 E. This measure indicates that DA statistically significantly
increases neural selectivity (p < 0.001).

We can also quantify a neural network’s selectivity for a specific digit class m as
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Figure 5.4: Neural selectivity strongly correlates with classification per-
formance. (A) Difference between rates of correct and false positives for each digit
class as a function of a network’s selectivity for this class (Eq. 5.8). Data are for
a single Hebbian neural network. (B) Same as (A) but for 20 networks, for both
Hebbian- and DA-based learning. DA enhances neural selectivity, which translates
in greater classification accuracy

the sum of the selectivity of the neurons whose preferred stimulus class is m:

ζm =
1

Cm

Cm∑
cm=1

ζcm , (5.8)

where the index cm indicates a neuron whose preferred stimulus class is m and Cm is
the total number of such neurons. Fig. 5.4 depicts the relationship between a network’s
selectivity for a class and its performance on this class.

In the weights plotted in Fig. 5.3, we note that DA transmission leads to some
weights collapsing to zero (indicated in blue in the figure, white background weights
have a strength of 1). These weights correspond to input neurons whose activation was
repeatedly paired with a misclassification. Such zero-valued weights are absent in the
network trained solely with Hebbian learning.

We can further visualise the outcome of DA learning by reducing the the dimen-
sionality of input images to 2 features (using t-SNE [MH08]) and train the network on
these data (see Fig. 5.5). In Hebbian learning, the neural network acts as a clustering
algorithm. As the learning mechanism is agnostic to the labels of the stimuli, the classi-
fication boundaries miss some aspects of the data classes. In particular, boundaries are
poorly defined between close-by clusters such ‘3’, ‘5’ and ‘8’. Following DA signalling,
weights adjust to match the boundaries for the conditions for reward delivery of the
task.

Performance

DA induces large and statistically significant improvements in classification accuracy
(92.51± 0.07% for DA compared to 83.62 ± 0.13% for Hebbian learning, p < 0.0001),
corresponding to halving the error rate, down by of 54%. Performance for a class
strongly correlates with neural selectivity for this class, for both the Hebbian and DA
networks (r = 0.996 and r = 0.946, respectively, see Fig. 5.4). This strong correlation
suggests that enhanced neural selectivity explains the rise in correct responses following
DA learning. The variance not explained by neural selectivity may derive from a
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Hebbian DA
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Figure 5.5: 2-dimensional visualisation of the outcome of DA learning. I
reduce the dimensionality of input images from 784 to 2 features using t-SNE and
a train network on these data. The input stimuli are represented as coloured dots
and the weights of hidden neurons as black crosses. The classification boundaries
are overlaid on top. In Hebbian learning, the network finds clusters in the data. For
classes that are well separated from others, the network retrieves close to perfect
boundaries (e.g., ‘1’ or ‘0’). However, for classes with close-by perimeters (e.g.,
‘3’, ‘5’, and ‘8’, magnified below), the boundaries poorly match the true labels. In
these cases, DA transmission matches the network’s classification boundaries to the
reward contingencies of the task.

population code: as neural selectivity is measured for each neuron separately, it is
possible that neural selectivity increases also at a population level without affecting
selectivity at the single neuron level.

5.3 Explorative Model

Most living creatures exhibit explorative behaviours: fungi send filament to explore dis-
tant nutrient sources [Wat+05], ants cooperatively survey a terrain to find a suitable
location for their nest [PS06] while primates learn to forage for food from older ani-
mals [RB08]. Distinct from vain curiosity, exploration is critical to a creature’s ability
to survive and reproduce, for instance allowing to maximise the harvest of resources.
In the present neural network simulation, exploration translates to sampling alternate
classification decisions for a given input image. Learning from such exploration offers
the prospect of escaping local optima in the weight space.

There are no optimal exploration policies, even when the objectives are well de-
fined [CMA07]. Rather, various meta-heuristics exist, each with their own character-
istics. These algorithms can generally be divided into two families: undirected and
directed strategies. Undirected exploration selects suboptimal options randomly, with-
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out any preference. Conversely, directed exploration makes use of selection criteria to
prefer a suboptimal option over the others. A criterion may be the expected value
of the available choices or uncertainty in the options’ worth. Below I present three
algorithms for exploration, one undirected the two others directed. I discuss possible
realisations of these algorithms in a neural network and use this discussion to inform
my design decisions in implementing exploration in the model.

5.3.1 Methods of Exploration

ε-greedy

The simplest techniques for exploration are those of undirected strategies, of which the
ε-greedy algorithm is the best known example. Following this method, an agent selects
the option considered the richest with probability 1 − ε and an explorative decision
with probability ε. This strategy is undirected in that, when making an explorative
decision, the choice probability is uniformly distributed over all suboptimal options.
The probability of selecting an option m̂i is written as:

Pr(m̂i) =

{
1− (K − 1) · ε if i = argmaxKk=1 E[m̂k]

ε otherwise ,
(5.9)

where ε = [0, 1].

The ε-greedy method may be implemented in a neural network by modifying the
activity of neurons either in the representation or in the output layer. In both cases,
exploration would be achieved by setting the activation of a single neuron to one and
that of all other neurons to zero. The probability of selecting a given neuron would
be given by Eq. 5.9 where the expected value would be approximated by the posterior
probabilities of the classifier: E[m̂i] ≈ ti.

Performing such exploration in the output layer would have the most direct effect
on the classification decision. However, this would not impact activation in the repre-
sentation layer where the DA signal is available. If exploration and DA transmission
occur in different layers, they cannot interact to direct learning. A solution would
be to have the result of the exploration (i.e., the activation in the output layer) feed
back to the representation layer, affecting activation and learning there. Alternatively,
exploration could be implemented by modulating neural activity in the representation
layer, affecting both the classification decision and learning in this layer.

Softmax

A second algorithm for exploration is that of the softmax rule [SB98]. In this rule, the
choice probability is proportional to the option’s expected value. In contrast with the
ε-greedy algorithm, the softmax rule is directed as the probability mass is not uniformly
distributed over the available options. Formally, the softmax rule is given as:

Pr(m̂i) =
exp(E[m̂i]/τ)∑K
k=1 exp(E[m̂k]/τ)

, (5.10)

where τ determines the breadth of exploration.
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Figure 5.6: Noise injection in neural activity approximates the softmax
rule. For this figure, I train a network through Hebbian learning and add noise in the
activation of representation neurons following Eq. 5.11. The classification decision of
the network is taken as argmaxKk=1(tk) after noise injection (i.e., the greedy decision
after noise injection). I measure the probability of selecting an option k and plot this
as a function of the posterior probability tk of this option prior to noise injection (red
histograms). I repeat this measure for networks with different values of γ. The black
trace is a softmax function (Eq. 5.10) with the parameter τ fitted to the empirically
measured choice probability. Noise addition is a good approximation to the softmax
function. The variance of the injected noise, γ, is comparable to the temperature
parameter τ of the softmax function: as the variance increases, the distribution of
decision probability tends towards a uniform distribution.

In a neural network, the softmax algorithm may be realised explicitly by setting the
activation of one neuron to one and all others to zero. Here, the probability of a neuron
being activated would follow the expected reward value. Alternatively, this rule could
be implemented implicitly by adding noise in the activation of representation neurons:

s̃c =
D∑
d=1

S(Wcd)yd + ηc ,

ηc ∼ N (0, γ) ,

(5.11)

where N is a normal distribution and γ is a hyper-parameter determining the spread
of this distribution. Adding independently and identically distributed noise to the
activation of neurons results in a decision strategy approximating the softmax rule (see
Fig. 5.6). In this case, the parameter γ corresponds to the temperature parameter τ of
the softmax: for γ →∞, all classification decision have equal probabilities; for γ → 0+,
the network is purely exploitative. For intermediate values, the network favours options
with high expected values.

Softmax with Uncertainty

A third approach to exploration, also directed, is to prefer options that bear a high
uncertainty in their expected value. For instance, this method could build on the
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softmax rule to add a bonus to options based on the variance in the rewards [Daw+06]:

Pr(m̂i) =
exp[(E[m̂i] + σ2(m̂i))/τ ]∑K
k=1 exp[(E[m̂k] + σ2(m̂k))/τ ]

. (5.12)

This algorithm could be executed as the explicit realisation of the softmax rule with
uncertainty taken as the variance in the rewards received after selecting option i for an
inferred stimulus class k: σ2(m̂

(k)
i ).

5.3.2 Model Description

Exploration

Of the exploration strategies described above, the softmax algorithm achieved through
noise addition in the activation of representation units is the most straight-forward to
execute. In contrast with the other approaches, this one does not require the explicit
computation of probabilities, making it simpler and more biologically realistic. Further-
more, implementing this rule in the representation layer avoids the need for feedback
projections from the classification layer. In addition, humans appear to make use of
such a softmax rule during exploratory decision making [Daw+06]. For these reasons,
I select this method for exploration in the model. A comparison of the performances
of the alternate meta-heuristics may be the subject of future work.

The injection of noise in Eq. 5.11 does not necessarily produce explorative be-
haviour. To determine whether a trial is explorative or not, I compare the classification
output without and with noise addition. Specifically, I compute the posteriors over all
classes k both without and with noise addition, denoted tk and tηk, respectively. I then
compare argmaxKk=1(tk) and argmaxKk=1(tηk). If these are the same, the trial is said to be
exploitative; if they differ, the trial is said to be explorative. The classification output is
taken as the class with the greatest posterior after noise injection, m̂ = argmaxKk=1(tηk).

Reward Prediction

As for the greedy model, I make use of the approximation by which the network’s
exploratory behaviour determines its reward prediction:

Pr(r+) :=

{
1 if m̂ = argmaxKk=1(tk)

0 otherwise .
(5.13)

In other words, the network predicts a reward with a probability of 1 for exploitative
choices and with a probability of 0 for explorative choices.

For the explorative model, there are four discrete RPEs scenarios deriving from
the combination of each of the two reward predictions and reward deliveries (Fig.
5.7). These scenarios are that the network may (1) predict a reward and get rewarded
(p+, r+), (2) predict a reward but not get rewarded (p+, r0), (3) not predict a reward
but get rewarded (p0, r+), and (4) not predict a reward and not get rewarded (p0, r0).
The variable DA in Eq. 3.26b takes a constant value δη./. depending on the RPE. We
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Figure 5.7: Four reward prediction error scenarios. The RPEs are the four
possible combinations of reward predictions (p+ and p0) and reward deliveries (r+

and r0). The figure depicts a network in each of the four cases with the current
input, the weights of 49 representation neurons and the 10 classification units. Grey
highlights indicate neural activity, green and red edges indicate correct and incorrect
classifications, respectively. Note that networks on the diagonals receive the same
input but that noisy activations in the representation layer culminate in different
outputs. In each of the four scenarios, DA in Eq. 3.26b takes a distinct value δη./..

can write:

DA =


δη+/+ if p+ and r+

δη+/0 if p+ and r0

δη0/+ if p0 and r+

δη0/0 if p0 and r0 ,

(5.14)

where δη./. are constants whose values are determined through parameter search to

maximise classification performance (the superscript η indicates parameters for the
explorative model).

5.3.3 Results

Parameter Search

I perform parameter exploration to identify the optimal values of the four δη./. constants
and of the exploration parameter γ through 5-dimensional grid search. Fig. 5.8 shows
the results of this search. The optimal γ is of 0.3 (compare with Fig. 5.6). In the case of
the δη./. constants, I find that for surprising rewards (p0, r+) the optimal δη0/+ is positive

while in the absence of an expected reward (p+, r0) the optimal δη+/0 is negative. For

correctly predicted rewards (either p+, r+ or p0, r0) the optimal δη+/+ and δη0/0 are close
to zero. This parameter set is in close correspondence with the release schedule of DA
in mammals (see Fig. 5.9).

Changes in the Network

Allowing the network to take explorative decisions alters the weights in a comparable
manner as for the greedy model (Fig. 5.11). Namely, neurons see their activations rise
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coloured axis indicates the rate of correct classification (averaged over 3 runs). A
star indicates the the best parameter set with respect to classification performance.
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Figure 5.9: Detailed parameter search for the δη./. constants. (A) Explo-

ration of the four δη./. constants through exhaustive search (coloured axis indicates

performance, averaged over the 5-fold cross-validation runs). A star indicates the
best parameter set, dots indicate parameter sets yielding accuracies not statistically
significantly different from that of the best set (p > 0.01). (B) Firing of dopaminer-
gic neurons in monkeys in reward prediction error scenarios homologous to those of
the explored δη./. constants (modified with permission from [SDM97]). (C) Bar plot

of the best parameter set (dark red) and sets not significantly different from best
(light red). The parameter sets are sorted in decreasing order of their classification
accuracies from left to right.

for the preferred integer and drop for all others (by +17% and −84%, respectively).
These modifications are more pronounced than in the greedy approach (+12% and
+58%, respectively). Visually, the neurons’ weights are noisier than for the greedy
strategy but still clearly resemble specific digits (Fig. 5.11). I present a further com-
parison of the models in Sec. 5.5.

Performance Measure

The network’s classification performance increases further, reaching a correct classifi-
cation rate of 95.57±0.05% in comparison with 92.71±0.07% for the greedy approach.
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overlaid bars in (B), (C) and (E) are values for Hebbian learning for comparison.
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Figure 5.11: DA in the explorative model boosts class selectivity. As for
DA in the greedy approach, DA with exploration leads to weights that are better
tuned to specific integers.

Interpretation of the Parameter Search Results

To interpret the results of the parameter exploration, consider the input images ~y(n)

and the weights of neurons ~Wc as vectors in a high-dimensional space (here, a 784-
dimensional space, for each input pixel). The activations of neurons sc are computed
as the dot product between an input and the weight vectors; the smaller the difference
between these vectors, the stronger the activation. Lateral inhibition introduces a
soft winner-take-all competition resulting in a few neurons having a strong response
and other neurons being silent. Hebbian learning then induces weight modifications
~∆Wc = DA · ε · sc(~y − ~Wc) (Eq. 3.26b). We note that, for each weight, ~∆Wc points

from the weight towards the current input. The variable DA modulates the magnitude
of ~∆Wc, ‖ ~∆Wc‖.

DA takes a value δη./. specified by the current RPE scenario. According to the

parameter search, for correct reward predictions (p+, r+ or p0, r0), the optimal δη+/+
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(p+, r0) : DA < 0 A B (p0, r+) : DA > 0 

Figure 5.12: Cartoon explanation of DA-based learning. The plots represent
a toy example of a two-dimensional input space with dots as input examples and
crosses as neuron weights, the colours of which indicate classes. The highlighted
blue training example is the current input to the network. Black arrows depict the
vector (~y − ~Wc) which determines the direction of the weight change vector ~∆Wc.
Red arrows depict the weight change vector ~∆Wc, including the multiplication by
the DA variable. As a scalar multiplier, DA only affects the magnitude (and sign) of
~∆Wc and leaves its direction unchanged. (A) The network makes an incorrect greedy

decision: the blue input activates a yellow cross, no reward is delivered. In this case,
DA < 0. This negates the direction of ~∆Wc, moving the active weights away from
the training example (red arrow). (B) The networks makes an correct explorative
decision: noise injection leads to another neuron (blue) being more active. In this
case, the value of DA is positive, moving the weight towards the current input (red
arrow).

and δη0/0 are both of approximatively zero. In both these cases, ‖ ~∆Wc‖ ≈ 0; all the
network’s weights remain unchanged.

When the network takes an exploitative decision that turns out to be wrong (p+, r0),

the optimal δη+/0 is negative. The vector ~∆Wc is negated so that it points away from

the current input (Fig. 5.12 A). Active neurons will have their weights move away
from the input; these neurons are less likely to win the softmax competition at future
presentations of the same data point.

When the network takes an explorative decision that is surprisingly correct (p0, r+),
the optimal δη0/+ is positive. The weights of active neurons move towards the input

(Fig. 5.12 B). The explorative decision (expected incorrect) turned out to be right;
this decision should be taken again on future presentation of the same stimulus. DA-
based learning can be understood as reinforcement learning at the level of sensory
representations.

5.4 Expectations as Reward Predictions

The mammalian brain represents a payoff’s expected value, the product of a reward’s
size and probability, in the phasic responses of DAergic cells of the VTA. For instance,
in monkeys, an image predicting a juice reward of 0.15 ml delivered with certain proba-
bility elicits significantly greater activation in DAergic midbrain neurons than an image
predicting the same juice volume but delivered with half the probability [TFS05]. Both
the magnitude and the probability of a payoff determine its effective worth and, ac-
cordingly, both these values guide animal behaviour [RMR08].

If a reward’s expected value is relevant to behaviour, it may also benefit repre-
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sentation learning. In particular, in the model described above, reward predictions
were binary, reflecting solely whether a decision was explorative or not. Identical DA
transmission–and modulation of learning–took place regardless of how daring the net-
work had been in its exploration. However, the extent of the exploration may be
relevant to plasticity. For instance, an explorative decision with a very low probabil-
ity of being correct that, extraordinarily, turns out right might require greater weight
changes than an only mildly improbable decision which turns out right. Here, the
probability of a predicted reward for a classification decision may serve to quantify
the scale of exploration: the lower the reward probability, the more explorative the
network is being. In this section, I test the hypothesis that modulating plasticity as
a function of reward probabilities further benefits learning compared to binary reward
predictions.

5.4.1 Model Description

As in the previous models, reward delivery takes two discrete values, R = {r+ = 1,
r0 = 0}. Reward prediction, on the other hand, differs from the prior approaches. Here,
I use the classifier’s posteriors to approximate the reward probability. Specifically, as
before, I compute the posteriors over all classes for the current stimulus both without
and with noise injection, tk and tηk, respectively. The classification output is taken as
the class with the greatest posterior when noise is added, m̂ := argmaxKk=1(tηk). The
reward probability is then approximated as the posterior prior to noise injection for
the class chosen as an output:

Pr(r+) ≈ tm̂ . (5.15)

The posterior probability tm̂ strongly correlates with the empirically-measured proba-
bility of being rewarded for choosing class m̂ as an output (r = 0.98), with a fitted slope
of a = 0.98 and an intersect of b = 0.01, validating the approximation Pr(r+) ≈ tm̂
(see Fig. 5.13).

In the preceding explorative network, RPEs fell in one of four discrete cases, with the
DA variable taking a distinct value in each case. Here, the RPE is continuous-valued,
given by the difference between the continuous-valued reward prediction P = [0, 1] and
the discrete-valued reward delivery R = {0, 1}:

RPE = R− P , (5.16)

with RPE = [−1, 1].
I explore different functions mapping RPE 7→ DA. The search for the optimal

δη./. constants revealed that DA should grow with RPE. Based on this observation,
I consider two monotonously increasing functions of RPE 7→ DA, a linear and an
exponential function:

linear DA = δl1 ·RPE + δl2 (5.17a)

exponential DA = exp(δe1 ·RPE) + δe2 , (5.17b)

where δl1 and δl2, and δe1 and δe2 are parameters of the linear and exponential func-
tions, respectively. I explore the values of these parameters to maximise classification
performance.
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Fi g u r e 5. 1 3: T h e p o s t e ri o r p r o b a bili t y of t h e cl a s s s el e c t e d a s o u t p u t
s t r o n gl y p r e di c t s t h e r e w a r d p r o b a bili t y. F or t hi s fi g ur e, I t r ai n a n et w o r k
wit h e x pl or at or y b e h a vi o ur i m pl e m e nt e d t hr o u g h n oi s e i nj e cti o n i n t h e a cti v ati o n
of r e pr e s e nt ati o n n e ur o n s. I k e e p tr a c k of t h e p o st eri or s pri or t o n oi s e i nj e cti o n of
t h e cl a s s s el e ct e d a s o ut p ut, t m̂ . I bi n t h e s e p o st eri or s a n d c o m p ut e t h e pr o b a bilit y
of r e w ar d d eli v er y f or e a c h bi n. T hi s r e w ar d pr o b a bilit y i s pl ott e d a g ai n st t h e
p o st eri o r s. T h e t w o v ari a bl e s e x hi bit a str o n g c o rr el ati o n, wit h a li n e ar fit cl o s e t o
a n i d e ntit y f u n cti o n, v ali d ati n g t h e a p pr o xi m ati o n of Pr( r + ) ≈ t m̂ ( E q. 5. 1 5).

5. 4. 2 R e s ul t s

P a r a m e t e r S e a r c h

T hr o u g h gri d s e ar c h, I fi n d t h at a st e e p er sl o p e ( δ l
1 a n d δ e

1 > 0) a n d a s m all n e g ati v e
y - o ffs et (δ l

1 < 0 a n d δ e
1 < − 1) yi el d t h e b est p erf or m a n c es f or b ot h t h e li n e ar a n d

e x p o n e nti al f u n cti o ns ( Fi g. 5. 1 4). T h e e x p o n e nti al f u n cti o n pr o d u c es b ett er cl assi fi c a-
ti o n r es ults ( 9 3 .7 4 ± 0 .0 9 % v ers us 9 2 .7 8 ± 0 .8 0 %) b ut t his di ff er e n c e d o es n ot r e a c h
st atisti c al si g ni fi c a n c e ( p = 0 .3 8 9). N o n et h el ess, I m a k e us e of t h e e x p o n e nti al f u n cti o n
f or f urt h er a n al ysis of t h e m o d el.

C h a n g e s i n t h e N e t w o r k

Si mil ar m o di fi c ati o ns t a k e pl a c e h er e as f or t h e n et w or k wit h bi n ar y r e w ar d pr e di cti o ns,
al b eit t o a l ess er e xt e nt. S p e ci fi c all y, n e ur o ns b e c o m e m or e s el e cti v e t o a si n gl e di git
cl ass, s o m e w ei g hts c oll a ps e t o z er o, a n d, vis u all y, t h e w ei g hts a p p e ar s o m e w h at n ois y
( Fi gs. 5. 1 5 a n d 5. 1 6). Q u a ntit ati v el y, t h e m e a n r es p o ns es of n e ur o ns i n cr e as es b y 1 3 %
t o t h eir pr ef err e d cl ass es a n d d e cr e as e b y 6 4 % f or all ot h er cl ass es ( c o m p ar e d t o 1 7 %
a n d 8 4 % f or t h e dis cr et e e x pl or ati v e m o d el).

P e rf o r m a n c e M e a s u r e

D A wit h c o nti n u o us r e w ar d e x p e ct ati o ns yi el ds l ar g e i m pr o v e m e nts i n p erf or m a n c e
c o m p ar e d t o c o ntr ol, r e a c hi n g c orr e ct cl assi fi c ati o n r at es of 9 3 .7 4 ± 0 .0 9 %. T his is
gr e at er t h a n t h e gr e e d y D A m o d el ( 9 2 .5 1 ± 0 .0 7 %) b ut l o w er t h a n t h e e x pl or ati v e
D A m o d el wit h dis cr et e R P E s c e n ari os ( 9 5 .5 3 ± 0 .0 5 %), wit h all di ff er e n c es r e a c hi n g
st atisti c al si g ni fi c a n c e. I c o m p ar e t h e di ff er e nt m o d els i n m or e d et ails i n t h e n e xt
s e cti o n.
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Figure 5.14: Parameter exploration for continuous reward expectations.
(A) Results of the parameter sweep; coloured axis indicates rates of correct classifi-
cation, a star indicates the best parameter set. (B) Example functions RPE 7→ DA
for different δ2 values, with δ1 set to its best performing value. (C) Same as (B) but
for different δ1 values, with δ2 set to its best performing value. The colour of the
curve indicates the resulting performance. Data are for one network instance.
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Figure 5.15: Network changes for DA with reward expectation. (A) Ex-
ample weights of representation neurons. (B) Number of neurons responsive to the
different classes. Dashed line is uniform distribution. (C) Performance of the net-
work on the different classes. Dashed line is average over all classes. (D) Performance
on the different classes as a function of the number of neurons dedicated to this class.
(E) Average response of neurons to the digit classes, ordered by class preference.
(B), (C) and (E) are the mean of 20 runs, error bars indicate the variance. Grey
overlaid bars in (B), (C) and (E) are values for Hebbian learning for comparison.

5.5 Model Comparison

All models of DA lead to statistically significant enhancements in classification accu-
racy compared to Hebbian learning alone (p < 0.0001, see Fig. 5.17 A). The mean
performance of the different models also all differ from one another (p < 0.0001). In
this section, I attempt to explain these discrepancies.

5.5.1 Greedy versus Explorative

Across the different models, the mean selectivity of a neural population strongly corre-
lates with the network’s classification performance (r = 0.998, Fig. 5.17 C), indicating
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Figure 5.16: Weight comparison before and after DA with reward expec-
tation. DA enhances neural selectivity.
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Figure 5.17: Performance comparison of the DA models. (A) Rate of correct
classification. (B) Mean selectivity of representation neurons. (C) Correlation be-
tween mean neural selectivity for a network and rate of correct classification for this
network. Each data point is one network; the means of 10 networks are represented
in the bar plots. Error bars indicate the variance.

that discrepancies in neural selectivity may explain variations in performances. Of the
different models of DA, the greedy approach yields the lowest performances. The greedy
approach seeks to minimise miss-classifications and maximise correct classifications but
does not explore alternate decisions. On the other hand, the explorative model seeks
to minimise miss-classifications and to maximise explorative, unexpectedly correct cat-
egorisations. I attempt here to interpret quantitatively the role of exploration. To do
so, I train a greedy and an explorative network with the additional constraint that DA
activation takes place only for images classified as a target class mt:

DA′ =

{
DA if m̂ = mt

0 otherwise ,
(5.18)

where DA′ modulates learning in Eq. 3.26b.
Fig. 5.18 presents the results of this training. Panel C of the figure depicts the

average responses of neurons whose preferred stimulus class is mt. Those responses
are for both the preferred stimulus class and the sum of all non-preferred classes. The
bars of lighter colours are for a Hebbian (control) network for comparison. We note
that, compared to control, the greedy approach decreases the neurons’ responses to the
non-preferred classes while leaving the response to the preferred class unchanged. This
yields a decrease in miss-classifications (i.e., a decrease in false-positives for the class
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Figure 5.18: Effects of exploration on classification performance. (A) Con-
fusion matrix for a greedy network. In this example, the target class mt = 3; DA
is then only released for stimuli classified as ‘3’ (highlighted). (B) Correct and in-
correct classification rates for the target class mt. Lighter-coloured bars are for a
Hebbian network (control). (C) Average responses of neurons whose preferred stim-
ulus class is mt. The responses are for the preferred (i.e., mt) and non-preferred
classes. Panels B and C of the figure are almost identical due to the strong correla-
tions between a neuron selectivity and the rate of correct classification presented in
Fig. 5.17 C. Data are the mean of 10 runs, each for a different target class mt; error
bars indicate the variance. The greedy approach minimises miss-classifications for
the target class while the explorative approach additionally maximises explorative
correct classifications.

mt) but does not increase the rate of correct classification (correct positives for class
mt, Fig. 5.18 B). Of course, the decrease in false-positives for class mt translates in an
increase in correct positives for the other classes. When DA is released for all classes,
this produces a rise in correct classifications for all classes. These results indicate that
enhanced accuracy for the greedy network derives from a reduction in false-positives.

For the explorative network, DA-based learning results in a rise in neural response
for the preferred class and to a drop for non-preferred classes. The greater response
to the preferred class derives from stimuli of non-target classes being tentatively (“ex-
ploratively”) classified as a target class (mt), and this being correct. The learning
mechanism maximises such surprisingly correct classifications, thereby enhancing the
responses of neurons to their preferred class. These changes translate to improvements
in accuracy which, in contrast with pure exploitation, both boosts true-positives and
lessens false-positives.

5.5.2 Discrete versus Continuous Reward Predictions

Approximating predicted rewards through the classifier’s posteriors offers poorer per-
formance than binary reward predictions. This result comes as a surprise as the former
approach brings additional information to the learning mechanism. Here, I attempt to
explain this disparity in performance.

Fig. 5.19 shows empirically-measured DA values as a function of RPEs for the two
approximation methods. Although the two activation functions closely correspond to
one another for a significant range of RPEs, they also largely deviate in some cases,
for instance for unexpected rewards (δ0/+, RPE & 0.5). To determine which of these
deviations are responsible for the difference in performance, I conduct an experiment
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Figure 5.19: Comparison of DA activation functions. (A) Empirically mea-
sured DA values for the discrete and exponential RPE 7→ DA functions. (B) His-
togram count for the DA activations for one iteration over the dataset (60 000 ex-
amples).

in which I linearise the exponential release function for each δ./. value separately. For
instance, for the linearisation for correctly predicted rewards (p+, r+), DA activation
is given as:

DA =

{
δη+/+ if p+ and r+

exp(δe1 ·RPE) + δe2 otherwise .
(5.19)

The empirically-measured DA activations for each of theses scenarios is presented
in Fig. 5.20 A. The performances of the models are presented in Fig. 5.20 B. Lin-
earising the exponential function for correctly predicted rewards (+/+) recovers the
performance of the fully discrete model (the two approaches are then not statistically
significantly different, p > 0.01). In contrast, linearising any other part of the function
leaves performance unchanged. These results indicate that the loss in performance
for the exponential release function owes to the a poor mapping function for correctly
predicted rewards.

In the discrete model, RPEs for correct reward predictions map to values close to
zeros (δ+/+ = 0.01). In the exponential curve, although most RPEs map to values
around zeros, others lead to much greater DA activation, up to DA = 2. These greater
values deteriorate learning. In more details, in the discrete model, having δ+/+ and δ0/0

close to zero for correct predictions ensures that incorrect predictions have maximal
impact on the weights. In order words, error-based learning supplants correlation-based
Hebbian learning. For the exponential activation function, large DA values for correct
predictions restores correlation-based learning at the detriment of error-based learning.

This effect is visible in the distribution of the weight strengths of representation
neurons (Fig. 5.21). Weight normalisation and feedforward inhibition ensures that the
means of the distributions are the same for all models (µ = 1.28). However, the spreads
of these distributions differ. In particular, the variance in the explorative model is twice
as large that of the Hebbian network (σ2 = 0.55 and σ2 = 0.28, respectively). On the
other hand, for the exponential activation function, the variance is equal that of Heb-
bian learning. Linearising the exponential function for p+, r+ restores a distribution
that is virtually identical to that of the discrete model (σ2 = 0.55). These results
suggest that high DA activation values for correctly predicted rewards (p+, r+) disrupt
error-based learning by increasing the effects of statistical Hebbian learning on weight
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Figure 5.20: Linearisation of the exponential DA activation function.
(A) Empirically-measured DA activations for the linearisation of the exponential
function for each of four the discrete RPE scenarios. Red data points indicate the
linearised portion of the function. (B) Performance of the models with different
linearisation. Horizontal solid and dashed lines are the performances of the ex-
ponential and discrete models, respectively. Error bars and shaded areas are the
variance. Stars indicate performances that are statistically significantly different
from the discrete model (p < 0.001).
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Figure 5.21: Weight distribution for the different models. (A) Histogram of
weight strengths for networks trained through each of the different approaches. Data
are for all the neurons of a single network. ‘Explore’ is the explorative model with
discrete RPE scenarios, ‘expectation’ is the explorative model with an exponential
RPE 7→ DA mapping function, and ‘linearised’ is the expectation model with a
linearisation for correctly predicted rewards (+/+ in Fig. 5.20). The vertical line
and σ2 indicate the mean and variance of a distribution, respectively. (B) Depiction
of the weights of the same representation neuron in different models. The variance of
the weight distribution for the explorative model is twice that of Hebbian learning.
On the other hand, the variance of the continuous reward prediction model is equal to
that of Hebbian learning. The linearisation for correctly predicted rewards restores
the distribution observed in the explorative network.

distributions.

I perform a last experiment to test whether reward expectations may be beneficial to
refine sensory representations. Here, I make use of the discrete RPE 7→ DA function
for all RPE scenarios except for the surprising reward case (p0, r+) for which DA
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Figure 5.22: Discrete DA activation function with a linear component
for surprising rewards. (A) Activation function for different slope parameters
a in Eq. 5.20. The results of the parameter search for the optimal value of a are
illustrated on the right. (B) Performance comparison for a control network (a = 0)
and a network trained with the optimal value of a = 4. This comparison was made
with a large sample size (20 runs) and after more training episodes (150). The small
difference observed during parameter search (0.1%) disappears in this case.

activation is given by a linear relationship to the RPE:

DA =


δη+/+ if p+ and r+

δη+/0 if p+ and r0

a · (RPE − E[RPE0/+]) + δη0/+ if p0 and r+

δη0/0 if p0 and r0 ,

(5.20)

where a is a hyper-parameter determining the slope of the linear relationship and
E[RPE0/+] is the expected value of the RPE for the surprising reward scenario. The
RPE here is computed using the posterior probability of the class chosen as output.
This linear release function ensures that the mean DA activation for surprising rewards
is the same for any value of a; only the distribution of the activation values changes.
For a = 0, this relationship is identical to the discrete activation function. For a > 0,
more daring explorative decisions elicit greater weight changes if correct. I perform
parameter search for different values of a (Fig. 5.22 A). This search indicates that
a positive relationship between RPE and DA activation, a = 4, gives slightly better
performances than the control case, a = 0 (+0.1%). However, when tested with a larger
sample size (20 runs) and with more training episodes (150 episodes), this difference
disappears (Fig. 5.22 B). These results indicate that the additional information brought
by the probability of a predicted reward is not useful to refine synaptic weights in the
present model of DA-based learning.

5.5.3 Comparison with Acetylcholine

On the uniform MNIST dataset, DA yields a more consequential rise in performance
than ACh (Fig. 5.23). Additionally, when training a network with both neuromodu-
lators, first with ACh and then with DA, the performance attained is not statistically
significantly different than from DA alone. On the other hand, on the non-uniform
MNIST dataset (see Sec. 4.4.2) the performance gains deriving from ACh are homolo-
gous in size to that of DA and combining the two signals yields further improvements
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Figure 5.23: Performance comparison of the neuromodulator models.
(A) Performance progression on the test dataset. Darker traces are averages over
20 runs, lighter traces are individual runs. (B) Final test performances for various
models. All approaches lead to significant improvements over Hebbian learning alone
(p < 0.001). DA alone and DA with ACh yield the best performance. Data are the
mean of 20 runs, error bars are the variance.

compared to either separately (Fig. 5.24). This result indicates that the neuromodu-
lators carry complimentary effects that can successfully combine to refine neural rep-
resentations.

Fig. 5.25 depicts the impact of diminishing label availability on the accuracy of
the models. While label scarcity affects both neuromodulators, the consequences are
more substantial for DA. In error-based learning, labels are necessary to determine the
correctness of an output. Reducing the ratio of labelled data consequently significantly
hinders DA learning. In particular, when less than 1% of labels is used, the benefits of
DA drop below those of ACh, this for both versions of the MNIST dataset. Thus, ACh
might be particularly favourable when labels are scarce. It should be noted, however,
that error-based learning does not require labels per se but only indications of whether
outputs are right or wrong. DA might still perform well in a scenario where true labels
are in short supply but reinforcement feedback is available.

5.5.4 Comparison with Error-backpropagation

It is informative to compare the learning outcome of DA with that of the error-
backpropagation algorithm. Here, I train multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs) with two
state-of-the-art gradient descent methods, the L-BFGS [Zhu+97] and Adam [KB14]
algorithms. All the networks compared have identical architectures, namely 784 input,
300 hidden, and 10 output neurons. The DA model achieves an error rate comparable
to those of the MLPs (2.87 ± 0.13%, 2.14 ± 0.14%, and 1.88 ± 0.07 for DA, L-BFGS,
and Adam, respectively, see Fig. 5.26). Additionally, the DA model outperforms the
MLP reported in the original publication of the MNIST dataset by LeCun and col-
leagues [LeC+98], also for an identical network architecture.

To get further insights into the causes of the poorer performances of DA learning
relative to modern optimisation methods, I compare the weights learned by the Hebbian
network and the MLPs. Error back-propagation produces weights that do not resemble
examples of the training data (see Fig. 5.27). This observation is also apparent in the
low class selectivity of MLP neurons (Fig. 5.28). Here, neurons exhibit broad tunings,
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Figure 5.24: Performance of the neuromodulator models on the non-
uniform MNIST dataset. (A) Progression of networks accuracy on the test
dataset. Darker traces are averages over 10 runs, lighter traces are individual runs.
(B) Performance comparison of the neuromodulators. The combination of DA and
ACh yield the lowest error rate. Data are the mean of 10 runs, error bars indicate
the variance.
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Figure 5.26: Performance comparison with MLPs. All results are for net-
works with an identical architecture, i.e., a single hidden layer containing 300 units.
‘LeCun ‘98’ are the original results from LeCun and colleagues [LeC+98] on the
MNIST dataset. ‘L-BFGS’ and ‘Adam’ are state-of-the-art optimisation methods
for MLPs. DA outperforms the MLP reported in the original publication of the
MNIST dataset and achieves error rates comparable to those of state-of-the-art op-
timisation methods.
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Figure 5.28: MLP neurons display low class selectivity. (A) Example weights
for three networks. (B) Average responses of neurons in (A) to stimuli of the 10 digit
classes. Data are the mean of 50 000 stimuli, values are normalised to the maximal
mean response. (C) Average responses of all neurons in a network, ordered from
most to least preferred classes. Data are the mean of all neurons of a single network,
error bars are the variance.

responding strongly to multiple classes. Additionally, activations in the MLPs are less
sparse than in the Hebbian network (Fig. 5.29). Together, the results indicate that
MLPs make use of a distributed code which may explain their greater performance.
Augmenting code distribution in the biology-inspired network, however, deteriorates
performance (Fig. 5.29 C).
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Figure 5.29: Code sparsity in MLPs and the Hebbian model. (A) Mean
normalised responses of the 25 hidden neurons of MLP networks, ordered from most
to least active. (B) Same responses in the Hebbian network for different inhibition
strength (quantified as the temperature parameter τ of the softmax function in
Eq. 3.14). For all results presented in this thesis, τ = 1. (C) Performance of the
biology-inspired models for increasingly distributed neural codes (i.e., greater τ).
Data are mean of 5 runs, error bars indicate the variance. MLPs exhibit a more
distributed code which may explain their higher performances. However, augmenting
the breadth of the code in the Hebbian network degrades performance.
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Figure 5.30: Hebbian nets and MLPs have dissimilar weight strength
distributions. (A) Histogram of weight strengths for the Hebbian models and the
MLPs. Data are the average of histograms for all neurons of a single network. (B)
Example weights for each network. Note the different colour scales for the Hebbian
and MLP nets. While the Hebbian nets contain exclusively non-negative weights,
MLPs have about half their weights below zero.

Another distinguishing characteristic of MLPs is the distribution of their weight
strengths: while connections in the Hebbian model are never negative, about half
those in MLPs are (see Fig. 5.30). Connection strengths inferior to zero enable an
MLP to negatively weight features that invalidate a classification output, conferring a
valuable computational advantage.
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5.6 Discussion

5.6.1 Relationship to Biology

DAergic neurons of the midbrain encode various features of rewards [TFS05; Sat+03]
and, in particular, strongly respond to the difference between predicted and received
rewards, or RPEs [SDM97; Sch10]. Midbrain neurons neurons project to the entire
cortex [HK10] and the reward signals they carry modulate neural activity in most
cortical areas [VCL11] including primary sensory cortices [Ars+13; Ple+09; BSS11].
DA affects plasticity at the sites where it is released, as measured both at the level
of synapses [BHL03; BCO02; MMO06; Ota+98; SZW05; Cal+07; Cen+99; Li+03;
NSF07] and behaviourally [Bre+02; Wis04; Gra05; Kle+07; OJN14; Hos+11; LS09;
ML+09; KS06; Sch+12]. In sensory cortices, DA efflux, triggered either by electric
stimulation of the midbrain [BCM01; Bao+03] or by reward delivery [FSV10; Poo+15;
Bei+03] elicits plastic changes in the responses of primary sensory neurons.

The role of the plastic modifications induced by DA are usually understood in terms
of reinforcement learning, for instance to learn the appetitive value of stimuli [FSV10;
Wis04; Bre+02] or to acquire reward-directed behaviours [Sch+12; OJN14; Wis04]. In
sensory representations, the changes elicited by DA were previously hypothesised to
enhance the saliency of stimuli predictive of rewards [BCM01] and to adapt cortical
representations to task requirements [BSS11]. Here, I show that a signal modulating
plasticity as a function of RPEs adapts synaptic weights to the reward contingencies
of a task. Specifically, in the model, the responses of neurons become matched to the
boundaries in conditions for reward delivery. In the digit classification task, this cor-
responds to neurons being more selective to the distinct classes, in this way improving
response accuracy. I suggest that, in mammals, DA carries this role of adapting sensory
representations to the reward contingencies of a task.

After training monkeys on a visual discrimination task, neural responses become
matched to the stimulus features that discriminate between the reward conditions of
the task [SL02]. This process is homologous to the effect of DA in the model. The
results presented above suggest that lesioning the dopaminergic system would prevent
this form of learning. Animal experiments show that interfering with DA signalling
impairs sensory discrimination learning [KS06; Sch+12], supporting this prediction.

Noisy neural activations in the representation layer gives rise to a softmax explo-
ration rule. Coupled with DA release, such exploration provides further improvements
compared to a greedy approach. Additionally, in this case, the optimal values of the δ./.
constants closely correspond to the release profile of DA in animals [SDM97; TFS05]
(see Fig. 5.9). DAergic activation properties in animals may thus have been selected
through evolutionary pressures to refine sensory representations in the presence of vari-
able neural responses.

In animals, training on a discrimination task leads to a progressive population-wide
increase in neural selectivity to task-relevant stimuli. This effect is explained by both
the recruitment of more neurons to encode those stimuli and by a refinement of single
cell responses [Poo+15]. Thus, there appears to be two phenomena at play concur-
rently: one inducing large-scale, population-wide modifications and the other refining
tuning properties at the single neuron-level. The model presented here suggests that
these alterations can derive from two separate signals both acting similarly on synap-
tic plasticity. A first signal following task difficulty or stimulus relevance results in
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large-scale modifications whereby neurons may change altogether the stimulus class
they respond to. A second signal accompanying RPEs induces smaller-scale alter-
ations such that weights better match the classes of a task without alterations to their
preferred classes.

On the full MNIST dataset, the combination of both DA and ACh does not further
improves classification accuracy compared to DA alone (Fig. 5.23). This observation
is in line with some animal experiments. Following training on a discrimination task,
cortical representations in animals reorganise such that task-relevant stimuli become
over-represented [Bao+04; FM11; SP14; GLP09; SNW12; Wan+03; WB98; RSM93;
Poo+15]. Furthermore, a short time after training, the degree of population-level re-
organisation correlates with improvements in performance [RSM93; PSM06; WFS04;
Wei03; Din+03]. However, months after the initial training, this correlation disap-
pears as performance on the task remains high but cortical maps become indistin-
guishable from control [BIP04; PSM06]. That is, recruiting more neurons to encode
task-relevant stimuli does not provide further improvements over small-scale synaptic
modifications. Similarly to this observation, the alterations orchestrated by ACh on
the uniform MNIST dataset do not yield benefits over those brought by DA. On the
other hand, the model predicts that changes in the extent of cortical representations
are beneficial in circumstances where some stimuli are grossly under-represented in
a training set. That is, infrequent but highly relevant stimuli should bear a greater
cortical representation than would be expected from their frequency alone.

On the non-uniform data, ACh and DA both improve the learning outcome by a
similar extent. Additionally, the combination of the two signals performs better than
each separately. These results argue for complimentary effects of ACh and DA in
representation learning, with each modulatory agent serving a distinct purpose.

The DA learning mechanism yields error rates that measure up to those of state-
of-the-art optimisation methods in MLPs. Since evolutionary pressures must have
favoured well performing learning mechanisms in the brain, any candidate model of
cortical learning must offer strong functional performances. The DA mechanism meets
this criteria, making it a suitable model for learning in biological neural structures.

5.6.2 Relationship to Machine learning

Comparing the representations in the Hebbian and MLP networks revealed that the
latter make use of a more distributed code. In the Hebbian model, increasing the
breadth of the code degrades performance. Future work should address the use of dis-
tributed neural codes as it may improve the learning outcome. Furthermore, allowing
negative weight values may bring additional computational capacity to the Hebbian
network.

It is interesting to note that, although its accuracy is less than that of modern learn-
ing methods, the DA mechanism outperforms MLPs of the same architecture presented
in the original publication of the MNIST dataset [LeC+98]. Since this publication in
the last 1990s, advances in gradient-based learning methods in MLPs resulted in error
rates dropping to less than half the value originally reported. The biologically-inspired
method presented in this work is at a relatively immature stage, perhaps comparable
to the early days of error back-propagation, and we may expect similar improvements
to derive from future research.
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From a practical perspective, the algorithm presented in this work offers several
interesting advantages over traditional gradient backpropagation-based learning. First,
it requires a weaker supervision signal, making use only of binary rewards instead of
explicit labels. Second, it can learn concurrently with and without environmental
feedback. Finally, weight modifications are based on synaptically-local information
and a signal broadcasted identically to all neurons. These features make the learning
mechanism suitable for implementation in physical devices such as neuromorphic chips.
Additionally, neuromodulation is likely to further improve performance of hierarchical
networks with Hebbian learning [FSL16], which have a functional focus on learning
from data with very few labels.

5.7 Summary

DAergic firing in the brain encodes RPEs and elicits plasticity in sensory representa-
tions. In this chapter, I demonstrate that a signal modulating synaptic plasticity as
a function of RPEs enhances neural selectivity and boosts classification performance.
In the presence of exploration, the activation profile of DA matches that observed in
animals. The network then achieves error rates in the range of those of state-of-the-
art optimisation methods for MLPs. To extend the functional capacity of the model,
future work should investigate the use of more distributed neural codes as well as of
negative weight values.
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Chapter 6

Deep Convolutional Model

6.1 Overview

The mammalian perceptual system is made up of hierarchies of cortical areas that
encode progressively more complex sensory features. This organisation is apparent
in the pattern of inter-areal wiring [VEM83; ME83; FVE91; KH00] as well as in the
tuning of neurons [Pat+02; GSW14], most evidently so in the primate ventral visual
pathway. Here, neurons in the primary area prefer simple stimuli such as oriented
edges, sinusoidal gratings, and blobs [HW62; JP87; Rin02] while cells in V2 respond
most strongly to more complex features like arcs, angles, intersecting lines, and polar
gratings [HVE00]. V4 neurons require yet more complicated shapes to reach maximal
activation [KT94] and, further downstream, cells exhibit a preference for whole percepts
like faces, animals, and objects [KKF00; SL02; Qui+05].

In artificial neural networks, research indicated early on that networks containing
at least one hidden layer can solve non-linearly separable problems that shallow net-
works cannot [Ros58; MP69; RHW86]. More recent developments show that ‘deep’
networks with multiple hidden layers can learn intricate input-output relationships,
achieving record-breaking results on a plethora of tasks [Dah+12; KSH12; Hin+12;
Ma+15; Cio+12; Hel+13; Mni+15]. Such a layered structure captures the intrinsic
compositional hierarchy of natural signals where low-level motifs (e.g., object parts or
speech phoneme) assemble into higher-level entities (whole objects or words). These
results argue for a fundamental role of hierarchical processing in interpreting natural
signals.

Convolutional weight filters recently proved another valuable architectural charac-
teristics in ANNs. In data spatially organised in multiple arrays, such as 2-dimensional
images, local groups of data highly correlate and often form motifs invariant to loca-
tion. ConvNets leverage this property by convolving spatially localised weight filters
over data. Neurons at different locations share the same filter weights, thereby greatly
reducing the number of trainable parameters. After the convolutional layer, a so-
called pooling layer merges semantically similar features which creates an invariance
to small shifts and distortions. Interestingly, ConvNets are directly inspired from the
mammalian visual system where cells encode comparable features at different reti-
nal locations [HW62; FM82]. ConvNets rival the primate visual area IT in terms of
performance on object recognition tasks and predicts the response of neurons in this
area [Cad+14]. Such networks thus make both excellent functional algorithms and
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compelling models of visual sensory processing.
Additional processing layers in neural networks bring further challenges for learning

algorithms. In particular, learning in deeper networks broadens the scope of the credit-
assignment problem. In this case, a learning algorithm must identify the units along a
processing hierarchy responsible for a network’s incorrect behaviour in order to modify
their weights.

In this chapter, I implement the DA learning mechanism in a two-layered convo-
lutional network to examine its rendition in deeper neural structures. The rationale
for using a convolutional architecture is the following. First, the convolution operation
is line with the organisation of the mammalian visual system. Second, ConvNets cur-
rently claim the best performance on a wide range of problems, including the MNIST
dataset used in this thesis [CMS12]. Third, practicalities of the network’s functioning
favour the use parallel layers, such as the feature maps in ConvNets. Specifically, in
the Hebbian network, softmax inhibition results in mostly one neuron being active at
stimulus presentation. Stacking layers with a single active neuron is futile as down-
stream layers have no correlations to learn from. Using a convolution in the first layer
circumvents this problem as the softmax competition here takes place locally for each
filter. Therefore, although a single unit fires in each local competition, many units
respond in the whole layer, giving rise to correlation patterns.

The following text is divided in four sections: first, I describe the network’s struc-
ture, then I present results for Hebbian learning alone, next I describe results for DA
in a greedy network, and finally I investigate the use of DA in an explorative model.

6.2 Convolutional Network Model

The inner working of the ConvNet is similar to the one described in Ch. 3; the main dif-
ference here lies in the network’s architecture. As in the shallow network, the ConvNet
is made up of an input layer, a representation (here named fully connected feedforward)
layer, and an output layer. In addition, the ConvNet contains a convolutional and a
pooling layer between the input and representation layers (Fig. 6.1).

6.2.1 Model Description

Input Layer

As in the shallow network, the input layer normalises the activation of the input neu-
rons, emulating the process of feedforward inhibition in biology:

yd = (A−D)
ỹd∑
d′ ỹd′

+ 1 , (6.1)

where A is a normalisation constant, D is the number of input neurons and ỹ is the
activation of individual input neurons before normalisation.

Convolutional Layer

The convolutional layer is made of F feature maps. All neurons of a map f share the
same weight matrix Qf . This weight matrix corresponds to a kernel of size G × H
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Input
1@32x32

Convolutional
20@28x28

Subsampling
20@14x14

Convolution
5x5 kernel

Sum-pooling
2x2 kernel

Feedforward
49

Output
10

Flatten Fully
connected

Figure 6.1: Architecture of the convolutional network. Five layers compose
the ConvNet. The input, representation (here named fully connected feedforward),
and output layers are identical to those of the shallow network. In addition, the
network contains a convolutional and a subsampling layer between the input and
feedforward layers. All neurons within a map of the convolutional layer share the
same weight filter. This weight filter is a spatially limited, 5 × 5 kernel convolved
over the input layer. There are no trainable parameters between the convolutional
and subsampling layers, only a sum-pooling operation (see text). The subsampling
layer is fully connected to the feedforward layer.

convolved over the input layer. In order to consider all pixels of the input images
equally, zero-padding is added on all sides of the images (added before the normalisation
above). The padding is of size (G− 1)/2 and (H − 1)/2 on the vertical and horizontal
axes, respectively. Except if stated otherwise, for all results presented in this chapter I
use F = 20 feature maps and a square convolutional kernel of size G = H = 5. These
dimensions result in input images of 32× 32 pixels and in 20× 5× 5 = 500 weights in
the convolutional layer. The padding and convolution yield feature maps containing
the same number of neurons as the original images, or 28 × 28 = 784.

The activations of neurons in the convolutional layer are given by:

ũfi,j =
i+G−1∑
g=i

j+H−1∑
h=j

S(Qf
g,h) · yi,j , (6.2)

where f is the index of the feature map, g and h are the indices of weights along
the vertical and horizontal axes of the convolutional kernel, respectively, i and j are
the indices of the neurons in the input and convolutional layers along the vertical and
horizontal axes, respectively, and S(·) is a linearised logarithmic function (see Eq. 3.12).

Lateral Inhibition in the Convolutional Layer

In the representation layer of the shallow network, all neurons compete for activation
against one another as a result of the softmax inhibition (Eq. 3.13). This process is
the same in the feedforward layer of the ConvNet. In the convolutional layer, however,
the softmax is taken across all F convolutional maps but only over neurons (i, j). In
other words, neurons compete with those at the same location in the different maps
but not with other neurons in the same map. We can write:

ufi,j =
exp(ũfi,j)∑
f ′ exp(ũf

′

i,j)
. (6.3)
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Subsampling Layer

The subsampling layer performs a pooling operation that reduces the number of train-
able parameters and introduces partial translation invariance in the responses of neu-
rons. The pooling operation is a summation (“sum-pooling”) over a kernel of size
E × E convolved over each feature map individually with a stride E. (Max-pooling,
i.e., taking the maximum value over a kernel, is more common in the machine learning
literature than sum-pooling but the latter gives better performances in the present
network.) Formally, the subsampling operation is defined as:

ṽfa,b =

(a+1)·E−1∑
i=a·E

(b+1)·E−1∑
j=b·E

ufi,j , (6.4)

where a and b are indices of the vertical and horizontal axes of the subsampling maps,
respectively. The pooling is followed by a softmax operation identical to the one per-
formed in the convolutional layer:

vfa,b =
exp(ṽfa,b)∑
f ′ exp(ṽf

′

a,b)
. (6.5)

For this work, I use a subsampling kernel of size E = 2. The subsampling layer
is fully connected to the representation layer. The subsampling operation leads to a
4 fold reduction in the number of trainable parameters between the convolutional and
feedforward layers, from 20× 28× 28× 49 = 768 320 to 20× 14× 14× 49 = 192 080.

Fully Connected Feedforward Layer

Except is stated otherwise, the feedforward layer contains C = 7 × 7 = 49 units, the
same number as in the representation layer of the shallow network. The activation of
the feedforward layer is computed like for the shallow network, only taking as input
the activation of the subsampling layer:

s̃c =
A∑
a=0

B∑
b=0

S(W f
c(a,b))v

f
a,b . (6.6)

Softmax inhibition follows:

sc =
exp(s̃c)∑
c′ exp(s̃c′)

. (6.7)

Learning

As for the shallow network, weights are trained through Hebbian learning augmented
with a weighted normalisation term:

∆Qf
g,h = εconv(ufi,jyi+g,j+h − ufi,jQf

g,h) , (6.8)

∆W f
c(a,b) = εfeed(scu

f
a,b − scW f

c(a,b)) , (6.9)
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Figure 6.2: Reconstruction of the ‘receptive field’ of a feedforward unit.
On the top row, the smaller weight matrices are the weights Qfg,h of three convo-

lutional filters f . The larger weight matrices are the weights W f
c(a,b) of the corre-

sponding filter f for one feedforward unit c. On the bottom row are the partially
reconstructed ‘receptive fields’, i.e., the convolutional filters tiled and multiplied by
the corresponding feedforward weight. These partial reconstructions are for each
filter (left) and summed for all filters (right). This figure shows a selection of 3 out
of 20 filters; the final (summed) receptive field is for all 20 filters.

where εconv and εfeed are learning rates for the convolutional and feedforward layers,
respectively.

In total, the ConvNet contains 500 + 192 080 + 490 = 193 070 trainable weights.
This large number of parameters (5 times greater than in the shallow network) and the
the convolution and subsampling operations significantly slow down the simulation.
To compensate, I increase the learning rate of the network, allowing the performance
to plateau within 10 training episodes, with only minimal impacts on the results (the
lower learning rate in the shallow network was necessary for the model of ACh). On
a personal computer, these 10 training episodes take about 2 hours to run on the
full MNIST dataset. (I implemented the most computationally demanding functions
using the Numba package which compiles the instructions into machine code, yielding
performances similar to C++. The computational efficiency of the code could certainly
be further improved but this is beyond the scope of this work.)

6.2.2 Receptive Field Reconstruction

In contrast with the shallow network, the representation weights in the ConvNet are not
easily interpretable in themselves. To address this problem, I reconstruct the ‘receptive
fields’ of feedforward neurons in the following manner. For each filter, I tile the filter
over a white canvas and multiply it at each location by the corresponding feedforward
weight. I add the filters where their tiling overlaps. The tiling is done with a stride of
two to compensate for the subsampling. This operation results in 20 canvases, one for
each feature map. I then scale the canvases by their maximal values and sum them to
form the final ‘receptive field’ (Fig. 6.2). This reconstruction is only for visualisation
purposes and does not serve for further quantitative analyses.
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random Hebbian

Figure 6.3: Weights in the convolutional network. Top: weights of the
convolutional filters, either random or acquired through Hebbian learning. Bottom:
reconstruction of the receptive fields of the feedforward neurons.

6.3 Hebbian Learning

As a first test of the ConvNet, I train the model only through Hebbian learning,
without DA. To assess the effects of the convolutional layer, I train a first network
without learning in this layer: the weights are initialised randomly and left as is. In a
second network, I train both the convolutional and feedforward layers.

6.3.1 Results

Weights

Fig. 6.3 depicts the weights learned in two ConvNets. In the network with learning in
both layers, the convolutional filters represent oriented bars and blobs reminiscent of
the receptive fields of primary visual neurons in mammals. The reconstructed receptive
fields of the feedforward layer resemble the different digit classes, much like the weights
learned in the shallow network.

In the ConvNet with the convolutional filters left random, the weights in the feed-
forward layer are less clearly identifiable. Nonetheless, we can still make out distinct
integers. This observation suggests that even random convolutional filters may have
some representational power.

Performance

Both approaches yield classification performances that are significantly superior to
chance level (Fig. 6.4). Not surprisingly, the network with learned convolutional filters
outperforms the one with random filters. This former network also reaches higher rates
of correct classification than its shallow equivalent.
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Figure 6.4: Performance of the Hebbian convolutional network. (A) Pro-
gression of the rate of correct classification on the training dataset for networks
with random convolutional filters (‘random’) or with filters learned with Hebb’s rule
(‘Hebbian’). The trace is the mean of 5 runs, shaded area is the variance. (B)
Classification performance on separate test data for the ConvNet in (A) and for a
shallow Hebbian network. The shallow network contains 49 representation units, the
same as the number of feedforward units in the ConvNet. Data points are different
network instances; horizontal bars indicate mean performances.

On average, the network with random filters produce poorer results than the shallow
network. Surprisingly, however, some of the networks with random filters achieve
accuracies close to that of the ConvNet with learned filters, superior to those of the
shallow network. This again indicates that even random convolutional filters can yield
relevant representations.

6.4 Dopamine in Greedy Model

In this section, I extend the model of DA transmission introduced in Ch. 5 to a ConvNet
following a greedy classification strategy.

6.4.1 Model Description

In animals, DAergic signals reach most of the cortical mantle [LS09; Hos+11; KS06;
GSK92; Lid+91; HK10] where they modulate neural activity [Ars+13; Ple+09; VCL11]
and contribute to synaptic plasticity [BCO02; MMO06; Ota+98; BCM01; Bao+03;
FSV10; Hos+11; KS06]. These signals appear to broadcast diffusely, with little topo-
graphical organisation, as evidence by the intermixing of cortical-projecting DAergic
neurons of the VTA and the co-labelling of these neurons following retrograde tracing
in multiple cortical areas [GSK92; HK10]. These findings suggest that DA neurons of
the VTA send a unique RPE signal uniformly throughout the cortex.

To remain in line with these observations, I compute a single RPE value for the
whole ConvNet. The calculation of the RPE follows Eqs. 5.2-5.5 for discrete reward
predictions presented in Ch. 5. In the present section, I consider a network behaving
exclusively in a greedy manner. The network is thus said to predict a reward on every
trial, which yields two discrete RPE scenarios: (p+, r+) and (p+, r0).
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Although the RPE signal is the same for both layers, the specific values of DA
activation differ for the convolutional and feedforward layers. In biology, this may be
equivalent to having varying receptor concentrations in different cortical areas, as is
indeed observed [Lid+91]. In the model, the value of the DA variable follows separate
δ./. constants for the two layers. Specifically, in the convolutional layer, DA activation
is given by:

DAconv =

{
δg, conv

+/+ if p+ and r+

δg, conv
+/0 if p+ and r0 ,

(6.10)

while in the feedforward layer, DA activation is determined as:

DAfeed =

{
δg, feed

+/+ if p+ and r+

δg, feed
+/0 if p+ and r0 .

(6.11)

The values of the δ./. variables are found through two-dimensional grid-search for each
layer separately.

The DA signal affects learning in Eqs. 6.8 and 6.9 for the convolutional and feed-
forward layers, respectively:

∆Qf
g,h = DAconv · εconv(ufi,jyi+g,j+h − ufi,jQf

g,h) , (6.12)

∆W f
c(a,b) = DAfeed · εfeed(scu

f
a,b − scW f

c(a,b)) , (6.13)

In order to assess the influence of DA on the two layers separately, I consider
networks trained with four approaches: one with Hebbian learning, one with DA only
in the convolutional layer, one with DA only in the feedforward layer, and one with
DA in both layers.

6.4.2 Results

Parameter Exploration

To minimise computational requirements, parameters are explored for each layer indi-
vidually (one layer undergoes DA-based learning while the other learns through Heb-
bian learning, and vice-versa). For each parameter set, a single network instance is
tested, also to reduce computational overhead. Fig. 6.5 presents the results of the
parameter search. For both layers, the optimal parameter set has δ+/+ close or at zero
and δ+/0 larger and negative, in line with the values found in the shallow network.

Weight Changes

Fig. 6.6 depicts the weights of ConvNets trained solely with Hebb’s rule or with DA in
both layers. DA alters neural tuning in the convolutional and feedforward layers. To
quantify the modifications induces by DA, it is informative to consider neural selectivity
ζ (defined in Ch. 5, Eq. 5.7). The convolutional weights display much less stimulus
selectivity than those in the feedforward layer (Fig. 6.7). This is explained by the
small receptive field size of these neurons (5× 5 pixels) which then encode little class-
specific information. DA statistically significantly increases stimulus selectivity in the
feedforward (p < 0.0001) but not in the convolutional layer (p > 0.01).
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Figure 6.5: Exploration of DA parameters in the greedy ConvNet. (A)
Parameters for the convolutional and (B) feedforward layers. The colour axis rep-
resents classification accuracy on test data, a star indicates the best performing
parameter set. Data are for a single network.
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Figure 6.6: Weight changes. Top: weights of the convolutional filters; bottom:
reconstruction of the receptive fields of the feedforward layer. (A) Weights following
Hebbian and (B) DA-based learning. For DA learning, the weights of the convolu-
tional and feedforward layers are from different networks in which only this layer
underwent DA activation (otherwise, DA in the convolutional layer may indirectly
affect affect downstream weights). (C) Difference in weights between Hebbian- and
DA-based learning, relative to the maximal difference.

Performance Improvements

In the convolutional layer, DA bears minimal repercussions on the network’s perfor-
mance; rates of correct classification are not statistically greater than for Hebbian
learning alone (Fig. 6.8, p > 0.01). On the other hand, DA in the feedforward layer
greatly enhances performance, halving the error rate.

6.4.3 Additional Effects on Learning

Filter Size

It comes as a surprise that DA signalling in the convolutional layer yields no gain in
classification accuracy. This may be a consequence of the small dimension of the con-
volutional filters which does not allow neurons to represent task-relevant information.
To test this hypothesis, I examine the influence of filter size on the learning outcomes.
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Figure 6.7: Neural selectivity in the ConvNet. Average responses are com-
puted as the mean activation of a neuron to images of the different digit classes and
sorted from most to least preferred classes. The data are the mean for all neurons of
five networks; error bars are the variance. On each plot, ζ indicates the mean neural
selectivity ± variance (see Eq. 5.7). DA statistically significantly increases selectiv-
ity in the feedforward (p < 0.0001) but not in the convolutional layer (p > 0.01).
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Figure 6.8: Performance in the greedy ConvNet. (A) Progression of the
training performance. The dashed vertical line indicates the start of DA release.
Heavy traces are the mean of 5 runs, light traces are individual runs. (B) Colour
and numbers indicate the average rate of correct classification for a model on the test
MNIST dataset. (C) Error rates for the models, sorted in decreasing order. Error
bars are the variance. Asterisks indicate error rates that are statistically significantly
lower than that of the Hebbian model (p < 0.0001).

In view of computational efficiency, I make use of a smaller network (16 feedforward
neurons) trained on a subset of the data (containing only classes ‘4’, ‘7’ and ‘9’). The
results of this manipulation are shown in Fig. 6.9. Three observations can be made
from this figure. First, performance in the Hebbian model declines with larger filters,
indicating that small filters encoding task-unspecific features produce better data rep-
resentations. Second, the larger the filters are, the greater the impact of DA is in
the convolutional layer. While DA does not statistically significantly enhance perfor-
mance for small filters (e.g., 5 × 5), it has an important effect for larger filters (e.g.,
27 × 27). This observation is also apparent in the class selectivity of filters of differ-
ent dimensions: here, DA enhances stimulus selectivity for broad but not narrow filters
(Fig. 6.10). Third, for intermediate filter sizes (13×13), simultaneous DA activation in
both layers yields performances greater than DA applied separately in each layer. This
finding indicates that a unique DA signal can refine data representations in multiple
layers concurrently.
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Figure 6.9: The benefits of DA grow with the size of the convolutional
filters. (A) Classification performance on test data as a function of filter size.
Data are the mean of 3 runs, error bars are variance. Red and orange asterisks
indicate statistical significance for ‘DA both’ > ‘DA feed’ and ‘DA conv’ > ‘Hebbian’,
respectively (p < 0.01). (B) Example convolutional weights in Hebbian networks for
each filter size. Compared to small filters, larger filters encode more task-related
information; DA has a greater impact on performance for these filters.
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Figure 6.10: DA’s impact on neural selectivity increases with filter extent.
Class selectivity of convolutional weights as a function of filter size. DA significantly
increases the selectivity of convolutional weights for larger but not smaller filter sizes
(p < 0.01). Data is the mean of all neurons of 20 maps for 3 networks (i.e., 60 data
points per filter size), error bars indicate variance.

Effects of Subsampling

The subsampling layer of convolutional networks provides tolerance to distortions and
translations in the local features. To assess the extent of this role in the present net-
work, I vary the ratio of the subsampling operation. This ratio is equivalent to 1/E2,
where E is the size and stride of the subsampling kernel in Eq. 6.4. Fig. 6.11 presents
the results of this experiment. The ratio 1:4 is the one used in the network models
presented above. Greater subsampling slightly deteriorates the benefits of DA but
does not affect Hebbian learning. The minor losses in performance probably derive
from too coarse image representations. On the other hand, after removing subsam-
pling altogether (ratio of 1:1), performance of the ConvNet drops below that of the
shallow network, both for DA and Hebbian learning. This result suggests that the
representational advantage of the ConvNet derives from the subsampling operation;
without subsampling, the representation learned by the convolutional layer is worse
than simply using raw input pixels.
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Figure 6.11: Subsampling improves the quality of a ConvNet’s repre-
sentation. Classification accuracy for different subsampling ratios. This ratio is
given by 1/E2, where E is the size and stride of the subsampling kernel. This ratio
also gives the reduction in the number of units from the convolutional to subsam-
pling layers. Grey and red asterisks indicate statistically greater accuracy in the
ConvNet than in the shallow network for Hebbian and DA learning, respectively
(p < 0.01). Data is the mean of 3 runs, error bars are the variance. Subsampling
enhances the network’s representational power by providing tolerance to distortions
and translations in the local features.

6.5 Dopamine in Explorative Model

Explorative decision making proved to further improve the outcome of DA-based learn-
ing in the shallow neural network. In this section, I test whether such exploration also
benefits the ConvNet.

6.5.1 Model Description

Exploration follows the approach presented in Sec. 5.3.2 with discrete reward predic-
tions. Specifically, normally distributed noise is added in the activation of the convo-
lutional and feedforward layers (Eqs. 6.2 and 6.6):

ũfi,j =
G−1∑
g=0

H−1∑
h=0

S(Qf
g,h) · yi,j + ηfi,j (6.14)

s̃c =
C−1∑
c=0

S(Wcd) · yd + ηc , (6.15)

where ηfi,j ∼ N (0, γconv) and ηc ∼ N (0, γfeed), with γconv and γfeed being hyper-
parameters controlling the how explorative the network is. This approach emulates
a softmax decision rule (see Sec. 5.3.1). For the results presented in this section, I use
γconv = 0.5 and γfeed = 0.2.

The are four RPE scenarios, the same as for the shallow network: (r+, p+), (r0, p+),
(r0, p0), and (r+, p0). The outcome of a classification dictates reward delivery; whether
a trial is explorative or not determines the network’s reward prediction. A trial is said
to be explorative if the output of the network with noise addition differs from the
network’s output without noise addition. Which of the four distinct RPE cases the
current trial falls into determines the magnitude of DA transmission, with the two
layers having a separate set of δ./. variables, δη, conv

./. and δη, feed
./. .
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Figure 6.12: Parameters search in the explorative ConvNet. (A) Con-
volutional layer, (B) feedforward layer. Colour indicates test performance, a star
indicates the best parameter sets. Data are for a single network instance.
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Figure 6.13: Comparison of optimal DA parameters for the shallow and
convolutional networks. The similarity in theses values suggest that this activa-
tion profile is generally beneficial to refine representations during exploration- and
error-based learning.

6.5.2 Results

Parameter Exploration

I explore the δ./. parameter space for each layer independently (see Fig. 6.12). To limit
computational costs, I train a single network for each parameter set. Fig. 6.13 shows a
comparison of the optimal parameters for the feedforward layer and for the shallow net-
work (the parameters for the convolutional layer may not be relevant as exploration in
this layer does not significantly improves performance, see below). Although the opti-
mal parameter sets differ in some respects (in particular for δ0/0), the overall agreement
between the parameters suggest that this activation profile is generally beneficial to
error-based representation learning.

Performance Improvements

Fig. 6.14 shows a comparison of the performances of some of the networks presented
in this chapter. These networks have convolutional filters of 5 × 5 pixels. For these
networks, DA release in the convolutional layer does not significantly improve network
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Figure 6.14: Performance comparison for different ConvNet models. (A)
Colour and numbers indicate the average rate of correct classification for a model
(mean of 10 runs). (B) Error rate for the models, sorted in decreasing order. Dashed
line indicates mean performance for an explorative shallow network with 49 hidden
neurons, the same as the number of feedforward units in the ConvNets shown here.
Asterisks indicate error rates that are statistically significantly lower than for the
shallow network (p < 0.0005). Data are the mean of 5 runs, error bars are the
variance.

accuracy, this for both greedy or explorative approaches. On the other hand, DA
transmission in the feedforward layer does boost performance. Exploration in this
layer additionally provides small but statistically significant gains in accuracy (from
94.74 ± 0.25 to 96.00 ± 0.20 for the greedy and explorative strategies, respectively;
p < 0.001).

The best performing network has greedy DA-based learning in the convolutional
layer and explorative DA-based learning in the feedforward layer, reaching a mean
error rate of 3.59 ± 0.12%. This is statistically significantly lower than in the explo-
rative shallow network (the best performing shallow model with the same number of
representation units), which achieved a mean error rate of 4.47 ± 0.05% (p < 0.0005).
The additional data transformation provided by the convolutional layer thus produces
a relative reduction of 20% in error rates.

6.5.3 Additional Effects on Learning

Filter Size

For small convolutional kernel sizes, DA transmission in the convolutional layer of the
greedy network did not improve classification results. It is therefore not a surprise that
DA in the explorative network also does not enhance accuracy. To test if exploration
at the level of the convolutional layer may be beneficial for larger filters, I vary their
dimension and examine the impact on performance. I find that, with increasing filter
size, DA in the convolutional layer raises classification scores compared to control
(Fig. 6.15). However, the explorative model is not statistically significantly superior
to the greedy one for DA in the convolutional filters (p > 0.01). Therefore, we must
reject the hypothesis that exploration in the convolutional layer benefits learning.
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Figure 6.15: Larger filters do not allow beneficial exploration in the con-
volutional layer. With increasing filter dimension, DA in the convolutional layer
of the explorative and greedy networks significantly enhance classification accuracy
compared to Hebb’s rule alone (asterisks, p < 0.001). However, the difference be-
tween the greedy and explorative approaches does not reach statistical significance
for any filter size (p > 0.01).
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Figure 6.16: More neurons in either layer improves classification results.
For the feedforward layer, however, performance saturates rather early (around 100
neurons) as gains on the training set fails to generalise to the test set.

Neuron Number

I study the influence of the number of neurons in the convolutional and feedforward
layers on learning (for the convolutional layer, this corresponds to the number of feature
maps). More neurons in either layer translates to enhanced performances (Fig. 6.16).
In the feedforward layer, although learning keeps improving until 300 neurons on the
training set, this does not generalise to the test set.

6.6 Discussion

For Hebbian learning alone, the convolutional layer cuts down the error rate by about
a third compared to the shallow network (from 16.4 ± 0.6% to 11.4 ± 0.6%). With
DA, the decrease is of about 20% (from 4.5± 0.2% to 3.6± 0.1%, for 49 representation
units, see Fig. 6.17). These gains are relatively minor compared to the 5 fold increase in
trainable parameters. In comparison, adding a convolutional layer to an MLP reduces
the error rate by 74% (from 3.4± 0.1% to 0.95± 0.05%). These results indicates that
the error-backpropagation algorithm makes better use of multiple hidden layers than
DA learning does.

The benefits brought by DA depends on the size of the convolutional filters. This
result is in line with the function of DA in the model in enhancing neural selectiv-
ity. Restricted filter dimensions do not allow representing task-relevant features on
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Figure 6.17: Performance comparison of DA and error-backpropagation
in ConvNets. Error rates for shallow and convolutional networks of similar archi-
tectures, namely 784, 20×784 (in ConvNets only), 49, and 10 neurons. Adding a
convolutional layer to the shallow network yields statistically significant benefits in
performance for both DA- and error-backpropagation-based learning (p < 0.001).
However, the magnitude of the change is more than 4 times greater in the latter
than in the former.

the MNIST data and, therefore, DA may only carry a limited impact in this layer.
With appropriate filter sizes, however, DA elicits advantageous modifications in both
the convolutional and feedforward layers, indicating that a single RPE signal can be
used concurrently in many layers. In this case, the network may serve as a model
of learning in hierarchical biological networks, predicting at which processing stages
weight alterations might take place.

It is uncertain why the convolutional layer did not bring more important benefits to
the network. We may speculate that the DA learning mechanisms do not suitably solve
the credit assignment problem. Whereas the backpropagation algorithm computes
a weight update ∂E

∂Wij
for any weight Wij independently, DA only carries a global

signal uniquely affecting all weights. This characteristic may limit its performance.
Additional mechanism such as attention [ROW10] may be required to address the
credit assignment problem in deep networks.

6.7 Summary

Convolutional neural networks leverage local correlations in data to learn location in-
variant filters. In combination with subsampling, these filters provide tolerance to dis-
tortions, thereby increasing the generalisation power of the classifier. In this chapter, I
considered the influence of DA in a Hebbian ConvNet. I showed that ConvNets perform
better than their shallow equivalent and that a unique DA signal significantly improves
the quality of representations in both layers of the network concurrently. However, the
advantages deriving from the extra convolutional layer are marginal compared to those
observed in ConvNets trained with error-backpropagation. These lower benefits might
derive from poorly resolving the credit assignment problem across layers. Future should
investigate mechanisms to address this deficit.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

7.1 Findings Summary

Biological and artificial neural structures represent inputs in the activation patterns
of ‘neurons’, either living nerve cells or arrays of numbers. Although distinct in their
implementations, these representations serve comparable functions: extracting rele-
vant features from signals. Appropriately represented information enables high-level
processing like perception and cognition in animals or intricate data classification in
machines.

Both organic and synthetic systems have the ability to refine neural representations.
In this work, I investigated the contributions of neuromodulators to such refinements. I
demonstrated that two signals regulating synaptic plastic in a Hebbian learning network
bring distinct and complimentary benefits to neural representations. One signal follows
task demand and task relevance, approximating the cognitive construct of attentional
effort. I showed that this signal raises performance by rearranging the distribution of
stimulus preferences in a network. The second signal follows reward prediction errors.
This learning process adapts neural weights to the reward contingencies of the task,
in this way significantly improving the quality of a representation with respect to this
task. I postulate that ACh and DA respectively carry these roles in mammalian sensory
cortices.

The model of ACh benefits learning when the capacity of a representation is limited
relative to the variability of input data. In particular, the ACh model is valuable if the
difficulty or the relevance of stimuli is unevenly distributed among the data; the greater
the non-uniformity, the more useful ACh is. Additionally, ACh produces comparable
gains in accuracy regardless of the amount of available labelled data, indicating that
ACh bears particular advantages when limited environmental feedback exists.

In the model, stimulus-wise ACh activations exhibit poorer standings than activa-
tions computed as a mean over classes. I speculated that the non-uniform distribution
of ACh release disrupts learning by attributing a too great importance to detrimen-
tal data. Future work should investigate if the additional information brought by
stimulus-wise ACh transmission can in some cases benefit learning.

For the model of DA, I showed that noisy neural activation gives rise a softmax
exploration rule beneficial to learning. In this case, the DA activation profile matches
the one reported in animals. These results suggest that DA transmission and noisy
neural responses serve a synergistic function in refining neural tuning in animal sensory
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cortices.
In the model, DA signalling yields error rates lower than those originally reported

for the MNIST data and comparable to those of state-of-the-art optimisation methods
for MLPs of the same architecture. Since evolutionary pressures must have resulted
in performant learning mechanisms, these results support the notion that the model
of DA is implemented in the brain. Furthermore, in addition to strong performances,
neuromodulator-based learning requires weak supervision signals and interacts with
information available at the synapse. These characteristics make modulator-inspired
learning appealing in conditions poorly suited to the error-backpropagation algorithm,
for instance with weakly labelled data or in neuromorphic processors.

Using a reward’s expected value as a measure of task demand performed worse than
simple binary reward predictions. It remains surprising that additional information
carried by reward probabilities does not benefit the learning outcomes. In addition, the
comparison of DA with error-backpropagation indicated that the greater performances
of the latter might result from a more distributed code as well as from allowing negative
weight values. Future work should investigate these characteristics as the may enhance
the quality of a neural representation.

I conducted additional experiments to test the worth of DA in a deep convolutional
neural network, with ambivalent results. On the one hand, the additional convolu-
tional layer statistically significantly enhanced the network’s accuracy, both without
and with DA signalling. These experiments further showed that a unique DA signal
can improve representations in both of the network’s layers concurrently. The extent of
the benefits depended on the amount of task-relevant information encoded in a layer.
On the other hand, the improvements in performance deriving from the convolutional
layer were of modest magnitude, marginal in comparison to those observed with error-
backpropagation learning. These limited gains may derive from the network’s poor
resolution of the credit assignment problem. Together, these results support the no-
tion that global neuromodulatory signals can direct learning in multi-layer networks
but that, at the moment, they are significantly less apt at doing so than the error-
backpropagation algorithm.

7.2 Outlook

This work both brings encouraging results as well as it opens questions for future
research. Perhaps the most important unresolved challenge remains that of the credit
assignment problem. In the model presented in this thesis, strong lateral inhibition
ensured that inputs activate only a few neurons at a time, thereby effectively removing
the credit assignment problem in shallow networks. However, more distributed codes
appear beneficial in MLPs and, consequently, imposing too stringent sparseness seems
an inadequate solution. In addition, learning in multi-layered networks raises another
version of the credit assignment problem, here across layers. In this case, appropriately
solving this problem may enable neuromodulator-inspired learning methods to attain
the prowess of error-backpropagation in deep MLPs.

Representations play overarching functions in learning for both animals and ma-
chines. As we gain a deeper understanding of the processes contributing to the plasticity
of representations in humans, we may further our ability to acquire languages later in
life, for instance, or cure disabilities like phantom limb pain and perceptual agnosia.
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On the other hand, novel biology-inspired learning rules in MLPs may open the way to
unconventional network architectures, allow efficient learning with little supervision, or
permit to train neural systems in physical devices. The inner workings of the brain’s
shadow theatre certainly offer exciting perspectives as subjects of future research.
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Appendix A

Training with Sinusoidal Gratings

In addition to the MNIST dataset, I experimented with training networks with si-
nusoidal gratings, or Gabor patches (see Fig. A.1 A). On these data, the network
conducts a binary classification task in which the orientation of Gabor patches must
be categorised as clockwise or counter-clockwise of a target orientation. This task is ho-
mologous to training protocols in animal experiments (e.g., [Sch+01; YM04; Rai+06]).
This approach produces weights that resemble sinusoidal gratings (Fig. A.1 B) and
neural responses that can be characterised by tuning curves and preferred orientations
(Fig. A.1 C), alike cortical cells. This correspondence is interesting if one is to compare
the modifications in tuning in the model with those reported in biology. However, by
itself, this task turns out too be to simple for the network as it achieves close to perfect
classification even with purely Hebbian learning (Fig A.2).
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Figure A.1: Training networks with sinusoidal gradings produces well-
defined tuning curves. (A) Orientation discrimination task. The network must
decide whether stimuli are oriented clockwise (top) or counter-clockwise (bottom) of
a target orientation (dotted line). (B) Weights learned by a Hebbian network with
16 representation neurons. (C) Tuning curves of neurons in (B). This dataset allows
to compare the response properties of model neurons with those of cells in the visual
cortex of animals.

I experimented with different solutions to increase task difficulty, including adding
noise in the input images or in the activation of neurons. In addition, I examined
increasing the strength of lateral inhibition (τ parameter of the softmax inhibition,
Eq. 3.14). This method prevents the Hebbian network from performing the task opti-
mally as it enforces too sharp tuning curves (see Fig. A.3 C). Specifically, the imperfect
learning outcome is due to the target orientation at times falling at a flat portion of the
neurons’ tuning curves where they poorly encode orientation information (Fig. A.3 A).
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Figure A.2: The network achieves close to perfect performance on the
orientation discrimination task. Test performance of Hebbian networks on the
binary orientation classification task. Light traces are individual runs, dark trace is
the mean of 30 runs.
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Figure A.3: Increasing lateral inhibition prevents perfect performance.
(A) Tuning curves for Hebbian and (B) DA learning. (C) Test performance of
networks trained with Hebb’s rule (grey) and supplemented with DA (red traces).
Light traces are individual runs, dark trace is the mean of 100 runs. DA signifi-
cantly enhances performance by matching the slope of the tuning curves with the
discrimination boundary.

Training with DA matches the tuning curves slopes with the target orientation, enhanc-
ing discrimination abilities (Fig. A.3 B-C). The slopes of tuning curves carry maximal
information about the stimuli and performance is thus greater where their density is
the highest (Fig. A.4), in agreement with animal experiments [Sch+01]. For future
work, using homologous datasets to train animals and models may allow to test the
validity of a model and to make predictions about learning outcomes in animals.
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Figure A.4: Performance is highest where slope density is maximal. (A)
Mean slope of neurons, averaged for 100 networks. (B) Discrimination performance
for different orientations. Data are mean of 100 networks, error bars are variance.
Across networks, classification accuracy is maximal for regions of the input space
where slope density is at its highest, and vice-versa.
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